
Discover our collection of iconic & authentic tailor-made holidays including South Pacific

DISCOV ER AUS T R A L I A

& N E W ZE A L A N D



Mythical rusty-red icons, phenomenal fiords and desert islands with 

sugar-white sands; this corner of the world has some of the most awe-inspiring 

backdrops you’ll ever see. For us it’s all about the experience. We can show you 

the psychedelic shades of the largest living thing on Earth, introduce you to 

incredible wildlife and take you on epic journeys across mountains, water and 

wilderness. Let us inspire you and craft your perfect Australia, New Zealand 

and South Pacific holiday.

Roys Peak, New Zealand
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TALK TO US

Use our online expert finder 

to interact with someone who 

has visited a destination you’re 

interested in, chat to us online 

or book an appointment in store. 

However you get in touch, we’ll 

offer top-notch service and 

tailor-make a holiday that’s right 

for you.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

We’re committed to making your 

holiday as incredible as possible. 

Following their booking with 

Kuoni, customers rated us on 

average 9.3 out of 10. Source: 

customergauge.

THE FULL KUONI 

EXPERIENCE

Planning the perfect holiday takes 

time and we believe it should be 

an exciting experience. Book an 

appointment in a beautiful Kuoni 

store and we’ll listen to what’s 

important to you while you relax 

with a complimentary glass of 

Champagne.

200+ AWARDS

Kuoni has won over 200 travel 

and service awards. These awards 

reflect our ambition to deliver 

an amazing experience on every 

Kuoni holiday.

KUONI AT JOHN LEWIS

You can fi nd Kuoni in selected 

John Lewis stores across the UK. 

THE KUONI
DIFFERENCE

Kuoni is all about incredible service. So whether 
you get in touch online or in one of our stores, 
we’ l l ensure you have the same travel expert from 
start to f inish.

Call us: 01306 747000

Meet us: over 48 stores nationwide

Explore: www.kuoni.co.uk

Call 01306 747000  |  www.kuoni.co.uk



AU S T R A L I A  &  N E W Z E A L A N D    M o t o r h o m e s

Whether it’s experiencing 

the open road, waking each 

morning to jaw-dropping views, 

being able to stop where you 

want and for as long as you 

choose, or getting a great 

value getaway – there’s always 

a good reason to go on a 

motorhome holiday. 

YOUR HOME ON WHEELS

In Australia and New Zealand 

we work with maui and Britz. 

They both have a fantastic range 

of motorhomes of varying sizes 

and standards to suit the group 

you’re travelling with and your 

travel plans; you can even hire 

a 4x4 van in Western Australia 

and the Northern Territory. All 

the motorhomes are wonderfully 

easy to drive – you’ll be driving 

on the left side of the road and all 

the vehicles are automatic. Let us 

know if you want to park up and 

explore under your own steam, 

as bicycle rental can be included 

with some models. And as an 

extra bonus, each campervan is 

kitted out with a tablet which not 

only has satellite navigation, it 

also acts as a Wi-Fi hot spot (1GB 

of data is available as part of the 

maui inclusive pack).

EXTRA INCLUSIONS

For peace of mind while you’re 

on the road, we recommend 

booking the maui inclusive pack 

when you rent your motorhome. 

You’ll get the most comprehensive 

insurance cover without the 

need to leave a deposit, the use 

of 1GB of data through your Wi-

Fi-enabled tablet and the option 

to add additional drivers. You’ll 

also get kit like a picnic table and 

chairs, a portable heater, and 

linen exchange along the way.

MAUI WINERY HAVENS

If you’re a fan of a crisp Sauvignon 

Blanc or spicy Shiraz, we 

recommend pre-booking one 

of maui’s exclusive overnight 

experiences. Park up in a secluded 

spot in a winery that’s been hand-

picked by maui and take in the 

incredible views – maybe even 

talk to the local vintner (subject to 

availability). As the sun sets, make 

your way through a bottle of wine 

and the gourmet hamper for two 

that are included in the price of 

your stay.

GET AROUND AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND BY 

MOTORHOME ON OUR:

Australia Self-Drives p56-69

New Zealand Self-Drives p102-107

I n  s t o r e   |   S e l e c t e d  J o h n  L e w i s  &  P a r t n e r s   |   I n  t r av e l  a g e n t s6 

MOTORHOMES: 
CHOOSE YOUR OWN 
ADVENTURE
Take your home with you as you drive across mountain 
passes, through rolling vineyards and along winding 
coastal roads. 



Call 01306 747000  |  www.kuoni.co.uk

M o t o r h o m e s    AU S T R A L I A  &  N E W Z E A L A N D

OUR FAVOURITE AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND CAMPSITES

TAPOTUPOTU CAMPSITE, 

NEW ZEALAND

This edge-of-the-world 

campsite is the furthest north 

that you can spend the night in 

New Zealand. It’s close to Cape 

Reinga, NZ’s north-western tip 

and a sacred Māori site.

AYERS ROCK 

CAMPGROUND, AUSTRALIA

While the camp itself doesn’t 

overlook the sacred monolith 

of Uluru, it’s just outside 

the national park – perfect 

for early starts to see the 

changing colours at sunrise. 

MARAHAU BEACH CAMP, 

NEW ZEALAND

This campsite is in Abel 

Tasman village just to the 

south of the entrance to the 

park (p88) and steps from a 

white-sand beach – a taste of 

things to come.

kuoni.co.uk/australia/
motorhomes

kuoni.co.uk/newzealand/
motorhomes

kuoni.co.uk/newzealand/
motorhomes
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AU S T R A L I A  &  N E W Z E A L A N D    To u r s

Between their world-class 

cities, majestic monoliths 

and incredible Lord of the 

Rings scenery, Australia and 

New Zealand are generously 

scattered with natural 

wonders. Get all the best 

experiences on a guided tour 

curated and led by experts at 

our partners, AAT Kings.

WHY TOUR WITH AAT KINGS?

We’ve teamed up with AAT 

Kings to give you the best choice 

of tours in Australia and New 

Zealand. They’re experts in 

guided tours and day trips which 

include must-sees like Uluru 

(Ayers Rock), Sydney and New 

Zealand’s Fiordland. You’ll be 

accompanied by a Tour Director 

or Driver Guide who’ll share local 

insider knowledge as you visit 

iconic sites. Most tours include 

accommodation ranging from 

premium brands to one-of-a-

kind stays, selected meals and 

special dining experiences, plus 

days where you’ll get to pick your 

favourite excursion.

INSPIRING JOURNEYS

The best way to see these 

countries’ famous attractions on 

tour is with AAT Kings’ Inspiring 

Journeys. They’re luxury small 

group tours of up to 20 people, 

where you’ll stay in boutique and 

award-winning accommodation, 

dine on gourmet food and have 

amazing experiences like sea 

kayaking on Milford Sound and 

walking among sacred giant trees 

with a Māori guide.

GUIDED HOLIDAYS

AAT Kings’s classic guided touring 

option comes in two collections: 

premium First Choice and flexible 

Best Buys. First Choice has a 

slower pace and more good-

quality stays over two nights, 

handpicked dining highlights and 

a selection of optional excursions. 

Best Buys tick off the major 

sites faster with lots of optional 

experiences and the freedom to 

dine out more.

SHORT BREAKS

These two- to six-day packages 

are perfect to slot into your 

holiday. You’ll get the perks of a 

guided tour with day trip-style 

sightseeing and the flexibility to 

personalise the rest of your trip – 

find out more on p40.

LEARN MORE ABOUT AAT KINGS IN OUR:

Australia & New Zealand Touring Brochure 

Uluru & Kata Tjuta National Park p106

ON TOUR IN
AUSTRALIA AND 
NEW ZEALAND
Unearth Australia’s and New Zealand’s most treasured 
attractions with our partner, A AT Kings. 

Uluru (Ayers Rock), Australia

Milford Sound, New Zealand

I n  s t o r e   |   S e l e c t e d  J o h n  L e w i s  &  P a r t n e r s   |   I n  t r av e l  a g e n t s8 
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To u r s    AU S T R A L I A  &  N E W Z E A L A N D

OUR FAVOURITE AAT KINGS TOURS

NEW ZEALAND UNCOVERED

Travel from Auckland to 

Christchurch on this premium 

First Choice tour, with 

experiences like a cruise on 

Milford Sound and a traditional 

Māori Hangi dinner – read 

more on p106.

THE LONG WHITE CLOUD

See Franz Josef glacier, stop 

by Hobbiton and sail through 

Milford Sound on a luxurious 

and immersive Inspiring 

Journeys tour of New Zealand’s 

North and South Islands.

AUSTRALIAN HIGHLIGHTS

Watch the sunrise at Uluru and 

explore the Great Barrier Reef 

on this 12-night premium tour 

between cultural Melbourne 

and showstopping Sydney.

kuoni.co.uk/
thelongwhitecloud

kuoni.co.uk/
newzealanduncovered

kuoni.co.uk/
australianhighlights

9
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AUSTRALIA

“When we got to the top of the bridge, the sky was  
filled with a haze of pink and orange. Then the sun went 
down and the city lit up like a show just for us. It was  
the most incredible way to finally tick Sydney off my  
bucket list. ”

– Neil Kemble, Australia expert at Kuoni Chester

I n  s t o r e   |   S e l e c t e d  J o h n  L e w i s  &  P a r t n e r s   |   I n  t r av e l  a g e n t s10 
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SIX MUST-DO THINGS IN AUSTRALIA

AU S T R A L I A   W h a t  t o  d o

I n  s t o r e   |   S e l e c t e d  J o h n  L e w i s  &  P a r t n e r s   |   I n  t r av e l  a g e n t s
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Australia is unlike anywhere else on the planet. This huge island continent captures imaginations with 
its wild beauty, iconic cities and extraordinary wildlife. It’s all about finding that special experience 
here, so we’ve picked six of our favourites to add to your Australia bucket list.

1.  WATCH ULURU GLOW  

AT THE FIELD OF LIGHT

Arrive at the famous monolith 

after dark and stand in awe as 

50,000 light stems suddenly 

come to life. This unique 

exhibition illuminates Uluru’s 

base at night – see it dazzle in 

a gentle rhythm of colour, and 

walk through this epic piece of 

art at your own pace. Add to 

your visit by pre-booking one of 

the experiential passes – choose 

the Field of Light Star Pass for 

a sunset view with bubbles and 

canapés in hand.

2.  SPEND TIME IN THE  

WINE COUNTRY

Ranging from the world-class 

superstars to the local gems, 

drinking your way around 

Australia’s 65 wine-blessed 

regions (p26) is a must for any 

self-confessed sommelier. Head 

north of Sydney to explore the 

Hunter Valley or drive south 

from Perth to sample premium 

vintages in Margaret River. For 

sunset views and world-ranking 

Shiraz, the historic vines of the 

Barossa Valley are just over an 

hour’s drive from Adelaide.

3.  SWAP STORIES WITH  

AN ABORIGINAL GUIDE

A rich cultural heritage is a key 

part of Australia’s identity, so 

it’s worth exploring its cultural 

wonders with the help of an 

Aboriginal guide. Under their 

guidance and with their insight, 

you’ll learn so much more about 

the world’s oldest living culture. 

Take the Kuniya walk to discover 

ancient rock art caves at Uluru, 

or learn all about old-age 

medicines in Melbourne’s Royal 

Botanic Gardens.

Call 01306 747000  |  www.kuoni.co.uk

W h a t  t o  d o    AU S T R A L I A
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4.  CLIMB SYDNEY 

HARBOUR BRIDGE

Sydney’s world-famous coat 

hanger has been a classic city 

icon since its grand unveiling 

in 1932. Towering 134 metres 

above sea level, it’s one of the 

world’s largest steel arch bridges 

– and it’s the go-to spot for the 

best views of Sydney’s harbour 

(p14). Have a go at taking on 

this iconic arch on the famous 

Bridge Climb. There are dawn, 

day, sunset and night options to 

choose from, plus shorter routes 

for those with less time.

5.  CATCH A WAVE AT  

BONDI BEACH

Whether you’re a wave-riding 

novice or a surfing pro, Bondi’s 

famous golden crescent is 

the perfect spot to try out 

this quintessential Australian 

pastime. Live out your Blue Crush 

dreams and try surfing one of 

the world’s most iconic breaks – 

hire a private instructor or book 

a two-hour group lesson for 

moral support.

6.  STAY IN THE OUTBACK  

IN A LUXURY LODGE

Australia is a destination that’s 

made for unique experiences, 

and the Luxury Lodges of 

Australia collection (p42-45) 

is as one-off as you can get. 

From secluded locations to 

award-winning designs, where 

you stay is up to you: hang out 

with Tasmanian devils on the 

Freycinet Peninsula or stay 

in a remote clifftop retreat in 

Kimberley’s Outback wilderness.



AU S T R A L I A    Sy d n e y

Bo Kaap

Bo Kaap

The Rocks

 

SYDNEY: A 
NATIONAL ICON
Sydney is the loud and ambitious capital city of 
New South Wales, home to dazzling man-made 
landmarks that are an architectural delight.

WHAT TO DO

Sydney is a city that dazzles with 

iconic sights – and they’re best 

seen when you have the time to 

explore on your own. Start with 

the big-tickets; take a stroll across 

the Harbour Bridge (add a climb if 

you’re feeling the views), wander 

down historic cobbled lanes on 

a walking tour of The Rocks, or 

catch a show beneath the sails at 

the Opera House. Outside of these 

classic superstars, a trip to Bondi 

Beach is a must – this is one of 

the world’s best beaches, so just 

lie back and watch as surfers of 

all levels take over the waters en 

masse. It’s easy to head out of 

the city for a day, too. Travel west 

to see the misty Blue Mountains 

or head north for the sprawling 

vineyards of the Hunter Valley.

CITY CELEBRATIONS

New Year’s Eve is the peak of 

Sydney’s celebrations, and its 

midnight firework-fuelled harbour 

show is a must-see. Sort out 

your prime time viewing spot, 

look out for any evening events, 

and make sure to pre-book your 

chosen hotel – those with the 

enviable harbour views can sell 

out almost a year ahead. If you’re 

here in May, you’ll see the city 

turned into a giant art canvas. 

The annual Vivid Sydney festival 

literally takes over the city – new 

exhibits rock up each year, but it’s 

something else to see the harbour 

dazzling in brilliant coloured light.

kuoni.co.uk/sydney

Beyond the dramatic misty 

mountain ranges and world-

famous coastal drives, 

NSW’s dreamy capital city 

is the life and soul of this 

state’s year-round appeal. 

Draped around a wow-

factor of a natural harbour, 

Sydney is both dynamic and 

uncompromising; a boisterous 

but stress-free urban haven of 

gorgeous beaches, standout 

icons and personality-rich 

neighbourhoods.

WHERE TO STAY

Australia’s largest city is also its 

most popular so you’ll want to 

choose your base carefully. Stay in 

the vibrant city centre and you’ll 

find Circular Quay – the café-lined 

harbourfront that’s home to the 

Royal Botanic Gardens and the 

famous Opera House. Further 

west you’ll find The Rocks, the 

colonial heart of historic Sydney 

– we love this quirky assortment 

of weathered warehouses and 

cobblestone streets. Darling 

Harbour is the city’s unapologetic 

tourist quarter and your go-to 

for upmarket restaurants and 

shoreline bars. For less of the 

city’s bustle, head out of the 

centre towards the areas of Potts 

Point and Woolloomooloo. These 

harbourside neighbours are 

known for their culinary treats, 

and are buzzing with hip bars and 

old Art Deco-style buildings.

I n  s t o r e   |   S e l e c t e d  J o h n  L e w i s  &  P a r t n e r s   |   I n  t r av e l  a g e n t s14 
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Sy d n e y    AU S T R A L I A

Our must-do experiences in and 
around Sydney

SEE THE ULTIMATE CIT Y VIEW FROM

THE TOP OF THE ARCH

Few places in the city can rival the Harbour 

Bridge for its views. It’s popular and a little 

pricey, but taking on the classic Bridge Climb 

is one of the best ways to see the harbour. 

There’s a fast-track option – and even a 

‘halfway up’ tour if heights aren’t your thing.

HANG OUT WITH KOALAS

IN THE MISTY BLUE MOUNTAINS

This wild blue-hazed wonderland is just two 

hours from Sydney, and is a superb full-day 

experience. Make friends with kangaroos and 

koalas, and stop at the Eagle Hawk Lookout –  

a stunning view overlooking the Three Sisters.

BECOME A WAVE-RIDING PRO

AT BONDI BEACH

Join a half-day ‘Bondi Local’ tour and learn 

how to surf the famous waves. From the TV-

gold lifeguards to the sun-baked crescent, this 

local gem is the classic Sydney experience. 

WALK THROUGH TIME ON

THE SYDNEY WITH CONVICTION TOUR

Discover bizarre backstories and an unusual 

city history on this guided walking tour around 

Sydney. Stroll past the oldest building in the 

city and stop for unique photo spots as you 

continue to the Opera House.

SEE NATIONAL ICONS

BROUGHT TO LIFE IN COLOUR AT VIVID

During the month of May, the entire city gets 

lit up by this epic arts-and-light festival – 

it’s something special to see national icons 

transformed into a kaleidoscope of different 

colours and themes.

OUR FAVOURITE 
T HIN GS  TO  D O

WHERE TO STAY

From well-placed city retreats to luxury harbourfront views,  

Sydney’s hotels are all about the location

SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, SYDNEY

BEST FOR: HIGH-END 

HARBOUR VIEWS

This big-brand hotel is one of 

Sydney’s most stylish; enjoy 

award-winning restaurants, 

a central location and views 

overlooking the famous harbour.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL SYDNEY

BEST FOR: HARBOURFRONT 

LUXURY

This five-star hotel is a glamorous 

harbour gem. Book a top-floor 

Club Room for gorgeous Walsh Bay 

views from Lounge 32.

PARKROYAL DARLING 

HARBOUR

BEST FOR: TOP CITY SETTING

It’s all about the skyline views and 

classic modern style at this city-

based hotel in Darling Harbour.

HARBOUR ROCKS HOTEL 

SYDNEY

BEST FOR: OLD-AGE CHARM

A boutique heritage hotel at the 

heart of The Rocks – it was built 

by convict carpenters in the 1800s 

and has an industrial-chic vibe.

    

HOLIDAY INN OLD SYDNEY

BEST FOR: A SLEEK  

ROOFTOP POOL

It’s just a short stroll to the 

main sights from this popular 

hotel in The Rocks, which has a 

cool rooftop pool with fantastic 

harbour views. 

See our full range of Sydney 

accommodation at:

kuoni.co.uk/sydney/hotels

H O W T O S E E  S Y D N E Y 

These suggested self-drives can be tailored to 

include the Sydney accommodation and  

experiences of your choice:

Classic Sydney, Rock & Reef p56

The Legendary Pacific Coast p58

The Sydney to Melbourne Touring Route p62

Sydney Opera House
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AU S T R A L I A    C u l t u r a l  a t t r a c t i o n s

Mix with 
Melburnians 

on our The 
Great Southern 
Touring Route 

p64

Learn about 
Anzac history on 

our Australia’s 
Southwest Edge 
Self-Drive p66

King George Sound, Albany

I n  s t o r e   |   S e l e c t e d  J o h n  L e w i s  &  P a r t n e r s   |   I n  t r av e l  a g e n t s16 



GO BEHIND THE SCENES AT 

AN AUSSIE ICON

WHERE? Sydney Opera House, 

Sydney, NSW

The award-winning white sails 

that define Sydney Harbour are 

instantly recognisable around the 

world. We recommend taking a 

tour of this World Heritage-listed 

building; they run regularly on 

almost every day of the year. Head 

underneath the sails, bask in the 

drama of a live performance or 

round off your tour with harbour-

side fish and chips at the Opera 

Kitchen See this architectural 

marvel on our Classic Sydney, 

Rock & Reef itinerary (p56).

UNEARTH HISTORY AT ONE 

OF OZ’S ORIGINAL PRISONS

WHERE? Port Arthur Historic 

Site, Port Arthur, TAS

Port Arthur’s impressive site of 

over 30 buildings was a huge 

part of Australia’s history of 

migrated convicts. Dive deep into 

the country’s penal colony past 

as you tour the 19th-Century 

structures and imagine the lives 

of those who spent time here – 

the site has an eeriness that lends 

itself to night-time ghost tours. 

Explore this UNESCO site on our 

Tasmania’s Grand Circle Self-

Drive (p68).

TAKE A BACKSTAGE TOUR OF 

A WORLD-FAMOUS STADIUM

WHERE? Melbourne Cricket 

Ground, Melbourne, VIC

A big deal in the world of 

celebrated stadiums, ‘The G’ is 

the perfect place to be part of 

Melbourne’s passion for sport. 

It’s best known for electrifying 

Australian football games and 

cricket matches, as well as hosting 

the 1956 Olympic Games. Book 

a private tour to step on the turf 

and be led around members-only 

areas, often by a retired player. 

Time your visit for 2020 to see 

the regenerated National Sports 

Museum, too. Add a stadium 

tour to our Great Southern 

Touring Route Self-Drive (p64).

FOLLOW THE LIFE OF AN 

ANZAC IN WWI

WHERE? National Anzac Centre, 

Albany, WA

Follow the personal stories 

of the Anzacs (Australian and 

New Zealand Army Corps) at 

this powerful museum. It has a 

poignant location – looking out 

to King George Sound, it marks 

the place where the Anzacs left 

home soil. Instead of focussing on 

the war, this interactive museum 

commemorates the people whose 

lives were shaped by it. Stop by 

on our Australia’s Southwest 

Edge Self-Drive (p66).

Call 01306 747000  |  www.kuoni.co.uk

C u l t u r a l  a t t r a c t i o n s    AU S T R A L I A

CULTURAL ICONS 
AND LEGENDS  
OF AUSTRALIA 

It ’s in roaring crowds, rule-breaking architecture 
and award-winning museums that you really get a 
feel of Australia and the people who call it home. 
These are our favourite hits of real Aussie culture.  

Tour this 
masterpiece 

on our Classic 
Sydney, Rock & 
Reef itinerary 

p56

Sydney Opera House

Melbourne
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AU S T R A L I A    N e w S o u t h  Wa l e s

Bo Kaap

Bo Kaap

Sea Cliff Bridge

NEW SOUTH WALES: 
BEYOND SYDNEY
Sydney may be its big and bold centrepiece, but 
there’s so much more to this standout state.

LEGENDARY PACIFIC COAST

NSW has a number of classic road 

trips to its name, but this iconic 

northern route is one of our 

favourites. Taking you from the 

cosmopolitan clutches of Sydney 

to culture-rich Brisbane, it’s a 

beautiful coastal road trip that 

takes in the sumptuous scenery of 

Australia’s Pacific Highway. Meet 

friendly bottlenose dolphins in 

Port Stephens – home of the epic 

Stockton Bight sand dunes and 

Nelson Bay – and catch a wave 

in boho-clad Byron Bay. Beyond 

its first-class surf breaks, this 

wonderfully mishmashed town 

promises sigh-worthy sunsets and 

a gorgeous lighthouse with some 

of the best views on the headland.

SYDNEY TO MELBOURNE

This timeless route sits between 

Australia’s largest cities, and is 

a handsome marriage of empty 

beaches and dramatic wildlife-

rich headlands. If you’re looking 

for a self-drive option that’s 

quintessentially Australian, this is 

it. Head inland towards the sleepy 

gold rush-era mountain towns 

and discover Canberra – the 

political heart of the Australian 

Capital Territory and the country’s 

national capital. Or, take the 

classic coastal route and you’ll 

pass by hidden coves and tiny 

rural fishing villages – dazzling 

Hyams Beach in Jervis Bay has one 

of the whitest stretches of sand in 

the world.

kuoni.co.uk/newsouthwales

New South Wales is a state 

with so much to see. Travel just 

two hours from Sydney and 

this harbourfront superstar 

feels like an entire world away; 

instead of the tourist-rich 

cities, it becomes a spectacular 

jumble of gorgeous beaches, 

sprawling wineries and glorious 

coastal drives. 

TOURING NSW

We know that Sydney’s its 

breakout star – but this south-

eastern state has a fantastic 

mountain region too. Home to 

some of the most postcard-perfect 

views in the whole of Australia, 

the World Heritage-listed Blue 

Mountains National Park is just 

two hours from the city. Thanks 

to the huge eucalyptus forests, 

it’s a region that’s become known 

for its hazy blue appearance – but 

it’s the towering rock formations 

and deep eroded valleys that 

really make you catch a breath. 

Stop at the Echo Point Lookout 

for mind-blowing views of the 

Three Sisters, and see the world’s 

steepest railway in Jamison Valley. 

For a totally different experience, 

drive just three hours from Sydney 

to reach the 150-plus wineries of 

the world-famous Hunter Valley. 

From simple cellar door tastings 

to guided tours of internationally 

recognised estates, this gorgeous 

wine region has something to suit 

everyone (read more on p26).

Jervis Bay
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Three Sisters, Blue Mountains National Park

Our must-do experiences in  
New South Wales

SEE 360° VIEWS FROM

TOMAREE HEAD

The short summit walk up Tomaree Mountain 

is well worth the effort for the impressive 

views at the top. Looking over Shoal Bay and 

Zenith Beach, it’s a great outdoor option when 

you’re visiting Port Stephens.

SPEND A DAY IN THE VINES

AT HUNTER VALLEY

Australia’s oldest wine region is a fantastic 

day tripper from Sydney. It’s a hub of 

entertainment – from hot-air balloon rides to 

concerts – and it’s peppered with wineries that 

are refreshingly unstuffy. 

TAKE IN THE SIGHTS ON

THE GRAND PACIFIC DRIVE

This eye-catching drive spans 86 miles at the 

start of the iconic Sydney to Melbourne coastal 

route. Spot dolphins and whales, cross the 

striking Sea Cliff Bridge and pass the famous 

blowhole at Kiama.

INDULGE IN YOUR PRIVATE POOL SUITE

AT WOLGAN VALLEY

Swap Sydney’s harbourfront for the wild 

solitude of Emirates One&Only Wolgan Valley 

(p44) – at this luxury lodge, you can hang out 

with kangaroos and spend time lazing in the 

waters of your own indoor plunge pool.

GLAMP IT UP NEAR 

JERVIS BAY

Ramp up the luxury and stay in Paperbark 

Camp while in Jervis Bay; there are just 12 

safari-style tents, and each one includes a 

wrap-around deck for the best kangaroo-

spotting views (read more on p50).

OUR FAVOURITE 
T HIN GS  TO  D O

WHERE TO STAY

New South Wales is a state of gorgeous contrasts and its hotels  

and wild retreats are no different

SPICERS GUESTHOUSE, 

HUNTER VALLEY

BEST FOR: WINELANDS-LUXE

A classic home-away-from-home 

right in the heart of Hunter Valley. 

It’s just up the road from Tyrrell’s 

Wines and has a snug lounge, 

infinity pool and back-lit wine wall.

LILIANFELS, BLUE MOUNTAINS

BEST FOR: CLASSIC CHARM

This historic grande dame of the 

Blue Mountains National Park 

is a country-chic retreat, with 

views that look over the gorgeous 

Jamison Valley.

EMIRATES ONE&ONLY WOLGAN 

VALLEY

BEST FOR: WILD VIEWS

This Luxury Lodge of Australia has 

chalet-chic pool suites and unreal 

Wolgan Valley views (p44). 

ANCHORAGE, PORT STEPHENS

BEST FOR: HAMPTONS-CHIC

This elegant Hamptons-style resort 

overlooks the beach and marina, 

and includes two restaurants on 

the water’s edge.

THE BYRON AT BYRON RESORT 

& SPA

BEST FOR: SUBTROPICAL 

SECLUSION

Tucked away in the rainforest, this 

tranquil retreat is just five minutes 

south of the soft white sands of 

Byron Bay.

See our full range of NSW 

accommodation at:

kuoni.co.uk/newsouthwales/
hotels

E X P L O R E  N E W S O U T H WA L E S

These suggested self-drives can be tailored to 

include the NSW accommodation and experiences 

of your choice:

The Legendary Pacific Coast Self-Drive p58

The Sydney to Melbourne Touring Route Self-

Drive p62
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Bo Kaap

Bo Kaap

Melbourne

The Twelve Apostles

MELBOURNE  
& VICTORIA: THE 
CULTURAL COAST
Raise your coffee standards, feed your arty side and 
go day tripping around Oz’s cultural capital. 

to. Further south, Brighton has 

the flamboyant row of beach 

houses that clash happily against 

Melbourne’s silvery silhouette. 

Yarra Valley is only an hour away 

for home-grown chardonnay and 

pinot noir, plus gin distilleries and 

microbreweries to keep all kinds 

of taste buds happy. Looking for 

a dose of adorable? It’s under two 

hours’ drive to see Phillip Island’s 

penguin parade, which is exactly 

what it sounds like: hundreds of 

tiny penguins waddling up the 

beach from the sea.

ON THE OPEN ROAD

The Great Ocean Road is one 

of Australia’s best driving 

adventures. Most of it is in 

Victoria, just 90 minutes from 

Melbourne where the city gives 

way to an end-of-the-world 

coastline, craggy bays that take 

big gulps of fizzy seawater and 

turnings that reveal wonders like 

The Twelve Apostles. Tackle it on 

our Great Southern Touring Route 

from Melbourne to Adelaide 

(p64) for a longer drive that gets 

beautifully quiet the further 

you go. Or a round-trip from 

Melbourne makes it short and 

sweet. Take the upcountry way 

and you’ll get mountain air in The 

Grampians and indulgent time out 

in Daylesford where a stay at The 

Lake House (p44) is the icing on 

the cake.

kuoni.co.uk/
melbourneandvictoria

MELBOURNE

Melbourne has a world-class arts 

scene, coffee that’s excellent 

and practically everywhere, 

and a liveability rating that tops 

Sydney’s. Brands like H&M have 

set up shop in its huge neo-Gothic 

buildings and ornate arcades 

but don’t be fooled – Melbourne 

makes plenty of effort when it 

comes to shopping, eating and 

drinking locally. Make a beeline 

for the laneways to see the 

Instagram-friendly street art, 

go thrifting for vintage wear or 

take your pick of the eateries for 

sushi swirls, lashings of pasta 

and a whole lot of Vegemite-

flavoured things. Sport is huge 

– the Melbourne Cricket Ground 

(MCG or ‘The G’ to locals) is worth 

a visit for its history alone. The 

Southbank area is our favourite 

for riverside strolls; there’s a 

friendly buzz and a lot of options 

for food, cultural sightseeing and 

shopping. Melbourne’s public 

transport makes it easy to get 

around – the tram is free in the 

CBD – so you can leave picking up 

the car until the last day if you’re 

heading on the road. 

DAY TRIPPING 

Outside of Melbourne, the magic 

spills beyond the city limits into 

vineyard-laced valleys and proper 

sandy beaches that are all doable 

in a day. St Kilda’s, a short drive 

or tram ride away, is the easiest 

(and busiest) seaside spot to get 

Brighton
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Our must-do experiences in and 
around Melbourne

SEE MILLIONS OF YEARS OF HISTORY  

FIRST-HAND AT THE TWELVE APOSTLES

Whole lifetimes of erosion has eaten away 

at the limestone on Victoria’s coastline 

and separated these stray not-quite-twelve 

columns that are now part-claimed by the 

water. They’re a popular sight on the Great 

Ocean Road so get down there early before the 

crowds descend.

CATCH THE SPORTS FEVER AT THE

MELBOURNE CRICKET GROUND

Get involved in the local love for sports at The 

G. The 100,000-capacity venue gets packed 

out for cricket matches and Australian football 

fixtures and stadium tours cover an impressive 

history, too.

REVIEW THE STREET ART AND CAFÉS IN

MELBOURNE’S LANEWAYS

Spend your time wisely in Melbourne’s tangle 

of lanes with a locally guided tour. We like the 

Hidden Secrets tours and we’re not alone – 

book them early because they often sell out.

GO ON SPELLBINDING WALKS

IN WILSONS PROMONTORY 

Head out to The Prom and you’ll find coastal 

trails edged with wildflowers, quartz sand 

beaches that squeak underfoot and a national 

park’s worth of native wildlife.

GET CAUGHT UP IN THE GOLD RUSH AT

SOVEREIGN HILL 

Sovereign Hill is not your average museum. 

There are stores to walk into and staff that 

make the town come to life with their  

Victorian costumes.

OUR FAVOURITE 
T HIN GS  TO  D O

WHERE TO STAY

These are just a few of our favourite VIP-vibe hotels and itinerary-

worthy gems in and around Melbourne

CROWN MELBOURNE 

BEST FOR: SHOWSTOPPING 

ENTERTAINMENT 

This swish riverside complex 

comes with a spa, casino, theatre 

and a choice of three hotels.

THE LANGHAM MELBOURNE

BEST FOR: SKYLINE 

ELEGANCE

Check in to this award-winning 

icon where every room has a view 

of the river and city from its spot 

on the Southbank Promenade. 

WOODMAN ESTATE, 

MORNINGTON PENINSULA 

BEST FOR: LAKESIDE 

NOSTALGIA

An hour from the city, this bay-

hugging estate is a gorgeous 

escape of locally grown produce 

and high tea-style relaxation.

ROYAL MAIL HOTEL, THE 

GRAMPIANS

BEST FOR: DESTINATION 

DINING

The three-hour trip from 

Melbourne to the foot of The 

Grampians is worth it just for 

dinner here – the restaurant holds 

two prestigious Chef Hats.

OSCARS WATERFRONT 

BOUTIQUE HOTEL, PORT FAIRY

BEST FOR: HOME ON THE 

GREAT OCEAN ROAD

A quaint boutique stay on the 

waterfront with original features 

and a warm welcome.

See our full range of 

accommodation in and around 

Melbourne at:

kuoni.co.uk/
melbourneandvictoria/hotels

H O W T O S E E  M E L B O U R N E A N D I T S 

S U R R O U N D S 

These suggested itineraries include 

Melbourne and can be tailored to include the 

accommodation and experiences of your choice: 

The Sydney to Melbourne Self-Drive p62

The Great Southern Touring Route Self-Drive p64
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Some journeys are more than 

just a way of getting from 

one place to another. Journey 

Beyond Rail Expeditions 

are among of the world’s 

best trains. They’re ultra-

luxurious experiences that 

tap into the nostalgia of going 

slow, plucking the very best 

Australian produce and serving 

it up over a few decadent days 

suspended in time. 

WHY TRAVEL BY TRAIN?

Australia is huge. Getting around 

the country takes hours at a time 

but when you try and do it quickly 

by flying in and out of hubs, you 

waive the right to see all of the 

magnificent space in between. 

Nothing could give you the same 

view that The Ghan does as it 

coasts into the vast and empty 

Outback; these journeys show 

you just how big Australia really 

is. While the carriage windows 

show you something new every 

second, the train cocoons you in 

plush décor and service that aims 

for perfection. Days end with 

three-course dinners of delicacies 

like barramundi and crocodile, 

plated up with purées or drizzled 

in a jus and served with prized 

regional wine. When you step off 

the train it’ll be for good reason 

– all journeys include a choice of 

excursions plus the occasional 

enchanting banquet set up beside 

the train or optional upgrades like 

a scenic flight over Uluru.

WHICH TRAIN?

Journey Beyond Rail Expeditions 

train packages are all-inclusive, 

from the food and drink to the 

off-train experiences. The Ghan 

operates between Darwin and 

Adelaide year-round with two-

night and three-night itineraries, 

depending on direction and time 

of year. Indian Pacific has three-

night itineraries between Sydney 

and Perth year-round. The new 

Great Southern operates two-

night or three-night itineraries 

between Adelaide and Brisbane in 

December and January.

WHICH CABIN?

There are two levels of service 

onboard – Gold and Platinum. 

Gold Service Twin Cabins are the 

most popular option with upper 

and lower berths plus an en suite. 

Gold Superior Cabins come with a 

three-quarter-size bed, and Gold 

Single Cabins share bathrooms. 

All-inclusive board with meals, 

Australian wine, beer, selected 

spirits, soft drinks and off-train 

excursions come as standard – but 

Platinum level goes a step above 

with Platinum Club access, free-

flowing Champagne and spacious 

Twin or Double Cabins with views 

on both sides of the train.

EXPERIENCE THE ROMANCE OF THE RAILS ON OUR:

The Ghan Expedition itinerary p70

AUSTRALIA’S
EPIC RAIL JOURNEYS
Savour the litt le things as you coast along the country in 
the most timeless form of travel.

The Ghan

The Indian Pacific
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OUR FAVOURITE AUSTRALIAN RAIL JOURNEYS

THE INDIAN PACIFIC

This ambitious Sydney to 

Perth route runs between the 

two oceans it’s named after. 

It takes you cross-country 

via Adelaide, a popular start 

or end point to suit shorter 

itineraries.

THE GHAN 

The original Australian rail 

journey glides elegantly 

through the rusty-red Outback. 

Travel on the three-night Ghan 

Expedition (p70) for the option 

to add on a flight over Uluru.

THE GREAT SOUTHERN

Setting off for the first time 

in December 2019, this new 

addition connects the coastal 

railway from Adelaide to 

Brisbane, passing through the 

capital, Canberra.

kuoni.co.uk/theghan kuoni.co.uk/indianpacific kuoni.co.uk/greatsouthern
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Bo Kaap

Bo Kaap

McLaren Vale

Wilpena Pound, Flinders Ranges

ADELAIDE & SA: 
WILDLIFE, WINE & 
THE OUTBACK
Glass-raising wineries, the Flinders Ranges and an 
authentic Outback experience await.

Hills are about half an hour from 

the city. This is where you’ll 

find award-winning wineries, 

historic villages and more than 

50 wineries that are waiting to 

be tried and tested. Alternatively, 

McLaren Vale is 45 minutes south 

of Adelaide and is known for its 

Grenache and Cabernet. To get off 

the tourist trail, try the lesser-

visited Clare Valley, an hour and 

a half from Adelaide, home to the 

iconic Riesling Trail.

THE OUTBACK

Towering cliffs and carved-out 

craters resemble a Mars-like 

terrain as you drive through the 

Flinders Ranges and the Outback, 

kicking up red dust from the tyres 

of your hire car. It’s a five-hour 

drive to the Flinders Ranges from 

Adelaide or a one-hour charter 

flight. Visit Wilpena Pound, a huge 

amphitheatre created through 

erosion over millions of years, and 

stay at Rawnsley Park Station in 

the foothills. Then there’s Coober 

Pedy, a former mining town in a 

lunar-like landscape where many 

of the shops, hotels and houses 

are underground. And when 

the sun goes down, look up; the 

remote location and lack of light 

pollution creates out-of-this-world 

stargazing opportunities.

kuoni.co.uk/
adelaideandsouthaustralia

Whether you fly into Adelaide 

or arrive after a drive on the 

Great Ocean Road, this small 

city is a great hub for exploring 

South Australia’s wineries and 

wild natural highlights like 

Kangaroo Island. The city can 

also be the start or end of an 

epic overland train journey on 

The Ghan or the Indian Pacific. 

ADELAIDE AND KANGAROO 

ISLAND

Adelaide is known as the 

’20-minute city’ because its 

compact size makes it so easy to 

get around quickly. This friendly 

metropolis is part of the UNESCO 

Creative Cities Network, so 

you’ll find a never-ending list of 

live music, performing arts and 

festivals going on. Adelaide is 

less frenetic than Sydney and 

Melbourne, but also has those 

typical sandy beaches that stretch 

over 20 miles right on the city’s 

doorstep. From the city, head over 

to Kangaroo Island (p30) where 

marsupials outnumber people. 

Take the ferry across and explore 

by car or fly over and join a tour 

– many of KI’s highlights are 

on private land and can only be 

reached with the help of a guide.

THE WINE REGIONS

The Barossa Valley is an easy 

one-hour’s drive from Adelaide 

for afternoons walking or cycling 

between the many cellar doors to 

try glasses of Shiraz. The Adelaide 

Kangaroo Island
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Our must-do experiences in 
Adelaide and South Australia

TASTE SOME OF AUSTRALIA’S FINEST 

WINE IN THE BAROSSA VALLEY

Take a day trip from Adelaide or make the 

most of the views – and the wine tasting –  

by staying for a few nights.

GO EXPLORING ON

KANGAROO ISLAND

Hop in a 4x4 and visit KI’s Flinders Chase 

National Park, the north coast beaches and 

Cape Willoughby Lighthouse on a two-night 

tour (p30). You’ll also visit a eucalyptus 

distillery and get up close to the resident 

koalas and kangaroos.

VISIT SPECTACULAR

WILPENA POUND

Rivalling the greatness of Uluru but without 

the crowds, Wilpena Pound is a spectacular 

natural amphitheatre of mountains in the 

Flinders Ranges, an extraordinary eroded 

landscape that is over 800 million years old.

CROSS THE OUTBACK

BY TRAIN

You can cross the South Australian Outback by 

train on the Indian Pacific (p22), which follows 

the longest stretch of straight railway in the 

world; or The Ghan (p22), a slice of old-world 

rail travel with a focus on wining and dining.

STAY IN AN

UNDERGROUND HOTEL

Cool and quiet, stay in The Desert Cave Coober 

Pedy, an underground hotel in a mining town 

known for its opals. 

OUR FAVOURITE 
T HIN GS  TO  D O

WHERE TO STAY

South Australia’s accommodation ranges from city-centre boutiques 

to middle-of-nowhere sheep stations 

THE PLAYFORD ADELAIDE – 

MGALLERY

BEST FOR: SHOPPING AND 

DINING

This boutique hotel is right on 

Adelaide’s buzzy North Terrace.

MAJESTIC ROOF  

GARDEN HOTEL

BEST FOR: ROOFTOP VIEWS

A sleek hotel with a fantastic 

central spot close to Adelaide’s 

main attractions.

SEA DRAGON LODGE, 

KANGAROO ISLAND

BEST FOR: ADULTS-ONLY 

RELAXATION

These eco-friendly lodges have 

stunning ocean views, a private 

sandy beach and wildlife on  

its doorstep.

ROBE HOUSE B&B

BEST FOR: A HISTORIC, 

HOMELY STAY

The charming B&B is in the small 

fishing village of Robe, a great 

stopover on a self-drive from 

Adelaide to Melbourne.

RAWNSLEY PARK STATION

BEST FOR: AN AUTHENTIC 

OUTBACK EXPERIENCE

This family-owned sheep station 

has eco-friendly villas and views 

over the Flinders Ranges.

See our full range of Adelaide and 

South Australia accommodation at:

kuoni.co.uk/
adelaideandsouthaustralia/
hotels

H O W T O S E E  A D E L A I D E  A N D  

S O U T H AU S T R A L I A 

Our Great Southern Touring Route Self-

Drive (p64) can be tailored to include the 

accommodation and experiences of your choice. 

Our Ghan Expedition (p70) is a fixed itinerary 

that includes Adelaide and South Australia. 
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Include the 
Hunter Valley on 

our Legendary 
Pacif ic Coast 

Self-Drive p58

See Margaret 
River’s gorgeous 
coastline on our 
Australia’s South 

West Edge Self-
Drive p66

Hunter Valley

Conto Beach, Margaret River
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THE BEST  
GRAPE ESCAPES

Australia is one of those wine-producing greats. 
It ’s not been in the game long – with a 200-year-old 
heritage, we’re not talking French and Italian BC 
levels here – but its sheer scale, landscape diversity 
and unique regional climates make it world-
renowned for wine quality and f lavour. 

BIG AND BOLD SHIRAZ

WHERE? Barossa Valley, SA

South Australia is a state with a 

penchant for full-bodied reds, 

and this red wine heavyweight 

is one of its best. In the hot and 

dry Barossa Valley, Shiraz is 

its standout superstar – a ripe, 

age-worthy treat that occupies 

almost half of the Barossa’s 

entire vineyard plantings. Just 

an hour from Adelaide, it’s 

the home of Jacob’s Creek and 

Penfolds’ premium blends, plus a 

farmers market that rivals some 

of the best in the country. This 

wine-blessed region is a great 

addition to our Great Southern 

Touring Route Self-Drive (p64).

CLASSIC CABERNET

WHERE? Margaret River, WA

Three hours south of Perth is 

Australia’s most isolated, and 

top-quality, wine region. A rugged 

slice of coastline that sits in a 

southwest pocket of Western 

Australia, Margaret River is where 

big-name Cabernet Sauvignons 

are made. Visit a swanky tasting 

room at Vasse Felix, or head 

to the Leeuwin Estate for a 

taste of its Art Series Cabernet. 

Beyond the bottle, this eye-

catching region deserves time to 

be explored; there are world-

class surf breaks and gorgeous 

beaches, plus some of the 

tallest karri forests in Australia. 

Visit Margaret River on our 

Australia’s South West Edge 

Self-Drive (p66).

PINOT PERFECTION

WHERE? Yarra Valley, Victoria

Victoria is Australia’s busiest 

wine region – there are more 

than 600 wineries scattered 

throughout the state. Within its 

Port Phillip district, the scenic 

Yarra Valley makes an excellent 

day trip from its cultural capital. 

It’s a cool-climate hot spot with 

impressions of a French Bordeaux, 

and is the place to visit if you 

fancy a seductively silky Pinot 

Noir. Include a stay here on 

our Sydney-Melbourne Touring 

Route Self-Drive (p62).

AWARD-WINNING SEMILLON

WHERE? Hunter Valley, NSW

This popular food and wine 

weekender is less than three 

hours from Sydney. Set in the 

foothills of the Brokenback Range, 

it’s warm and beautiful – and 

it’s the producer of a bottle-

aged Semillon that’s so unique, 

it has won awards. Outside of 

its wine, Hunter Valley is all 

about its experiences. Join a 

jazz performance in the vines 

or explore local treats in a food 

market. Visit the Hunter Valley 

on our Legendary Pacific Coast 

Self-Drive (p58).

Add the Barossa 
to our Great 

Southern 
Touring Route 
Self-Drive p64
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Brisbane is the cool new kid 

on the block, with its hip 

art scene, foodie revolution 

and small town charm. This 

urban up-and-comer sits on 

the doorstep of Southern 

Queensland’s coastal gems, 

from adventure-fuelled Fraser 

Island to Noosa’s laid-back 

beach boutiques. And, unlike 

some of its Australian city 

rivals, Brisbane stays warm 

year round.   

BRISBANE: RISING THROUGH 

THE RANKS

Icons Sydney and Melbourne 

often steal the limelight when 

it comes to Australia’s favourite 

cities, but we’ve got a big soft 

spot for East Coast underdog 

Brisbane. It’s artsy, cosmopolitan 

and quirky (and much less 

crowded). There’s a fantastic 

foodie culture here. You’ll find 

artisan coffee in underground 

cafés, doughnut fries served out 

of retro campervans, and world-

class seafood restaurants edging 

the river. Hire a CityCycle bike 

to explore the tropical Botanic 

Gardens, chill by the lagoon at  

the inner-city beach – and don’t 

miss Brisbane’s little-known 

neighbour Moreton Island for 

incredible dolphin spotting.

AUSTRALIA’S NATURE COAST

Australia’s Nature Coast is home 

to a great cast of local characters. 

Sleepy koala bears hug eucalyptus 

trees in Noosa National Park, 

humpback whales breach off 

the shore of Hervey Bay, and 

wild dingoes roam the sands of 

Fraser Island. Stretching across 

two coastlines, Sunshine and 

Fraser, life on the Nature Coast is 

quieter and more slow-paced than 

further south. But you’ll still find 

adventure at every turn – whether 

you’re charging across Fraser 

Island’s 75 Mile Beach in a 4x4, 

swimming in Lake McKenzie’s 

clear-as-glass waters, or blending 

your own rum at Bundaberg’s 

award-winning distillery.

BEACH HOPPING ON THE 

GOLD COAST

A popular playground for sun 

worshippers and adrenaline 

junkies, the Gold Coast is a place 

where powder-soft sands front 

glittering skylines and crashing 

waves set the scene for surf 

lessons. Its coastline stretches for 

35 miles, from off-the-tourist-trail 

Coolangatta to larger-than-life 

Surfers Paradise. But it’s not all 

about the beach here. Head to the 

hinterland to see Springbrook’s 

roaring waterfalls, go on 

bushwalks in Lamington National 

Park, and wash down slices of 

wood-fired pizza with ice-cold 

schooners on Mount Tamborine.

SEE BRISBANE & SOUTHERN QUEENSLAND ON OUR:

The Legendary Pacific Coast Self-Drive p58 

The Great Sunshine Way & Beyond Self-Drive p60

BRISBANE, THE BEACH
AND BEYOND
Taste craft beer in mountaintop breweries, spot koalas on 
coastal walks and surf on white-sand beaches.

Noosa National Park
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OUR FAVOURITE SOUTHERN QUEENSLAND HIDEAWAYS

PEPPERS NOOSA RESORT  

& VILLAS

These private apartments with 

amazing bay and rainforest 

views are walking distance 

from Noosa Main Beach and 

buzzing Hastings Street.

KINGFISHER BAY RESORT, 

FRASER ISLAND

An eco-friendly base for 

exploring World-Heritage listed 

Fraser Island’s lakes, rainforest 

and dunes. It has four pools 

and ranger-guided activities.

SPICERS BALFOUR HOTEL, 

BRISBANE

This converted 100-year-old 

hotel has a great setting in 

Brisbane’s New Farm suburb, a 

five-minute drive from the city.

kuoni.co.uk/kingfisherbay kuoni.co.uk/peppersnoosa kuoni.co.uk/spicersbalfourFraser Island
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AU S T R A L I A    W i l d l i f e

Saltwater crocodile

Echidna 
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Add a thrilling 
croc cruise 
to our Ghan 

Expedition p70

Meet curious 
creatures on our 
Great Southern 
Touring Route 
Self-Drive p64
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W i l d l i f e    AU S T R A L I A

FANTASTIC BEASTS  
AND WHERE TO 
FIND THEM

Spotting wildlife often comes down to luck. Except 
when you’re somewhere like Australia, where 
every corner has some furry, f inned or uniquely 
Antipodean creatures only found in this part of the 
world hanging out in plain sight. 

 SPOT WHALES FROM A  

WILD WONDERLAND

WHERE? Fraser Island, QLD

The world’s biggest sandy island, 

Fraser Island, is the kind of place 

where you soon get used to seeing 

dingoes trot along the beach and 

sugar gliders using their built-in 

capes to get to their next tree pit 

stop. The island also helps shelter 

the water around Hervey Bay, 

creating just the right conditions 

for humpbacks and their calves to 

return every year between August 

and October. Kingfisher Bay 

Resort’s three-night package 

includes a whale watching 

cruise and a 4x4 island tour.

 ROCK UP ON A KANGAROO 

AND KOALA PLAYGROUND

WHERE? Kangaroo Island, SA

There’s more than enough room 

on Australia’s third largest island 

for sunbathing sea lions and a 

comfortable ratio of 12 kangaroos 

for every human living there. 

There are phenomenal places to 

stay like Southern Ocean Lodge 

(p42) and the animals here are as 

Australian as they come – we’re 

talking kangaroos, wallabies, 

koala and echidna (a platypus-

hedgehog-anteater type hybrid). 

Kangaroo Island Wilderness 

Tours’ two-night package 

includes local guides and meals.

 GO CROC CRUISING IN A 

BILLABONG

WHERE? Top End, NT

Australia’s dusty north can 

seem too wild and remote to 

be homely, but the Top End has 

the biggest concentration of 

saltwater crocodiles lurking in its 

billabongs. Tie in a cruise with a 

local guided tour of Aboriginal 

rock art to see Kakadu’s painting 

of the Tasmanian tiger – an animal 

widely believed to be extinct. 

Venture North’s five-day 

package includes cruises and 

Aboriginal art tours.

SNORKEL WITH A 40-FOOT 

WHALE SHARK

WHERE? Exmouth, WA

The white-dotted whale shark 

dwarfs the great white, but their 

diet of small fish and plankton 

means swimming with these 

gentle giants is as safe as it gets. 

Unbelievably close-up experiences 

run between March and 

August with expert snorkelling 

guidance before the underwater 

rendezvous. Exmouth Dive & 

Whalesharks Ningaloo’s guided 

experiences include lunch and 

snorkelling gear.

These packages can be added 

to our Australia suggested 

itineraries (p56-71).Whale shark
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Australia’s 

Southwest Edge 
Self-Drive with 
an incredible 

swim p66



AU S T R A L I A    Tr o p i c a l  N o r t h  Q u e e n s l a n d

Bo Kaap

Bo Kaap

The Great Barrier Reef

Noah Beach, Daintree National Park

WHERE THE 
RAINFOREST 
MEETS THE REEF
Australia’s tropical far north is unlike anywhere 
else on the planet. This is a place blessed with the 
most tantalising collection of natural wonders.

showstopping swirls are even 

visible from space. From reef 

sharks and whales to potato cods 

and manta rays, it’s thriving with 

marine life. Snorkelling and diving 

expeditions are at their best here 

– and with multiple catamaran 

trips casting off to the outer reefs 

a day from both Cairns and Port 

Douglas, they’re also one of the 

easiest ways to see this world 

masterpiece. Coral Expeditions 

even runs three- and four-night 

cruises which take you to parts 

of the reef that people rarely get 

to see. If you prefer to stay dry, 

some boat tours have alternatives 

like overwater reef platforms, too.

DAINTREE NATIONAL PARK

This raw and wild region is a 

serious disconnection from the 

tech-obsessed modern world. 

Part of the Wet Tropics World 

Heritage Area, Daintree is a 

real-life Jurassic Park, where 

crocodile sightings are the norm 

and phone receptions are a no-go. 

Spectacular ecosystems include an 

ancient rainforest and mangrove-

fringed rivers, plus empty reef-

lined beaches and boulder-strewn 

ancient valleys. Visit the south-

east corner to discover the famous 

Mossman Gorge or continue to 

Cape Tribulation to find the exact 

spot where two UNESCO World 

Heritage sites meet.

kuoni.co.uk/
tropicalnorthqueensland

Tropical North Queensland is 

one of the world’s best natural 

playgrounds; see coral-dotted 

coastlines, head deep into a 

prehistoric rainforest, and 

experience life on the fringe 

of one of the seven natural 

wonders of the world.

WHERE TO STAY

On the doorstep of the Great 

Barrier Reef is the gateway city 

of Cairns – an outdoor-geared 

metropolis with year-round 

sunshine. Cruises to the reef 

depart daily from the marina, and 

there’s a man-made lagoon that’s 

perfect for a humidity-cleansing 

dip. Between the Coral Sea and 

the Great Dividing Range, Palm 

Cove is a more serene alternative. 

There’s a gorgeous promenade 

and a sprinkling of fancy 

restaurants, and thanks to its 

tiny size you’ll never be far from 

the pretty beach. Wanting more 

upmarket? Port Douglas is just up 

the coast and is only 20 minutes 

from Daintree National Park. 

Dreamy Four Mile Beach brings 

the postcard views, and there’s a 

million-dollar marina if you like a 

good ogle at the rich and famous.

THE GREAT BARRIER REEF

This giant coral reef system 

includes a mind-boggling chain 

of nearly 3000 reefs and 900 

rainforest-clad islands – its 

Kuranda Skyrail Cableway
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Our must-do experiences in 
Tropical North Queensland

SPEND A DAY IN THE DAINTREE

WITH AN ABORIGINAL GUIDE

Explore the world’s oldest living rainforest 

with the expert help of an Aboriginal guide – 

share stories, learn about ancient traditions 

and sample a spot of authentic bush tucker as 

you go off the grid in the Daintree.

EXPLORE THE OUTER REGIONS OF

THE GREAT BARRIER REEF

A high-speed catamaran ride into the Outer 

Barrier Reef is incredible – a range of tours 

and operators depart daily from Cairns and 

Port Douglas, so you’ll be able to see this icon 

in the way that works best for you.

SET SAIL FROM PORT DOUGLAS

ON A SUNSET CRUISE

With Champagne in hand, take in emerald-

covered mountain peaks on a serene sunset 

cruise – the perfect way to start your time in 

Port Douglas. 

SPOT CROCS AND CASSOWARIES

AT CAPE TRIBULATION

This slice of primitive wilderness is where the 

rainforest meets the Great Barrier Reef. Join 

a full-day adventure to see Mossman Gorge 

and the glorious palm-fringed views from Cape 

Tribulation Beach.

SOAK UP 360° TREETOP VIEWS

IN A GLASS-BOTTOMED GONDOLA

Departing Cairns for the famous ‘village in the 

rainforest’, the hour-long Skyrail Cableway 

loops for more than four and a half miles 

over Barron Gorge National Park. Upgrade to 

a glass-bottomed Diamond View gondola if 

you’re feeling a little more adventurous.

OUR FAVOURITE 
T HIN GS  TO  D O

WHERE TO STAY

Tropical North Queensland has romantic retreats, oceanfront resorts 

and eco-luxe nature escapes

RILEY, A CRYSTALBROOK 

COLLECTION RESORT, CAIRNS

BEST FOR: COOL DESIGN

This contemporary hotel is a fun 

addition to Cairns Esplanade – 

opened in November 2018, there’s 

a man-made private beach and 

outdoor swimming lagoon.

THALA BEACH NATURE 

RESERVE, PORT DOUGLAS

BEST FOR: BEACH SECLUSION

Spot flying foxes and cackling 

kookaburras at this eco-chic 

nature retreat overlooking the 

Coral Sea.

PORT DOUGLAS PENINSULA 

BOUTIQUE HOTEL

BEST FOR: ADULTS ONLY

All suites come with a balcony 

and kitchenette at this intimate 

bolthole by Four Mile Beach.

THE REEF HOUSE – MGALLERY 

BY SOFITEL

BEST FOR: COLONIAL 

CHARACTER

We love the romantic feel at this 

indulgent hideaway in Palm Cove, 

which has three outdoor pools and 

a freestanding day spa.

DAINTREE ECOLODGE

BEST FOR: LUXURY 

TREEHOUSES

In the heart of the Daintree, 

this rainforest retreat has just 

15 treehouses and promises 

eco-friendly luxury in a seriously 

standout location.

See our full range of Tropical North 

Queensland accommodation at:

kuoni.co.uk/
tropicalnorthqueensland/hotels

H O W T O S E E  T R O P I C A L  N O R T H 

Q U E E N S L A N D : 

These suggested itineraries visit Tropical North 

Queensland and can be tailored to include the 

accommodation and experiences of your choice:

The Great Sunshine Way & Beyond Self-Drive p60

Classic Sydney, Rock & Reef p56
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AU S T R A L I A    Q u e e n s l a n d ’s  i s l a n d s

The Whitsundays are Australia’s 

answer to paradise. This 

island-hopping heaven is a 

constant ‘pinch yourself’ kind 

of place; bucket list-topping 

beaches are lapped by crystal 

clear turquoise waters, and the 

waterfall-strewn rainforest is 

some of the most spectacular 

in the world. Then there’s 

the neighbours next door – 

gorgeous tiny islands right in 

the heart of the Great Barrier 

Reef. Most are uninhabited, but 

an exclusive few aren’t just for 

day trips; if you choose right, 

you can even spend the night. 

ICONS OF THE WHITSUNDAYS

From giant sandbar swirls fringed 

by coral-rich waters to island 

peaks shrouded in scatterings 

of wild jungle, the Whitsunday 

Islands are simply gorgeous. 

Secluded on the fringe of the 

Great Barrier Reef, they’re remote 

but accessible. Most major 

cities have flights to Hamilton 

Island’s airport, and there are 

daily boat departures from the 

pretty mainland gateway of Airlie 

Beach. So which island do you 

pick? Family favourite Daydream 

Island is one of the closest to 

the mainland, while tiny Hayman 

Island is the most northerly of 

the Whitsunday Islands. It’s the 

nearest to the Great Barrier Reef 

and is home to the ultra-luxurious 

InterContinental Hayman Island 

Resort. Hamilton Island is the 

Whitsundays’ little slice of resort 

paradise – where roads are ruled 

by golf buggies and celebrities 

flock en masse. It’s a hub of 

activities; hike to Passage Peak 

for the five-star views or take the 

ferry to tee off on a golf course 

located on its own private island. 

Come here if you want to day trip 

across to Whitehaven Beach; its 

eye-catchingly white, pure-silica 

sand is world famous for a reason.

REMOTE REEF HIDEAWAYS

Lizard Island is the Great Barrier 

Reef’s indulgent island escape. A 

little over an hour’s private plane 

ride from Cairns, it’s far-flung and 

wild – there are coral gardens just 

moments from the shore, and it’s 

surrounded by amazing diving 

spots like nearby Cod Hole. Most 

of the island is a protected natural 

park – but it’s also home to one 

of the most ultra-exclusive Luxury 

Lodges of Australia – read more 

on p44. Lady Elliot is the reef’s 

southernmost cay; this postcard-

sized gem has nesting sea turtles, 

a ridiculous number of seabirds, 

and even the chance to spot 

humpback whales between June 

and October. And now you can get 

incredibly close up to the reef’s 

magical scenes with a stay in the 

first underwater Reef Suites.

DISCOVER QUEENSLAND’S ISLANDS ON OUR:

Australia’s Icons – The Classic Sydney, Rock & Reef itinerary p56 

Great Sunshine Way & Beyond Self-Drive p60

OFFSHORE
JAW-DROPPERS
Just off Queensland’s coast you’ ll f ind soul-stirring 
natural wonders, where emerald-cloaked islands meet the 
dreamiest of white-sand beaches.

Whitehaven Beach, Whitsunday Island

Lizard Island
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OUR FAVOURITE HOTELS OFF QUEENSLAND’S COAST

QUALIA, HAMILTON ISLAND

This world-class, adults-only 

hideaway is tucked away in  

30-acre gardens on the 

northern tip of Hamilton 

Island – the privacy levels are 

unmatched.

BEACH CLUB, HAMILTON 

ISLAND

The palm-fringed views of 

Catseye Beach make this 

stylish adults-only hotel one 

of our favourite spots on 

Hamilton Island.

INTERCONTINENTAL 

HAYMAN ISLAND RESORT

This private island paradise 

reopened in July 2019 and is 

seriously indulgent – expect a 

sleek, chic and contemporary 

new design on the edge of the 

Great Barrier Reef.

kuoni.co.uk/
beachclubhamilton kuoni.co.uk/qualia

kuoni.co.uk/
intercontinentalhayman
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“At Uluru, everything you ever imagined about  
Australia is suddenly real. The way the red dirt clings 
to the soles of your shoes, the scorching heat and the 
overwhelming wave of emotion from seeing something  
so sacred. It’s all here.”

– Sarah Le Roy, Australia expert at Kuoni Milton Keynes
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AU S T R A L I A    N o r t h e r n  Te r r i t o r y

Bo Kaap

Bo Kaap

Crocodile, Kakadu National Park

OUTBACK DREAM: 
THE NORTHERN 
TERRITORY
See Australia as you’ve always imagined it in f iery 
Outback reds and layered with Aboriginal legacies.

DARWIN & NATIONAL PARKS

For an area that often gets 

overlooked, the Top End is where 

NT gets even more interesting. 

Make Darwin your starting point 

– a laid-back city with a lot of 

South-East Asian influences (it’d 

be faster to get to Bali from here 

than any other Oz city) – and 

take your pick of the phenomenal 

national parks. Each one gives 

you exhilarating outdoor 

experiences and an insight into 

local Aboriginal culture. Watch 

a croc widen its corrugated jaws 

from your boat just metres away 

and pore over 20,000-year-old 

Aboriginal etchings in Kakadu 

National Park. Tuck into wild 

barramundi on a Nitmiluk 

(Katherine) Gorge sunset cruise. 

Head into isolated Arnhem Land 

for birdwatching and interactive 

lessons on local art, or embrace 

Litchfield’s jungly vibes with a 

swim in its waterfall-fed pools.

HOW TO SEE THE OUTBACK

The sheer size of Outback can be 

intimidating so we recommend 

adding a side trip to your itinerary 

to get in and out of NT smoothly 

and see everything you came 

for. To see NT’s star attraction, 

fly, drive or book a package; our 

partner, AAT Kings, have trips in 

Uluru and Kata Tjuta that cover all 

the things every first-timer should 

see – read more on p40.

kuoni.co.uk/northernterritory

The Northern Territory is where 

you’ll get the strongest sense 

of the Aboriginal stories and 

traditions which are woven into 

Australia’s past and present. 

Once you’ve ticked off the 

obvious – we’re looking at 

you, Uluru – go a little further 

for ancient art, eco-luxe 

experiences and Nat Geo-

worthy hikes. 

ULURU & THE RED CENTRE

The Red Centre might not ring any 

bells but you’ll have heard of its 

showpiece – Uluru (Ayers Rock). 

Most experiences in the Red 

Centre involve flying in, seeing 

the sacred sandstone monolith, 

and flying out again. Uluru is 20 

minutes from Ayers Rock Airport 

and can easily be combined with 

a stop over in Alice Springs, 

which has its own airport. Alice 

has long been a gateway to this 

part of the country – you’re just 

a day trip from the incredible 

Kings Canyon Rim Walk and 

gorge-filled West MacDonnell 

Ranges – plus it has its own 

thriving arts scene with plenty of 

Aboriginal galleries to work your 

way through. When you’re ready 

for NT’s star attraction, we’ve got 

Uluru packages that’ll take all the 

guesswork out of navigating the 

Outback (p40).

Kings Canyon
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N o r t h e r n  Te r r i t o r y    AU S T R A L I A

Our must-do experiences in the 
Northern Territory

SEE THE GROUND AROUND ULURU 

ILLUMINATE AT THE FIELD OF LIGHT

When night falls at Uluru, 50,000 tiny 

stemmed orbs emit an electrifying spectrum 

of light against the darkness. British artist 

Bruce Munro’s solar-powered installation is so 

popular it’s staying for an indefinite encore – 

read more on p12.

WATCH THE SUN RISE OVER

ULURU

Warm up with tea and a bushman’s breakfast 

as the light pours over Uluru, before getting 

up close with a guided walk around its base  – 

you’ll you learn about the history and culture 

of Anangu people, the guardians of Uluru.

UNCOVER RUGGED BEAUT Y IN THE

WEST MACDONNELL RANGES 

Swim, hike and picnic on a full day trip from 

Alice Springs with Wayoutback Safaris, which 

includes a guided walk up to a lookout over 

Ormiston Gorge and a visit to Ellery Creek Big 

Hole for a bracing dip in the water.

DRIFT BET WEEN 23 MILLION-YEAR-OLD 

TOWERING ROCKS AT KATHERINE GORGE

Known as Nitmiluk Gorge to Jawoyn locals, this 

is the Top End’s headliner – a still waterway 

that’s carved a path for itself between gnarled 

sandstone cliffs.  

CRUISE INTO A CROCODILE STRONGHOLD 

IN KAKADU NATIONAL PARK

Of NT’s 300-odd reptile species, the Top 

End is the best place for seeing its saltwater 

crocodiles. See them on a billabong cruise and 

see Kakadu’s famous Aboriginal rock art on a 

five-day tour (p30).

OUR FAVOURITE 
T HIN GS  TO  D O

WHERE TO STAY

Our favourite bases for exploring the deep red Outback in Oz’s 

Northern Territory

LONGITUDE 131°

BEST FOR: THE ULTIMATE 

ULURU EXPERIENCE

Take in dreamy views of Uluru 

from your bed at this sensational 

Luxury Lodge of Australia – read 

more on p42.

SAILS IN THE DESERT,  

AYERS ROCK RESORT

BEST FOR: ACCESS TO ULURU

Sitting under white sails, this 

comfortable hotel is our most 

popular option in the Red Centre.

DESERT GARDENS,  

AYERS ROCK RESORT

BEST FOR: VALUE  

ULURU VIEWS

Wake up to the distant haze of 

Uluru’s imposing form in one of 

this smart hotel’s Deluxe Rock 

View Rooms.

MERCURE ALICE SPRINGS

BEST FOR: A CENTRAL BASE

A simple set-up by the seasonal 

Todd River just minutes from the 

centre of cultural Alice Springs.

CICADA LODGE, KATHERINE

BEST FOR: ECO-CONSCIOUS 

LUXURY 

This locally owned resort close 

to Nitmiluk (Katherine) Gorge 

puts the focus on responsible 

tourism with seasonal produce and 

minimal waste.

See our full range of Northern 

Territory accommodation at:

kuoni.co.uk/ 
northernterritory/hotels

H O W T O S E E  N O R T H E R N T E R R I T O RY 

Our suggested itinerary, Australia’s Icons – 

Classic Sydney, Rock & Reef (p56), includes two 

nights to see Uluru. The Ghan Expedition (p70) is 

a luxurious adventure through the Outback from 

Darwin to Adelaide, with the option to add on a 

flight over Uluru and extensions in Darwin.
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AU S T R A L I A    U l u r u  &  K a t a  T j u t a

“Sunrise is a magical time to 

see Uluru, when the light peels 

away the shaded dark red 

and transforms the rock in a 

blazing, bright orange.”  

Cheryl McCormick, Australia 

expert at Kuoni Chester

ULURU & KATA TJUTA

Uluru, also commonly known 

as Ayers Rock, is the heart of 

Australia’s Red Centre. It looks 

as though it rose from nothing, a 

348-metre-high slab dominating 

the plains around it. It generally 

overshadows neighbouring Kata 

Tjuta (The Olgas), a collection of 

36 domes with the same Martian-

red shade. These otherworldly 

wonders aren’t just UNESCO-listed 

feats of nature. They are sacred 

to Anangu people – their original 

Aboriginal guardians – and play 

important roles in Dreamtime or 

The Dreaming (the authority that 

dictates past, present and future 

for Aboriginal people). Embrace 

the magnitude of Uluru on a walk 

around its base – or maybe go for 

a Segway tour – and learn about 

how the rock fits into Aboriginal 

culture from a local guide.

HOW SHOULD I DO IT?

There are lots of different ways 

to see Uluru. Go back to basics 

in a campsite where your tent is 

pitched on the dusty red earth, 

or stick to modern comforts with 

a hotel like Sails in the Desert 

(p39) and add sightseeing trips 

to your stay. We love AAT Kings’ 

Short Breaks for a more in-

depth experience of this world 

icon. Their packages range from 

two to five days and include 

accommodation plus excellent-

value day trip-style sightseeing. 

Enhance your Uluru experience 

by adding optional extras like an 

exclusive sunset barbecue or the 

internationally acclaimed Field 

of Light (p12) at sunrise. Most 

visitors fly straight in and out 

again, but Alice Springs or Kings 

Canyon combinations are great 

options if you have more time.

ULTRA-LUXURY ULURU

From above, Uluru is joined by a 

distant cluster of mini meringue 

peaks. This is where to stay for 

the most exclusive experience 

of Uluru: Longitude 131° (p42). 

This Luxury Lodge of Australia 

is the most decadent way to 

stay the night round here, in a 

‘tent’ that would outrank many 

of the world’s hotel rooms. Tuck 

into the best Australian produce 

morning, noon and night and 

drink premium wine and beer – 

all included in your stay (for a 

minimum of two nights). Crowning 

it all is the pinch-yourself view of 

Uluru from your bed.

SEE ULURU & KATA TJUTA ON OUR:

Australia’s Icons – Sydney, Rock & Reef itinerary p56

ULURU: THE HEART
OF AUSTRALIA
Leave the noise behind and gaze at the spiritual core of 
Australia’s Red Centre.

Uluru

Valley of the Winds, Kata Tjuta
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OUR FAVOURITE AAT KINGS SHORT BREAK PACKAGES

ULURU & KATA TJUTA 

EXPERIENCE (REF U3L1)

This is our go-to itinerary 

which includes sunsets at 

Kata Tjuta and Uluru as well 

as sunrise at the visually 

sensational Field of Light.

ULURU & KATA TJUTA 

HIGHLIGHTS (REF U2L)

If you only have time for one 

night at Uluru, this short tour 

includes a walk around the 

base, sunset drinks and sunrise 

viewing plus a visit to Kata 

Tjuta and Mutitjulu Waterhole.

RED CENTRE ADVENTURE 

(REF U4A)

Get to know the Red Centre on 

this three-night itinerary with 

sunrise at the dazzling Field 

of Light, a hike through Valley 

of the Winds at Kata Tjuta and 

the Rim Walk at Kings Canyon.

kuoni.co.uk/aatkings kuoni.co.uk/aatkings kuoni.co.uk/aatkings
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Add this luuxry 
lodge to our 

Great Southern 
Touring Route 
Self-Drive p64

Southern Ocean Lodge, Kangaroo Island

Saffire Freycinet, Tasmania
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LUXURY LODGES  
OF AUSTRALIA

It ’s all about the experiences and indulgent luxury 
at these jaw-dropping gems in Australia. They’re 
remote and intimate – plus incredibly unforgettable 
thanks to their stunning backdrops and award-
winning designs. 

OUTBACK GLAMOUR

WHERE? Longitude 131°, Uluru

This five-star basecamp in the 

dunes of Uluru-Kata Tjuta National 

Park is a glamorous showcase of 

desert luxe at its very best. There 

are just 16 tents and it doesn’t 

matter where you are – the views 

facing Uluru are always special. 

Make the most of the incredible 

included experiences; witness a 

colour-changing sunset, explore 

the rock walls of Kantju Gorge 

at dusk, and dine outside on the 

dunes at Table 131°. Hype up the 

luxury and add Longitude 131° 

to our Australia’s Icons – The 

Classic Sydney, Rock & Reef 

itinerary (p56).

AUSTRALIA’S GALAPAGOS

WHERE? Southern Ocean Lodge, 

Kangaroo Island

Kangaroo Island is the luxurious 

base for the wild wellness 

retreat of Southern Ocean Lodge. 

Spectacularly isolated, it has a 

stylish setting on top of a cliff 

which overlooks the wildlife-rich 

pocket of Hanson Bay. From your 

custom-designed suite, the views 

are something else; spot whales 

breaching and kangaroos grazing 

on the grasslands from your 

private day bed. This wildlife 

haven is a superb addition to 

our Great Southern Touring 

Route Self-Drive (p64).

TASMANIAN DEVILS

WHERE? Saffire Freycinet, 

Tasmania

The orange-pink hues of the 

Hazard Mountains are the main 

focus at this award-winning 

architectural wonder. Facing 

Tasmania’s Great Oyster Bay, 

this wildly ultra-private coastal 

sanctuary is far removed from 

the outside world. From oyster 

shucking to visiting a Tasmanian 

devil reserve, you can join a 

bespoke itinerary of experiences 

that are all included in your stay.

Tailor your time in Tasmania 

to include a stay here on our 

Tasmania’s Grand Circle Self-

Drive (p68).

UNTAMED ADVENTURE

WHERE? El Questro, Kimberley

It’s the wild natural surroundings 

here that really make you catch 

a breath. At this sprawling 

700,000-acre haven in the 

Outback wilds of east Kimberley, 

there’s a thrill-based freedom to 

do nothing but explore. Stay in 

one of three delightful lodges and 

you’ll have the chance to cruise 

private gorges, swim in pristine 

waterfalls or have a picnic in the 

remote Australian bush. Add a 

Kimberley Outback extension 

to our Australia’s South West 

Edge Self-Drive (p66).

Roundal x xxx 
xxx xxx xxxxxx 

xxxx xxx xxx 
xxxxx  pxx
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Add a stay 
here to our 

Australia’s Icons 
- The Classic 

Sydney, Rock & 
Reef itinerary 

p56

Include this 
retreat on our 

Tasmania’s 
Grand Circle 

Self-Drive p68

Longitude 1310, Uluru
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Add adults-only 
luxury to our 

Great Sunshine 
Way & Beyond 
Self-Drive p60

Include valley 
views on our 

Legendary 
Pacif ic Coast 

Self-Drive p58

Emirates One&Only Wolgan Valley
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LUXURY LODGES  
OF AUSTRALIA 
CONTINUED

SECLUDED PRIVATE ISLAND

WHERE? Lizard Island, Great 

Barrier Reef

Live out your desert island dreams 

and stay at this private eco-luxe 

retreat in the Great Barrier Reef. 

Accessed only by private plane, 

Lizard Island exceeds any and 

all expectations thanks to its 

sumptuously secluded setting. 

Don’t expect any day trippers 

here – away from the backpackers 

and tourists, the 24 white-sand 

beaches, natural lagoon and 1000 

acres of national park are all 

exclusively just for you. Include 

this private island sanctuary 

on our Australia’s Icons – The 

Classic Sydney, Rock & Reef 

itinerary (p56).

EXOTIC ESCAPISM

WHERE? qualia, Hamilton Island

Among the world’s best ranked 

resorts, this adults-only island 

escape sits secluded on its 

own peninsula overlooking 

Whitsunday Islands National 

Park. Tucked away in 30 acres 

of tropical gardens, it’s all about 

the premium experiences here. 

Retractable open walls celebrate 

dreamy ocean views at the main 

restaurant, and there’s a selection 

of complimentary watersports 

available from Pebble Beach. 

Hop on a castaway cove drop-

off to really make the most of 

your Instagram-worthy views. 

For adults-only luxury, add 

this island escape to our Great 

Sunshine Way & Beyond Self-

Drive (p60).

ISOLATED VALLEY VIEWS

WHERE? Emirates One&Only 

Wolgan Valley, Greater Blue 

Mountains

When your closest neighbours 

are kangaroos and wombats, 

it’s not hard to imagine the 

solitude you’ll experience at this 

elegant retreat. Just three hours 

west of Sydney, this world-class 

conservation hotel is nestled in 

between ancient Wollemi pine 

and dramatic misty mountains. 

If you’re wanting top-end luxury 

combined with a quintessential 

Australian bush experience, come 

here; free-standing villas come 

with an indoor plunge pool, and 

there are daily on-site activities 

included in your stay. See more 

of New South Wales and add 

this stunning hotel to our 

Legendary Pacific Coast Self-

Drive (p58).

AWARD-WINNING FOOD

WHERE? Lake House, Daylesford

This lakeside love child of 

visionary Australian chef Alla 

Wolf-Tasker and her artist 

husband Allan is home to one 

of the country’s top contenders 

for Australia’s best restaurant. 

Awarded two prestigious Chef 

Hats and accompanied by an 

acclaimed wine list, its cutting-

edge menus and fresh, seasonal 

produce have helped put this 

classic hotel firmly on the ‘one to 

watch’ map. Add a stay at this 

chic lake house to our Great 

Southern Touring Route Self-

Drive (p64).

Add this to  
our Australia’s 

Icons – The 
Classic Sydney, 

Rock & Reef 
itinerary p56

qualia, Hamilton Island
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Bo Kaap

Bo Kaap

Perth

Cape Leeuwin, Margaret River

DOWN TO PERTH 
& THE SUNNY 
SOUTHWEST
Showing up even the Sunshine State with its sultry 
weather, Perth has always felt faraway – until now.

MARGARET RIVER AND THE 

SOUTHWEST COAST

The Margaret River region is 

where you realise how much 

people miss out on when they fly 

right past Western Australia. As 

far as wine regions go, Margaret 

River (also the name of a town 

and a river) may have a short 

history but it hasn’t wasted any 

time – just 50 years in and it 

currently produces a fifth of 

Australia’s premium wine. After 

you’ve done enough tasting-

based research, make your way 

along the coast for pressed 

biscuit-hued beaches, surfer-

friendly conditions and cliff-

edge lookouts without the East 

Coast-sized crowds. Between May 

to December, whale-watching 

tours run all along the coastline 

from Perth, Dunsborough and 

Augusta to as far as Albany, the 

place where 41,000 Anzacs left 

for WWI.

GETTING AROUND 

Qantas’s non-stop flight from 

London Heathrow to Perth gives 

you more time to explore Western 

Australia properly. The state is big 

but most of the must-sees are on 

the coast, and you can combine 

Perth and the Southwest with the 

East Coast cities and/or Uluru via 

Alice Springs.

kuoni.co.uk/
perthandsouthwest

Ever since Qantas paved the 

way with its new direct flight 

to Perth, we’ve never been 

more tempted by the often-

overshadowed west coast. It 

now fits neatly into a rich and 

rounded two-week holiday; 

its capital is bathed in around 

eight hours of sunshine a day, 

friendly locals include the 

adorable selfie-loving quokka 

and there’s a treasure chest of 

nature just beyond the city. 

PERTH 

Maybe it’s because Perth’s 

residents are banded together 

between ocean and Outback, 

but its laid-back community feel 

has even earned it the title of 

friendliest Aussie city. It would 

take more than a day to drive 

to Adelaide, the nearest state 

capital, but Perth’s remoteness is 

part of what makes it so special. 

The sheer amount of space to 

play with means nature thrives 

here; wild dolphins are usually 

seen frolicking in Rockingham, 

kookaburra and bee-eaters flit 

over Kings Park and Botanic 

Gardens, and Rottnest Island’s 

pint-sized quokkas are far from 

camera shy. To top it off, Western 

Australia’s beaches are of the 

heavenly fine powdered variety, 

and the closest one is only 20 

minutes from the city in Cottesloe. 

Quokka, Rottnest Island
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Our must-do experiences in and 
around Perth

DRINK YOUR WAY AROUND

MARGARET RIVER

On a full day out with Top Drop Tours, you’ll 

get tastings at a curated collection of the 

region’s 100-plus vineyards, a gourmet lunch 

worthy of the wine and hotel transfers so you 

can indulge.

SNAP THE PERFECT #QUOKKASELFIE ON

ROTTNEST ISLAND

Spend a day with the fun-sized quokka, a mini 

marsupial that’s famous for its friendliness. 

They’re not shy about approaching people, 

although visitors should remember not to 

touch or feed them.

LEARN ABOUT EXTRAORDINARY PEOPLE 

AT THE NATIONAL ANZAC CENTRE

This interactive facility in Albany has won 

awards for how it shares the personal stories 

of those affected by war. The location is 

poignant too; it’s the place thousands of 

Anzacs last saw home.

TAKE A 40-METRE-HIGH WALK IN

THE VALLEY OF THE GIANTS

Join nature’s high rises – 400-year-old giant 

red tingles only found in Western Australia – 

on a lofty treetop trail.

FOLLOW THE INDIAN OCEAN ON THE

CAPE TO CAPE TRACK

This 75-mile trail down Cape Naturaliste 

serves up foamy sea vistas, wild heathland and 

dazzling beaches. Private guided walks include 

a three-hour beach-to-beach stretch complete 

with time to swim and a gourmet lunch with 

wine pairings.

OUR FAVOURITE 
T HIN GS  TO  D O

WHERE TO STAY

Our round-up of cool Perth pads and soothing stopovers in  

the Southwest 

CROWN PERTH

BEST FOR: SWANKY RESORT 

STYLE

A big resort for everything in one 

place – a choice of three hotels, 

live entertainment and lots of 

dining venues.

ALEX HOTEL, PERTH

BEST FOR: FUSS-FREE  

LOCAL VIBES

This community-run boutique 

number is a breath of fresh air in 

the city with simple rooms, quirky 

spaces and a restaurant that will 

knock your socks off.

SEASHELLS MANDURAH 

BEST FOR: A BEACH BREAK

An hour from Perth Airport, these 

clean-lined seaside apartments are 

one of our picks for tapering off a 

Southwest road trip.

SMITHS BEACH RESORT, 

YALLINGUP

BEST FOR: WINE & WHALES

This high-finish, low-rise 

apartment complex near one of 

Margaret River’s best beaches is in 

prime whale-watching and wine-

tasting territory.

THE BEACH HOUSE AT BAYSIDE, 

ALBANY

BEST FOR: FAMILY-RUN 

CHARM

This warmly hosted B&B comes 

with home-made food and the 

kind of local knowledge you won’t 

find online.

See our full range of Perth & 

Southwest accommodation at:

kuoni.co.uk/
perthandsouthwest/hotels

H O W T O S E E  P E R T H A N D T H E 

S O U T H W E S T

This suggested itinerary includes Perth and can 

be tailored to include the accommodation and 

experiences of your choice: 

Australia’s Southwest Edge Self-Drive p66
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Just 10% of Australians live 

in this third of the country, 

and only 20% of Western 

Australians live outside Perth. 

Get off the beaten track in WA’s 

rugged north – this corner’s 

saved for Mother Nature.

AUSTRALIA’S CORAL COAST

This side of Australia is crammed 

with pristine beaches that have 

somehow slipped under the 

tourist radar. Like everywhere 

in this part of WA, it might take 

longer to get to its silky shore 

but you’re guaranteed to get your 

miles’ worth. This is the home 

of the Great Barrier Reef’s rival: 

Ningaloo reef. Fewer people 

have heard of it, but as a fringing 

reef (one that grows near the 

coastline), its marine life is even 

more accessible than the Great 

Barrier’s. Go snorkelling right 

off the beach to see psychedelic 

emperor angelfish and paint-

splatter parrotfish; the shallow 

waters mean it’s easy for even 

timid swimmers to see the likes 

of green turtles and leopard shark 

that live further out. The beaches 

are in their own league – visit 

Shark Bay’s Shell Beach, which 

is scattered with millions of tiny 

white shells, or Monkey Mia, a 

dolphin-friendly hangout. 

AUSTRALIA’S NORTH WEST 

It was only in 2017 that 

thousands of footprints were 

found on the coastline in the 

Kimberley – footprints made 

by around 21 different kinds 

of dinosaur. The Kimberley is a 

gloriously wild region packed with 

waterfalls tumbling over Jenga-

like sandstone cliffs and very few 

people. Over by the Northern 

Territory border, the Bungle 

Bungles are another multi-million-

year-old attraction that the rest 

of the world was late to hear 

about. Before the 1980s, only its 

Aboriginal custodians knew about 

its sandwiched layers of orange 

and black beehive-esque domes. 

Start in Broome  – the gateway to 

the Kimberley region  –  on your 

way to see these staggering sites.

HOW CAN I SEE IT?

Qantas fly to Geraldton, Exmouth, 

Broome and Kununurra, so they’re 

all good places to work into a one-

way itinerary. Once you get there, 

it’s the ultimate open road. Take 

each stretch at your own pace as 

you savour drives that stretch for 

hours before you. It might not 

be for everyone, but this kind of 

driving is hard to find and lets you 

switch off from the every day. 

ADD AUSTRALIA’S REMOTE NORTH-WEST TO OUR:

Australia’s Southwest Edge Self-Drive p66

Nature’s Window, Kalbarri National Park
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OUR FAVOURITE EXPERIENCES IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA’S NORTH WEST

TAKE A SWIM WITH A 

WHALE SHARK IN EXMOUTH

Join the largest fish in the 

ocean, the whale shark, whose 

white spots look like the 

twinkling reflection of a disco 

ball – read more on p30.

EXPLORE THE KIMBERLEY 

REGION FROM EL QUESTRO

Go on a 4x4 adventure, find a 

natural waterhole to cool off in 

and fly over immense scenery 

before coming back to your 

luxury oasis at El Questro.  

SNORKEL IN WORLD 

HERITAGE NINGALOO REEF

Glide straight into the  

watery world of turtles, manta 

rays, humpback whales and 

whale sharks.

kuoni.co.uk/elquestro
kuoni.co.uk/
exmouthwhalesharks kuoni.co.uk/ningalooreef

Cape Range National Park
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AU S T R A L I A    G l a m p i n g

Upgrade to  
Sal Salis on 

our Australia’s 
Southwest Edge 
Self-Drive p66

Add a stay with 
quokkas to 

our Australia’s 
Southwest Edge 
Self-Drive p66

Discovery Rottnest Island
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PITCH PERFECT: 
AUSTRALIA’S  
BEST GLAMPING

Experience the outdoors without having to rough 
it . These pared-back set ups all come with a special 
edge – whether it ’s award-winning sustainability or 
incredible scenes just beyond your tent’s canvas.

ECO-FRIENDLY LUXURY  

ON THE REEF

WHERE? Sal Salis Ningaloo  

Reef, WA

It’s not often that you find a sweet 

spot like this. On one side, the 

Ningaloo Reef teems with whale 

sharks, turtles and humpbacks; on 

the other there’s a national park 

packed with kangaroos and rock 

wallabies. Sal Salis also happens 

to be in a Dark Sky designated 

area for galaxy gazing. All of this 

comes with the smallest footprint 

– this Luxury Lodge of Australia 

is serious about sustainability; 

each guest has a 20-litre water 

allowance per day. Extend our 

Australia’s Southwest Edge 

Self-Drive (p66) to add an epic 

stay at Sal Salis.

BEHIND THE SCENES  

WITH QUOKKAS

WHERE? Discovery Rottnest 

Island, WA

Stay behind after the day 

trippers have left Rotto to spend 

more time with its miniature 

marsupials. The island’s new 

luxury eco camp has direct beach 

access from the dunes – perfect 

for coming home to after a day on 

the island’s tarmac cycling trails. 

Include a stay with the quokkas 

on our Australia’s Southwest 

Edge Self-Drive (p66). 

 

OUT OF AFRICA  

ON THE BEACH 

WHERE? Paperbark Camp, NSW

Paperbark Camp’s raised canvas 

tents look as though they’ve been 

lifted straight from the savannah. 

Except instead of golden grass 

and acacia trees, there’s glistening 

waters filled with dolphins 

and some of the whitest sand 

in the world on nearby Hyams 

Beach. The treetop restaurant 

is our favourite for candlelit 

bush dinners. Experience this 

camp as part of our Sydney to 

Melbourne Self-Drive (p62).

UPCYCLED OUTBACK ESCAPE 

WHERE? Wildman Wilderness 

Lodge, NT

This camp and lodge sits in the 

vast emptiness of Kakadu National 

Park, only two hours from Darwin 

where the views only reach as 

high as the tallest trees before it’s 

all sky. Switch off to the sight of 

wallabies hopping past your deck 

and crocs gliding in a billabong 

(an isolated lake made by a nearby 

river). The lodge is built from 

recycled material and has two 

set ups to choose from – safari 

tents that look right at home on 

the rusty ground and ‘habitats’ 

complete with air-conditioning. 

Extend your Outback adventure 

on The Ghan Expedition (p70)

with this wild escape.Paperbark Camp

Sal Salis Ningaloo Reef
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When you have wild spaces that 

are somehow both empty and 

bursting with life, we’re glad 

that things are a little different 

in Tasmania compared to over 

on the mainland. 

HISTORY

Tasmania has a deep Aboriginal 

history. Traces of people living 

on the island date back to tens 

of thousands of years, when the 

land was thought to have been 

connected to mainland Australia. 

The island was to change forever 

with the arrival of European 

explorers and became central 

to the early convict history 

of Australia. UNESCO-listed 

Port Arthur Historic Site is the 

country’s best preserved convict 

settlement – read more on p16.

NATURE

A third of Tasmania is protected 

– that means untamed national 

parks, bays in pristine shape and 

native wildlife left to thrive. Walk 

through Mount Field National 

Park’s fern-filled rainforest to 

the sound of water rushing over 

vertical drops. Or scramble up 

Cradle Mountain, a peak that 

looks like a stash of stones left by 

a giant. Of Tassie’s 334 islands, 

Bruny Island gets our pick for The 

Neck – an isthmus that elegantly 

unravels before your eyes. 

Freycinet National Park steals the 

show with its headline act; the 

mesmerising swill of bright, blue 

water against a white-sand ribbon 

at Wineglass Bay. These spaces are 

a sanctuary for wildlife like the 

Tasmanian devil, fairy penguin and 

– if you believe the reports of local 

sightings – the Tasmanian tiger, 

which has been widely believed to 

be extinct for the last 80 years.

FOOD & DRINK 

Like a giant, super-nutrient 

allotment, Tasmania has a 

reputation for growing things 

really well. Take a crisp bite out 

of an apple ripened a few miles 

away; taste the hops at Oz’s 

oldest brewery and devour ice 

cream infused with lavender from 

purple-flushed fields. Emphasis is 

on quality over quantity, even on 

the islands – whether it’s steak 

from grass-fed cattle on Robbins 

Island or just-shucked oysters on 

Bruny Island. Wash it all down 

with standout Chardonnay, Pinot 

Noir or one of the 100-odd gins 

coming out of Tassie’s distilleries. 

Punchy ciders are, unsurprisingly, 

a big deal in the Apple Isle, and 

serious whisky drinkers might be 

tempted by the single malt that 

once beat even the Scottish stuff. 

If you prefer to stick to water, 

there’s painstakingly collected 

(and well-marketed) gourmet 

water on the menu, too.

EXPERIENCE TASMANIA’S JAW-DROPPING SCENERY  

ON OUR:

Tasmania’s Grand Circle Self-Drive p68

TASMANIA: THE 
APPLE OF THE ISLE
Learn about how this preserved pocket of colonial history 
and natural splendour is making a name for itself. 

Wineglass Bay

Tasmanian devil
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OUR FAVOURITE HOTELS IN TASMANIA

SAFFIRE FREYCINET

This architectural beauty has 

knockout views over the sun-

bathed Hazard Mountains and 

phenomenal food in keeping 

with its Luxury Lodges of 

Australia status.

HENRY JONES ART HOTEL 

A stay at this jam factory-

turned-hotel on Hobart’s Old 

Wharf is like sleeping over in a 

gallery – over 500 works of art 

have been used to decorate its 

industrial interiors.

CRADLE MOUNTAIN HOTEL

At the edge of a national park, 

this hotel shines a light on art 

inspired by the nature around 

it in its Wilderness Gallery.

kuoni.co.uk/
henryjonesarthotel

kuoni.co.uk/ 
saffirefreycinet

kuoni.co.uk/
cradlemountainhotel
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We’ve inspired you to experience the wonders of 
Australia – so what’s next? The following pages 
showcase a handpicked selection of our suggested 
itineraries with recommended hotels and 
sightseeing included. They’re a starting point: 
take them as they are or go to town shaping your 
own adventure.

Where to start

Whether you’ve never set foot in Australia and you’re not sure 

where to head fi rst or you’re a seasoned visitor looking for your 

next great adventure, the features on pages 12 to 53 are there 

to inspire you. Once you’ve got something in mind and want to 

narrow down your ideas, take a look at the following suggested 

itineraries and check out the ‘why you’ll love it’ section. We’ve 

also highlighted the best time to visit each destination – a helpful 

tool if you can only travel at a particular time of the year.

Make it your own

The duration, accommodation and unique experiences we’ve 

picked are based on our own experience as well as feedback 

from our customers – but these aren’t set in stone. Together, 

we can talk through where you want to go, find your kind 

of hotel, add on extra destinations or extend your time 

anywhere you want to explore in more depth. Each itinerary 

suggests ways you can change it; if you don’t see the holiday 

you have in mind, we can help create it. We can also arrange 

combinations with New Zealand or the South Pacific, city 

stopovers and round-the-world tickets – read more on p110.

INSPIRED? W H AT  NE X T

THE JOURNEY IS PART OF THE ADVENTURE

MOTORHOME

Travelling by motorhome gives 

you the ultimate freedom 

of being on the road with 

everything you need with you. 

Australian campsites and rest 

stops are usually of a very good 

standard, too. And all of the 

self-drive itineraries in this 

section (p58-69) can be done 

in a motorhome.

SELF-DRIVE

Driving in Australia is easy – 

they drive on left and roads 

outside the cities are quiet. 

Many places are only accessible 

if you’re driving. Our self-drives 

are designed to slot into longer 

itineraries, where you can add 

extra stops – see p58-69. Don’t 

fancy driving? You can easily 

see Australia without self-

driving, too (p56 & p70).

RAIL TRAVEL

There are some incredible 

rail experiences that let you 

appreciate Australia’s amazing 

scenery over a few days. 

Choose your route and level of 

luxury on classic trains like The 

Ghan and Indian Pacifi c – read 

more on p22. Our itinerary on 

The Ghan (p70) captures the 

magic of train travel through 

the atmospheric Outback. 

In store  |  Selected John Lewis & Partners  |  In travel agents

MARGARET RIVER (P66)

Taste wine fresh off the vine 

in the Margaret River region

WESTERN AUSTRALIA (P66)

Take Qantas up on their direct flights 

to this vibrant and vast state
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SUGGESTED  ITINERARIES

Australia’s Icons – Classic Sydney, 

Rock & Reef  56
Be inspired p14, p32 & p40

The Legendary Pacifi c Coast 

Self-Drive 58
Be inspired p18 & p28

The Great Sunshine Way & 

Beyond Self-Drive 60
Be inspired p28, p32 & p34

The Sydney to Melbourne 

Touring Route Self-Drive 62
Be inspired p14, p18 & p20

The Great Southern Touring 

Route Self-Drive  64
Be inspired p20 & p24

Australia’s Southwest Edge 

Self-Drive 66
Be inspired p46

Tasmania’s Grand Circle 68
Be inspired p52

The Ghan Expedition 70
Be inspired p22

A NOTE ON PRICE 

Call us for up-to-date 

prices for our suggested 

itineraries or any other 

trip you would like us to 

create for you. The cost of 

your holiday depends on 

the time of year you travel, 

how long you go for and 

your preferred airlines, 

hotels and experiences. 

Prices will rise during peak 

periods, especially over 

Christmas, New Year and 

Australian school holidays. 

When and wherever you 

choose to travel, you’ll have 

round-the-clock support via 

telephone from our local 

representatives.

SYDNEY HARBOUR 

(P56, P58, P62 & P68)

Drink up postcard views with 

your morning coffee

GREAT BARRIER REEF 

(P56 & P60) 

Dive into a Crayola-coloured 

world of marine life in the world’s 

largest coral reef

ULURU (P56 & P70)

Discover Australia’s spiritual side 

at its scorched natural icon

DarwinDarwin

Cape Tribulation
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SUGGESTED ROUTE  10 NIGHTS FROM SYDNEY 

DAY 1: SYDNEY Start your adventure in New South 

Wales’s superstar city. Spend a day in The Rocks, have 

beach time at Bondi and take a tour of the Opera House. 

Stay 4 nights at ParkRoyal Darling Harbour.

DAY 5: ULURU (AYERS ROCK) Leave for the Outback’s Red 

Centre. See ancient rock art, discover an extraordinary 

indigenous culture and see the iconic sandstone monolith 

of Uluru (sunrise and sunset views are the best). Stay 2 

nights at Voyages Desert Gardens.

DAY 7: PORT DOUGLAS Continue to Queensland’s Tropical 

North, discover a prehistoric rainforest and see the jaw-

dropping phenomenon of the Great Barrier Reef. Stay 4 

nights at Oaks Resort Port Douglas.

WHY YOU’LL LOVE THIS ITINERARY

•  Tick off three of Australia’s most world-famous destinations;

    Uluru (Ayers Rock), Sydney and the Great Barrier Reef

• Spend time in Queensland’s gorgeous Tropical North

• See the world’s oldest living rainforest in Daintree National Park

• Discover ancient rock art in Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park

• See the famous sails of the Opera House in Sydney

WHEN TO GO

•  Summer in Sydney (November to March) brings the warm and sunny 
weather, but this is also peak season so it can get busy

•  November to March is the hottest time to visit the Red Centre, but it’s 
also the wettest period to see North Queensland

•  For the best weather in all three states, plan this itinerary between 
May and October – Sydney and Uluru will be cooler and it’s the driest 
time to visit Queensland’s tropics

•  If you’re planning to visit Sydney in May, look out for the spectacular 
Vivid Light Festival that takes over the city

AUSTRALIA’S ICONS – THE CLASSIC 
SYDNEY, ROCK & REEF
Tick off world-famous wonders and epic natural icons on this 10-night adventure from Sydney. With fiery 
Outback sunsets and an offshore marvel, this journey takes in the most iconic of Australian treasures.
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A u s t r a l i a ’s  I c o n s  –  T h e  C l a s s i c  Sy d n e y,  R o c k  &  R e e f    AU S T R A L I A

A NOTE ON PRICE 

Sydney’s peak season is between December and March, 

with prices rising significantly around Christmas and New 

Year. Christmas and New Year are busy in Tropical North 

Queensland too, as well as in peak season (between July 

and October) and over Australian school holidays.

MAKE IT YOUR OWN

We’ve crafted this itinerary based on our own experiences and customers’ feedback. It’s fully fl exible, so talk to us and we

can create your perfect trip.

WHERE TO STAY

We’ve featured hotels that are 

modern and comfortable, but 

there’s the option to upgrade 

for the ultimate Australian 

experience. Choose the 

Shangri-La or Four Seasons 

hotels in Sydney for the 

best harbour views, and add 

Longitude 131° (p42) for the 

most incredible views of Uluru.

UNIQUE EXPERIENCES

This itinerary takes you to 

Australia’s most famous sights, 

but can easily be added to. 

Sydney is best explored on foot, 

so add on a walking tour to 

really get to know the city. We 

recommend the ‘Night at the 

Field of Light’ which combines 

an Outback dinner with the 

exhibition at Uluru.

HOW LONG

If you have a bit more time 

to spare, it’s worth extending 

your time in the Northern 

Territory to include a visit to 

Alice Springs. Or, you could 

stay longer in Port Douglas 

for tropical relaxation in this 

sophisticated spot.

ANOTHER STOP 

It’s easy to include another stop 

or two on this itinerary – you 

could add in a stopover on the 

way to or from Australia (p110), 

or even end the itinerary in 

Melbourne, Victoria’s sporting, 

food and culture capital.

OFFSHORE ICONS

Add on a sailing trip to the Great 

Barrier Reef – one of the seven 

natural wonders of the world

ULURU (AYERS ROCK)

This giant sandstone monolith is 

Australia’s most iconic and sacred 

Aboriginal site

CAPE TRIBULATION

Spend the day in the rainforest 

and see the spot where two 

UNESCO World Heritage sites meet

COATHANGER VIEWS

For the best views of Sydney’s 

harbour, book the Bridge Climb at 

Sydney Harbour Bridge

See more of our Australia suggested itineraries: kuoni.co.uk/australia/suggesteditineraries
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THE LEGENDARY PACIFIC COAST  
SELF-DRIVE
This 10-night drive along the iconic Pacific Coast is the perfect introduction to Australia’s glorious 
East Coast. Drive past rolling vineyards, see the surfing greats at Byron Bay and discover the quirky 
characters of two of the most vibrant cities in Australia.

SUGGESTED ROUTE  10 NIGHTS FROM SYDNEY

DAY 1: SYDNEY Tick off all the 

classic sights during a three-

night stay in this cosmopolitan 

harbour city. See the world-

famous Opera House, climb 

the Harbour Bridge and take a 

walk around The Rocks – the 

old colonial city quarter. Stay 3 

nights at The ParkRoyal Sydney.

DAY 4: HUNTER VALLEY Set 

off from Sydney on this iconic 

drive along the Pacific Highway. 

Head inland to see the beautiful 

winelands of the Hunter Valley 

where you’ll spend the night. 

Try out some some cellar door 

tastings and book a tour to 

explore some of the most 

acclaimed wine estates. Stay at 

Voco Kirkton Park Hunter Valley.

DAY 5: PORT STEPHENS Travel 

back to the coast and look out 

for the friendly bottlenose 

dolphins at Port Stephens. Stay 

at Anchorage Port Stephens.

DAY 6: COFFS HARBOUR Stop 

by Coffs Harbour – this coastal 

city is the point where the 

Great Dividing Range meets the 

Pacific Ocean. Check out the 

beaches or take to the water 

for a spot of sailing or stand-

up paddleboarding. Stay at 

Sanctuary Resort Coffs Harbour.

DAY 7: BYRON BAY Head just 

off the Pacific Highway to visit 

the coastal gems of Byron Bay. 

Try out the surf, laze on the 

beaches or head out to Cape 

Byron – this is the easternmost 

point of Australia’s mainland, 

where you can take a pretty 

walk up to see the famous 

lighthouse. Stay 2 nights at The 

Byron at Byron.

DAY 9: BRISBANE Arrive into 

Brisbane, your final destination. 

This ‘river city’ is a thriving 

cultural hub, and is easily 

walkable so take time to explore; 

visit sophisticated galleries, head 

up to chic rooftop bars or spend 

time in the inner-city Streets 

Beach. Stay 2 nights at The Sebel 

Brisbane.

WHY YOU’LL LOVE THIS SELF-DRIVE

•  Spend time in two of the most vibrant cities – Sydney and Brisbane

•  Drink your way around the historic Hunter Valley, the birthplace of 
Australian wine

•  Take a surf lesson in Byron Bay

• Hang out with dolphins (and if you’re lucky, koalas) in Port Stephens

WHEN TO GO

•  This drive can be done year-round, but it’s generally most popular in 
Australia’s summer (November to April)

•  August to October is typically cool, dry and sunny, and is a less busy 
alternative

•  December to February is both the wettest and hottest time to visit the 
Hunter Valley – for cooler and drier weather, it’s worth heading here 
in autumn (March to May) and spring (September to November)

Byron Bay
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A NOTE ON PRICE 

December to March is peak summer 

season, so expect this to be an 

expensive time to travel. Christmas 

and New Year are some of the 

biggest celebrations in Sydney’s 

calendar, so prices may increase.

See more of our suggested Australia self-drives:  kuoni.co.uk/australia/self-drives

MAKE IT YOUR OWN

We’ve crafted this itinerary based on our own experiences and our customers’ feedback. It’s fully fl exible, so talk to us and we 

can create your perfect trip.

WHERE TO STAY

We’ve included a stay at the 

Byron at Byron to add a touch 

more luxury to your trip. While 

only a five-minute drive south 

of Byron Bay, this gorgeous 

hotel is a proper coastal 

hideaway – it’s secluded within 

a tropical rainforest, and there’s 

a pool and restaurant with a 

large rainforest-view terrace.

UNIQUE EXPERIENCES

The Hunter Valley is one of the 

country’s top wine hot spots – 

book a tour or tasting session 

at one of the famous estates. 

Take the short summit walk up 

to Tomaree Head for the best 

views of Port Stephens, or add 

on a surfing lesson and learn 

how to master those waves at 

Byron Bay.

HOW LONG

We think this itinerary 

combines the perfect amount 

of driving and stopping time 

– but if you’d like to make it 

longer, it’s easy to extend. Add 

an extra night or two in Port 

Stephens to see the dolphins, 

or stay longer in Byron Bay for 

more time to explore.

ANOTHER STOP 

This coastline is gorgeous, and 

great for exploring – add a 

detour and start your trip in the 

misty Blue Mountains, or follow 

Port Stephens with a stop at the 

lovely white-sand beaches in 

Port Macquarie. The Gold Coast 

is a great extension if you’re 

feeling classic ‘beach holiday’ 

vibes at the end of your trip.

VINEYARD VIEWS

Spend time in the Hunter Valley – 

book a tasting tour to explore the 

rolling vineyards

CAPE BYRON

See the famous lighthouse and 

great views from the mainland’s 

most easterly point at Cape Byron

TOMAREE MOUNTAIN

Trek the summit walk up to 

Tomaree Head for gorgeous views 

of Port Stephens and Shoal Bay

59

EAT STREET

With 70 food stalls to explore, 

Brisbane’s Northshore market is 

great for any indecisive foodies
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THE GREAT SUNSHINE WAY  
& BEYOND SELF-DRIVE
This epic adventure from Brisbane to Cape Tribulation is a coast-hugging journey that takes in many of 
Australia’s iconic natural landmarks, with stops in cool seaside towns, eco lodges and on sandy islands.

SUGGESTED ROUTE  15 NIGHTS FROM BRISBANE

DAY 1: BRISBANE Begin your 

adventure with a couple of days 

in the Queensland capital. Stay 

2 nights at The Sebel Brisbane.

DAY 3: NOOSA Set off north to 

the beach town of Noosa. Stay 

at The Sebel Noosa.

DAY 4: FRASER ISLAND 

Continue along the coast 

to River Heads. Take the 

Kingfisher Bay Catamaran over 

to Fraser Island. Stay 2 nights 

at Kingfisher Bay Resort. 

DAY 6: AGNES WATER/

SEVENTEEN SEVENTY Return to 

the mainland via Agnes Water 

up to Seventeen Seventy, the 

second landing site of Captain 

James Cook. Stay at Lagoons 

1770 Resort & Spa.

DAY 7: CAPRICORN CAVES 

Travel north again through 

coastal towns on the way to 

Capricorn Caves to see its 

spectacular limestone caverns. 

Stay at Capricorn Caves.

DAY 8: AIRLIE BEACH Take the 

Bruce Highway to Airlie Beach, 

the gateway to the paradise 

islands of the Whitsundays. 

Stay 2 nights at Heart Hotel & 

Gallery Whitsundays.

DAY 10: TOWNSVILLE Stop on 

the coast for a night in the city 

of Townsville. Stay at Grand 

Hotel & Apartment Townsville.

DAY 11: MISSION BEACH Pass 

through charming towns on the 

way to Mission Beach and its 

glorious eight-mile beach. Stay 

2 nights at Castaways Resort at 

Mission Beach.

DAY 13: PORT DOUGLAS Travel 

to Port Douglas, where the 

rainforest and Great Barrier 

Reef meet. Stay 2 nights at 

Thala Beach Nature Reserve.

DAY 15: PORT DOUGLAS Your 

final leg takes you to an eco-

lodge in the rainforest, close 

to the winding river. Stay at 

Daintree Ecolodge.

WHY YOU’LL LOVE THIS SELF-DRIVE

• Explore cosmopolitan Brisbane, Australia’s third largest city

•  Spend time on UNESCO World Heritage-listed Fraser Island with its 
turquoise lakes and miles-long beaches

•  Stay in Airlie Beach, gateway to the breathtaking Whitsunday Islands

•  See where the rainforest meets the reef in the town of Port Douglas

•  Fall asleep to the sounds of the rainforest at Daintree Ecolodge

WHEN TO GO

•  North Queensland’s dry season runs from May to October, which is 
the best time to do this self-drive

•  The wet season is from November to April and rainfall can be high up 
in the tropics; the rainforests and waterfalls are at their best during 
this time

•  The humpback whale-watching season in Hervey Bay (between Fraser 
Island and Agnes Water) is from July to November

I n  s t o r e   |   S e l e c t e d  J o h n  L e w i s  &  P a r t n e r s   |   I n  t r av e l  a g e n t s60 
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A NOTE ON PRICE 

The best-value time to travel is 

outside Australian school holidays. 

These are usually the first two 

weeks in late April, three weeks in 

July and from December to early 

February; during these periods you’ll 

have to book your hotels early.

MAKE IT YOUR OWN

We’ve crafted this itinerary based on our own experiences and our customers’ feedback. It’s fully fl exible, so talk to us and we 

can create your perfect trip.

WHERE TO STAY

This itinerary features some 

of our favourite hotels like 

Kingfisher Bay Resort on Fraser 

Island, Daintree Ecolodge which 

has an unforgettable rainforest 

setting and Thala Beach Nature 

Reserve near Port Douglas. 

There are plenty of alternative 

hotels along the way to suit 

your budget and tastes.

UNIQUE EXPERIENCES

You can really pack this 

itinerary full of iconic 

Australian adventures. A guided 

tour from your resort on Fraser 

Island, a boat trip to the Great 

Barrier Reef from Port Douglas 

and Daintree Forest exploration 

with an Aboriginal guide are 

just a few experiences that you 

can add to your itinerary. 

HOW LONG

This is already a comprehensive 

itinerary, but if you have more 

time, you could spend an extra 

night in laid-back beach town, 

Noosa, or stay longer in Airlie 

Beach and visit more islands in 

the Whitsundays. Or see more 

of the rainforest and reef with a 

few more days in Port Douglas. 

ANOTHER STOP 

From Airlie Beach, you can head 

over to ultra-exclusive Hamilton 

Island, home to the adults-only 

hotels, qualia (p44) and Beach 

Club (p34). You could also start 

the itinerary further south in 

Sydney and create the ultimate 

East Coast itinerary (see page 

58 for more details). 

ISLAND OF SAND

Drive along beaches and swim 

in crystal clear lakes on the 

world’s largest sand island

ICONIC WHITSUNDAYS

Visit Whitehaven Beach, the 

most famous spot in the 

Whitsunday Islands 

CITY BEACH

Relax on the beach in the 

middle of the city on Brisbane’s 

Streets Beach

RAINFOREST STAY

Spend the night at Daintree 

Ecolodge up in the rainforests of 

Northern Queensland

See more of our Australia self-drives: kuoni.co.uk/australia/self-drives
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THE SYDNEY TO MELBOURNE 
TOURING ROUTE SELF-DRIVE
The coastal route between Australia’s two biggest cities is a surprisingly less-trodden path. Get away 
from the East Coast crowds and see some of the country’s hidden oceanside gems. 

SUGGESTED ROUTE  12 NIGHTS FROM SYDNEY 

DAY 1: SYDNEY Begin your trip 

with a stay in Sydney – a city of 

Australian icons. Stay 3 nights 

at The ParkRoyal Sydney.

DAY 4: JERVIS BAY Head south 

along the coast down to Jervis 

Bay with its long and wide 

sandy beaches which have 

bright white sands. Stay at 

Paperbark Camp.

DAY 5: BATEMANS BAY Take 

in the views as you make your 

way down to Batemans Bay, 

which is famous for its seafood 

including oysters. Stay at 

Lincoln Downs Resort.

DAY 6: MERIMBULA See the 

coastal town’s rock-scattered 

beaches and oyster farms, go 

kayaking or head out on whale-

watching trips. Stay at Fairway 

Motor Inn.

DAY 7: LAKES ENTRANCE Cross 

over the state line into Victoria 

on your way to Lakes Entrance. 

Wander along 90 Mile Beach 

or explore the vast Gippsland 

Lakes. Stay at Lakes Entrance 

Waverly House Cottage.

DAY 8: WILSONS 

PROMONTORY Drive through 

the bush on your way to 

Wilsons Prom, home to beaches 

with sand so fine and soft, it 

squeaks as you walk on it. Stay 

at Prom Country Lodge.

DAY 9: PHILLIP ISLAND The 

final stop before you reach 

Melbourne is Phillip Island 

where a waddle of the world’s 

smallest penguin species live. 

Stay at Oak Tree Lodge. 

DAY 10: MELBOURNE In 

Victoria’s state capital, wander 

alongside the Yarra River, soak 

up the atmosphere in Federal 

Square and relax on the beach 

in St Kilda. Stay 3 nights at 

Crown Promenade.

WHY YOU’LL LOVE THIS SELF-DRIVE

• Spend time in Sydney and Melbourne, Australia’s largest cities 

•  Follow the Grand Pacific Drive, stopping off in coastal towns  
along the way

•  Visit Lakes Entrance and explore the vast inland  
waterways that make up the Gippsland Lakes

• Watch the little penguin parade on Phillip Island in Victoria 

WHEN TO GO

• This route is doable year-round

•  During the Australian summer (from November to March)  
conditions will be hot and dry inland and there will be cooling  
breezes on the coast

•  The Southern Hemisphere’s spring (September to November)  
is great time to visit, especially to see the wildflowers

• From June to August it will be cooler but there will fewer visitors
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T h e  Sy d n e y  t o  M e l b o u r n e  To u r i n g  R o u t e  S e l f - D r i v e    AU S T R A L I A

A NOTE ON PRICE 

The best-value time to do this self-drive 

is outside the Christmas and New Year 

period and when there are no major 

events in Melbourne. These include the 

Australian Open tennis tournament in 

January and the Formula 1 Grand Prix in 

March. Summer (December to March) is 

high season along the coast and hotels 

should be booked early.  

MAKE IT YOUR OWN

We’ve crafted this itinerary based on our own experiences and our customers’ feedback. It’s fully fl exible, so talk to us and we 

can create your perfect trip.

WHERE TO STAY

This part of the East Coast isn’t 

on the well-trodden tourist 

trail so some hotels are simple 

yet comfortable. Our favourite 

overnight spot on this self-drive 

is safari-style Paperbark Camp 

in Jervis Bay (p50). In Sydney, 

we recommend upgrading to 

the Shangri-La and staying in a 

harbour-view room. 

UNIQUE EXPERIENCES

One of the best experiences on 

this itinerary is following the 

Grand Pacific Drive which skims 

the New South Wales coast. 

The views of the wild ocean 

are unforgettable. Other great 

activities along the way include 

hiking in Wilsons Prom and 

watching the nightly penguin 

parade on Phillip Island. 

HOW LONG

We recommend spending 

10 days travelling between 

Sydney and Melbourne. If you 

would like to slow the pace 

even more, extend your stay in 

Jervis Bay or spend more time 

exploring the waterways of the 

Gippsland Lakes. 

ANOTHER STOP 

To create the ultimate New 

South Wales and Victoria trip, 

add on a stay in the Yarra Valley 

before arriving in Melbourne 

or continue on along the Great 

Ocean Road. If you want to 

return to Sydney, head back 

through the Snowy Mountains 

and via the capital, Canberra. 

LAKES ENTRANCE

See the spectacular Gippsland 

Lakes, a huge network of inland 

waterways on the coast of Victoria

PENGUIN PARADE

Wait until after dark on Phillip 

Island and see little penguins 

make their way up to their nests

GO GLAMPING 

Spend the night under canvas at 

the African-inspired Paperbark 

Camp in Jervis Bay

SOFT SAND BEACHES

Feel the soft sand between your 

toes and hike to the top of granite 

peaks in Wilsons Promontory

See more of our Australia self-drives: kuoni.co.uk/australia/self-drives
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AU S T R A L I A    T h e  G r e a t  S o u t h e r n  To u r i n g  R o u t e  S e l f - D r i v e

WHY YOU’LL LOVE THIS SELF-DRIVE

• Take in extraordinary coastal scenery on the Great Ocean Road

• Tick off two huge foodie destinations – Melbourne and Adelaide

• Fill your glass with South Australia’s finest wine outside Adelaide

•  Get the most out of wildlife-rich Kangaroo Island with stays in two 

different places on the island

WHEN TO GO

•  You can do this route year-round, but Australian summer (November 
to March) gets hot and dry inland with cooling breezes on the coast

•  Spring (September to November) is a great time to catch wildflowers 
in bloom

•  Winter ( June to August) can be cold with dramatic conditions on the 
coast, but you won’t have to share the scenery with as many people
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THE GREAT SOUTHERN TOURING 
ROUTE SELF-DRIVE
Head down Australia’s most glorious coastal drive – the Great Ocean Road – on this 13-night itinerary. 
Get to know the amazing wildlife on Kangaroo Island and take in some of the country’s most dramatic 
and diverse scenery between two cities famously big on food: Adelaide and Melbourne.

SUGGESTED ROUTE  13 NIGHTS FROM MELBOURNE 

DAY 1: MELBOURNE Get 

a taste of the city’s coffee 

culture, quirky laneways and 

sporting history. Stay 3 nights 

at Crown Promenade.

DAY 4: APOLLO BAY Set off on 

Australia’s best coastal drive – 

the Great Ocean Road. Stay at 

Apollo Bay Guest House.

DAY 5: WARRNAMBOOL 

Tick off the incredible Twelve 

Apostles. Stay at Lady Bay 

Resort.

DAY 6: HALLS GAP Go inland 

to the wild Grampians. Stay 2 

nights at Royal Mail Hotel.

DAY 8: PENOLA Stop by for 

wine tastings in Coonawarra. 

Stay at Georgie’s Cottage.

DAY 9: VICTOR HARBOR Head 

to the Fleurieu Peninsula for 

steam train rides and little 

penguin encounters on Granite 

Island. Stay at Sea Crescent.

DAY 10: KANGAROO ISLAND 

Take the ferry over to KI for 

a sleepover surrounded by 

wildlife including sea lions, 

black swans and kangaroos. 

Stay at Sea Dragon Lodge.

DAY 11: KANGAROO ISLAND 

Hop over to Flinders Chase 

National Park where fur seals 

lie by nature-sculpted rocks like 

Admirals Arch. Stay at Kangaroo 

Island Wilderness Retreat.

DAY 12: ADELAIDE Round off 

your trip with the 20-minute 

City’s cultural sights and the 

area’s world-famous wineries. 

Stay 2 nights at The Playford 

Adelaide, Mgallery Collection.

Twelve Apostles
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T h e  G r e a t  S o u t h e r n  To u r i n g  R o u t e  S e l f - D r i v e    AU S T R A L I A

A NOTE ON PRICE 

Travelling at certain times of the year will 

significantly affect price, like on the coast 

in summer (December to March), during big 

events like the Grand Prix and Australian 

Open in Melbourne and the February to 

March festival season in Adelaide.

MAKE IT YOUR OWN

We’ve crafted this itinerary based on our own experiences and our customers’ feedback. It’s fully fl exible, so talk to us and we 

can create your perfect trip.

WHERE TO STAY

We’ve included one of our 

favourite Australian boutique 

hotels – the Royal Mail Hotel, a 

historic institute with award-

winning food that’s worth 

a detour alone. Step up the 

luxury on Kangaroo Island 

with an upgrade to the super-

exclusive Southern Ocean 

Lodge – read more on p42.

UNIQUE EXPERIENCES

This itinerary ticks off must-

sees like the Twelve Apostles 

(which we recommend seeing 

first thing in the morning 

before coaches start arriving). 

Take a walk with larger-than-

life rocks in the Grampians and 

book a tour on Kangaroo Island 

– some of the best wildlife 

spots are on private land.

HOW LONG

We think we’ve included just 

the right amount of time in 

each place on this itinerary, 

but if you’d like to make it 

longer then some extra time 

in Victoria’s coastal towns like 

Apollo Bay, Lorne and Port 

Fairy would make a worthy 

addition to your holiday.

ANOTHER STOP 

There are great detours 

at both ends; drive out to 

Ballarat to visit the historical 

living museum Sovereign Hill, 

visit the little penguins on 

Phillip Island, shop local at 

Mornington Peninsula’s farmers 

markets or make a beeline for 

the wine in Barossa Valley.

BAROSSA VALLEY

Make time for a detour to one of 

Australia’s most famous 

wine regions

KANGAROO ISLAND

Meet sea lions, kangaroos and 

koalas – just some of Kangaroo 

Island’s residents

GREAT OCEAN ROAD

Skim the coastline between Lorne 

and Apollo Bay on the spectacular 

Great Ocean Road

TWELVE APOSTLES

Marvel at the magnificent rock 

formations as they hold their 

ground against the crashing waves

See more of our Australia self-drives: kuoni.co.uk/australia/self-drives
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AU S T R A L I A    A u s t r a l i a ’s  S o u t hw e s t  E d g e  S e l f - D r i v e

SUGGESTED ROUTE  12 NIGHTS FROM PERTH 

DAY 1: PERTH Land in sunny 

Perth for lazy beach days, craft 

beer tasting and the perfect 

#quokkaselfie on Rottnest 

Island. Stay 2 nights at Crown 

Promenade.

DAY 3: MARGARET RIVER Try 

grown-up grape juice from over 

200 wineries. Stay 2 nights at 

Margarets Beach Resort.

DAY 5: PEMBERTON Go on 

a walk among towering karri 

trees – including some as high 

as 52 metres tall. Stay 2 nights 

at RAC Karri Valley Resort.

DAY 7: ALBANY Explore the 

stunning coastal scenery and 

Albany’s heritage as a whaling 

town. Stay 2 nights at The 

Beach House at Bayside.

DAY 9: ESPERANCE Spend time 

on dazzling white beaches like 

Lucky Bay, a stone’s throw from 

bubblegum-pink Lake Hillier. 

Stay 2 nights at Hospitality 

Esperance, SureStay Collection 

by Best Western.

DAY 11: HYDEN See Aboriginal 

art in Mulka’s Cave and 

check out mind-bending rock 

formations like The Wave and 

Hippo’s Yawn. Stay at Wave 

Rock Motel.

DAY 12: PERTH Return to Perth 

for your last night. Stay at 

Crown Promenade.

WHY YOU’LL LOVE THIS SELF-DRIVE

• Go on a day trip to Rottnest Island off Perth’s coast for quokka selfies

•  Sip on Sauvignon Blanc, Riesling and Chardonnay in Margaret River

•  Discover bewitching beaches like the powder-dusted Lucky Bay in 
Cape Le Grand National Park

• Take a stroll on one of the world’s longest piers at Busselton Jetty

WHEN TO GO

•  Perth and its suburbs have a Mediterranean climate and the most 
sunshine out of any Aussie city, so it’s pleasant for most of the year

•  Summer can mean temperatures in the 40s, although the ‘Fremantle 
Doctor’ usually brings in a cooling breeze in the afternoon

•  Margaret River and the southern coast tends to be more mild – 
perfect weather for being on the road in a motorhome; Perthians 
head for the coast at the weekend so the city gets quieter
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AUSTRALIA’S SOUTHWEST EDGE  
SELF-DRIVE
This two-week itinerary makes the most of Qantas’ recently introduced non-stop flight from London to 
Perth. Western Australia is stocked with some of the country’s best beaches, the most glorious weather 
and scenic open-road drives without the traffic.

Lucky Bay, Esperance
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A u s t r a l i a ’s  S o u t hw e s t  E d g e  S e l f - D r i v e    AU S T R A L I A

A NOTE ON PRICE 

Prices are higher in summer 

(December to March), in Margaret 

River at weekends, and during 

Australian school holidays and major 

events. Perth is usually better value 

on weekends.

MAKE IT YOUR OWN

We’ve crafted this itinerary based on our own experiences and our customers’ feedback. It’s fully fl exible, so talk to us and we 

can create your perfect trip.

WHERE TO STAY

Upgrade at Crown Perth to 

Metropol or Towers, or go for 

a boutique option like The 

Alex (p46). Margaret River has 

plenty of options for different 

tastes, like chic Smith’s Beach 

Resort and elevated country 

house, Cape Lodge. This 

itinerary is also great as a 

motorhome holiday.

UNIQUE EXPERIENCES

This itinerary gives you the 

chance to delve into Margaret 

River’s wine scene and explore 

some of the coastline – the 

Cape to Cape Track is one of 

our favourite walks. Visit the 

Cape Leeuwin lighthouse and 

Busselton Jetty and breathe in 

fresh air on the Valley of the 

Giants Treetop Walk.

HOW LONG

We’ve included lots of 2-night 

stops along the way so you can 

stretch your legs after driving 

and have enough time to really 

see each place. We love the 

Margaret River region; it’s a 

tempting option with lots to do 

if you want to stay longer.

ANOTHER STOP 

See more of Margaret River 

by splitting your stay between 

north and south, or tweak 

this route by swapping Wave 

Rock for Kalgoorlie to see the 

Victorian mining town’s Super 

Pit. Draw out the route even 

more by crossing the Nullabor 

Plain towards Adelaide, or 

driving up the coast from Perth.

MARGARET RIVER

Taste wine from different 

vineyards with the award-winning 

Top Drop Tours

KANGAROOS ON THE BEACH

Watch kangaroos hop around Cape 

Le Grand National Park’s Lucky 

Bay, near Esperance

BUSSELTON JETTY

Walk over water on the one of the 

longest jetties and hop on the toy 

train back

WARTIME HISTORY

Learn about the ANZACS of 

WWI in Albany’s must-see 

interactive museum

See more of our Australia self-drives: kuoni.co.uk/australia/self-drives
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TASMANIA’S GRAND 
CIRCLE SELF-DRIVE
Tour this island state on our 13-night round trip and 
travel between ripe produce-growing pastures, cinematic 
landscapes and historical towns.

SUGGESTED ROUTE 

13 NIGHTS FROM MELBOURNE 

DAY 1: MELBOURNE Explore the street 

art, get lost in the laneways and try out 

some of the best coffee with a couple of 

days in the cultural capital. Melbourne 

has plenty of day trip options like Yarra 

Valley for wine tastings and Wilson’s 

Promontory for sweeping sea views. 

Stay 2 nights at Crown Promenade.

DAY 3: HOBART Land in Tassie’s capital 

for a taste of the island’s fine produce 

and to see its colonial-era architecture. 

Stay at Lenna of Hobart.

DAY 4: STRAHAN Learn about the 

island’s convict history in Macquarie 

Harbour and head for the untamed 

territory in Franklin-Gordon Wild Rivers 

National Park. Stay at Motel Strahan.

DAY 5: CRADLE MOUNTAIN Spend a 

few days around mist-shrouded lakes 

like Cradle Lake and Lake St Clair, 

keeping an eye out for wildlife like the 

Tasmanian devil, wombat and wedge-

tailed eagle. Stay 2 nights at Cradle 

Mountain Wilderness Village.

DAY 7: LAUNCESTON Check out the 

craft beer scene and the country’s 

biggest regional museum. Stay at City 

Park Grand Hotel.

DAY 8: ST HELENS Tuck into the catch 

of the day in the east coast’s biggest 

holiday town. Stay at NRMA St Helens 

Waterfront Hotel.

DAY 9: COLES BAY Drive down 

to Freycinet National Park, where 

highlights include Wineglass Bay, 

the pink Hazard mountains and wild 

animals, nearly 50 of which are only 

found in Tasmania. Stay 2 nights at 

Freycinet Lodge.

DAY 11: HOBART Head back to Hobart 

for your last night on the Apple Isle. 

Stay at Lenna of Hobart.

DAY 12: SYDNEY Fly to Australia’s star 

city and see its world-class landmarks. 

Tour the white-sailed Opera House, 

have brunch on the Harbour and join 

the surfers at Bondi Beach. Stay 2 

nights at ParkRoyal Darling Harbour.

WHY YOU’LL LOVE THIS SELF-DRIVE

• Explore Tasmania’s impressively diverse foodie scene from pale ales to scallop pies

•  Gaze over magazine-worthy views in Freycinet and Cradle Mountain-Lake St Clair 
national parks

• Spend time discovering Hobart’s growing art scene at the MONA

WHEN TO GO

•  Tasmania has four distinct seasons with a traditional high season over summer 
months (December to February), when temperatures average at around 170C

•  Weather can be changeable throughout the day, with rainfall varying dramatically 
between east to west too – we recommend packing plenty of layers and clothes for 
rainy weather if travelling in winter

•  A round trip like our suggested route means you’re likely to encounter a full spectrum 
of weather conditions, even in summer

Cradle Mountain
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Ta s m a n ia ’s  G r a n d  C i r c l e  S e l f - D r i v e    AU S T R A L I A

MAKE IT YOUR OWN

We’ve crafted this itinerary based on our own experiences and our customers’ feedback. It’s fully fl exible, so talk to us and we 

can create your perfect trip.

WHERE TO STAY

We’ve picked some hotels with 

amazing settings in Cradle 

Mountain and Freycinet. If your 

budget allows, the views of the 

Hazards from ultra-extravagant 

Saffire Freycinet is the clincher 

– read more on p42. We also 

love the Henry Jones Art Hotel 

(p52) on Hobart’s waterfront.

UNIQUE EXPERIENCES

UNESCO World Heritage Site 

Port Arthur will be essential 

for most visitors for its well-

preserved history as one of 

Australia’s penal colonies. Get 

outdoors to see Tasmania at 

its best with walks in Freycinet 

National Park, the Bay of Fires 

and Cradle Mountain.

HOW LONG

We think 9 nights is the 

shortest amount of time 

you’ll need for this route; our 

13-night itinerary lets you 

really experience each stop. To 

make it longer, explore Hobart 

properly with an extra night, 

factor in more walking time in 

the national parks or extend 

your stay on the mainland.

ANOTHER STOP 

Flying in and out of the 

mainland lets you tick off 

Sydney and Melbourne – both 

of which are perfect set-off 

points for self-drives and 

feature in our other itineraries 

(p56-59 & p62-65). For a 

tropical contrast to Tassie’s 

ruggedness, add a finale in the 

Whitsundays’s Hamilton Island.

A NOTE ON PRICE 

Summer (December to February) 

is high season, with prices also 

rising over Christmas and New Year. 

Winter is a great time to travel to 

save on cost, but expect single-digit 

temperatures and a chance of snow.

CONVICT HISTORY

Learn about the role Tasmania 

played in Australian history at 

former convict site, Port Arthur

CRADLE MOUNTAIN

Tackle the irregular-shaped 

mountain which perches over 

deep blue pools

EDGY ART

Find out how Hobart is throwing 

out the rule book at its Museum of 

Old and New Art

WINEGLASS BAY

See Freycinet National Park’s 

most famous swerve of sand 

for yourself

See more of our Australia self-drives: kuoni.co.uk/australia/self-drives
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AU S T R A L I A    T H E  G H A N  E X P E D I T I O N

SUGGESTED ROUTE  7 NIGHTS FROM DARWIN 

DAY 1: DARWIN Start off in the laid-back former frontier 

town. Stay 2 nights at Mantra on the Esplanade.

DAY 3: THE GHAN Board this timeless train at Darwin and 

set off on a journey through extraordinary scenes in the 

Outback. Cruise through the rugged Nitmiluk (Katherine) 

Gorge, have lunch underground in quirky Coober Pedy and   

dinner under the stars by the historic Telegraph Station. 

You can also add on a scenic flight to Uluru (at extra cost). 

Stay 3 nights on The Ghan.

DAY 6: ADELAIDE Arrive in the South Australian capital 

for a city that contrasts against the Red Centre with its 

buzzy vibe and lush vine-covered estates. Stay 2 nights at 

The Playford Adelaide, Mgallery Collection.

THE GHAN EXPEDITION
Travel from north to south across blazing red earth on The Ghan for the ultimate way to see the Outback. 
See Australia’s most famous terrain from the lavish comfort of old-world carriages, with modern-day 
upgrades like the country’s best food and wine brought to your table.

WHY YOU’LL LOVE THIS ITINERARY

•  Experience Australia’s classic landscapes on The Ghan, one of the 
world’s best long-distance train journeys

•  Travel in style with all meals and a huge variety of drinks included

•  Explore the Outback with included excursions in Katherine, Alice 
Springs and Coober Pedy

•  Have a magical dinner under the stars at Alice Springs’ historic 
Telegraph Station

WHEN TO GO

•  The Ghan operates year-round, but this special Ghan Expedition only 
departs from Darwin every Wednesday between March and October

•  The Top End is most accessible during ‘The Dry’ ( June to August), 
when rainfall and humidity are low. Litchfield’s and Kakadu’s 
waterfalls and wetlands are at their most impressive from April to June

• June to August is also the coolest time in the Red Centre

•  Adelaide is best in September to November and March to May. March 
is the best time to catch Adelaide’s series of arts and cultural festivals
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T H E  G H A N  E X P E D I T I O N    AU S T R A L I A

A NOTE ON PRICE 

The Ghan Expedition operates from March to 

October. Peak season in the NT’s Top End is from 

June to August over the dry season and during 

Australian school holidays. High season in SA 

is December to March, with Adelaide busiest in 

February and March during festival season.

See more of our Australia suggested itineraries: kuoni.co.uk/australia/suggesteditineraries

MAKE IT YOUR OWN

We’ve crafted this self-drive based on our own experiences and customers’ feedback. It’s fully fl exible, so talk to us and we 

can create your perfect trip.

WHERE TO STAY

The Ghan’s Gold service comes 

with excellent inclusions as 

standard, but for a journey this 

epic (and if your budget allows 

for it) we’d go all out with a 

Platinum cabin for a plush 

double bed to stretch out on, 

access to an exclusive carriage 

and freeflowing Champagne – 

read more on p22.

UNIQUE EXPERIENCES

The Ghan Expedition includes 

some memorable experiences 

like a grand banquet beside 

the train and a cruise through 

Nitmiluk (Katherine) Gorge. 

You’ll also have the added 

optional day trip to Uluru from 

Alice Springs by scenic flight (at 

extra cost).

HOW LONG

The Ghan runs on a fi xed 

schedule, but there’s so much to 

do in Adelaide and Darwin that 

it’s worth spending more time 

in both. There’s also a shorter 

Ghan itinerary starting from 

either city and ending in Alice 

Springs that sets you up nicely 

for touring the Red Centre.

ANOTHER STOP 

Extend your holiday by adding 

on a four-night Kakadu and 

Arnhem package in dry season 

(May to September, p30) or 

exploring Kangaroo Island over 

a couple of nights (p30). From 

Adelaide, you can also tick off 

another legendary rail journey, 

the Indian Pacific (p22).

GORGE CRUISE

Slip through ancient sandstone 

on a cruise in Nitmiluk 

(Katherine) Gorge

KANGAROO ISLAND

Fluff up your itinerary by adding 

on SA’s famous kangaroo hangout

NIGHT BARBECUE

Have a barbecue dinner under the 

stars at the historic Alice Springs 

Telegraph Station

COOBER PEDY

Tuck into a gourmet lunch 

underground in this quirky 

Outback town
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NEW ZEALAND

“New Zealand is where the natural and spiritual worlds 
meet. One minute you’re cruising through sky-high-sided 
fiords or watching steaming geysers explode and mud 
pots bubble, and the next you’re listening to ancient Māori 
tales that have been passed down through generations.”

– Kelly Ruth, New Zealand expert at Kuoni at John Lewis Norwich
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SIX MUST-DO THINGS IN  
NEW ZEALAND
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W h a t  t o  d o    N E W Z E A L A N D

New Zealand is all about active, authentic and spectacular experiences. We can show you gorgeous 
rolling vineyards and the best spots for crisp whites; recommend fascinating insights into the local 
culture; and point you towards its most otherworldly landscapes.

3

6

1.  WALK ON THE WILD SIDE

New Zealand has some of the 

world’s best walks, with many in 

the national parks (p86). There 

are amazing multi-day excursions 

but a day hike is enough for most 

people. Cross beaches and ridges 

along The Abel Tasman Coast 

Track, travel from Wanaka Lake 

through sweeping grasslands up 

to the summit of Roys Peak, and 

pass icebergs and glaciers through 

Hooker Valley. For more of a 

challenge, climb lava flows and 

craters on a guided excursion of 

the one-day Tongariro Crossing.

2.  GO WINE TASTING

For a small country, New Zealand 

is big on high-quality wines. 

There’s a good chance your 

Sauvignon Blanc comes from the 

beautiful Marlborough region – 

take a tour here to see household 

names as well as boutique 

producers. You can do tours 

around all of the regions, whether 

you choose Central Otago near 

Queenstown, Hawke’s Bay on 

the east coast of North Island 

or Martinborough just north of 

Wellington – read more on p88.

3.  EPIC MOTORHOME TOURS

Motorhome holidays let you see 

New Zealand’s superb scenery at 

your own pace. Driving from place 

to place is easy, there are plenty 

of campsites, you can park almost 

anywhere and you’ll be driving on 

the left like in the UK. Motorhomes 

tend to be pricier in summer 

than winter, and we recommend 

travelling from the South Island to 

the North Island for the best value. 

Find out more on p6.

4.  EXPLORE MIDDLE EARTH

Nearly 20 years have passed 

since The Lord of the Rings first 

hit cinemas, and Peter Jackson’s 

landmark films are still a key 

part of the classic New Zealand 

experience. Visit many of the 

breathtaking backdrops which 

have been immortalised into 

iconic movie locations; at the 

award-winning Weta Workshop 

just outside Wellington (p84), 

you’ll discover the visual effects 

company famous for creating the 

costumes and props.

5.  GET OUT ON THE WATER

Much of this wonderful island 

nation is best seen from the 

water. The North Island is home 

to intricate rock formations and 

over 140 islands in the stunning 

Bay of Islands (p76); head down to 

South Island to go whale watching 

in Kaikoura (p94) and discover 

the jaw-dropping panoramas 

of the Fiordland National Park 

(p96). The North-to-South journey 

from Wellington to Picton on the 

Interislander (p90) is one of the 

world’s most scenic ferry crossings.

6. DISCOVER MĀORI CULTURE

Māori culture touches so many 

aspects of life in New Zealand. 

There are lots of ways to get a feel 

for it, from an Auckland walking 

tour to a visit to the Te Papa 

Tongarewa National Museum in 

Wellington. One of our favourite 

spots is Te Puia in Rotorua (p84) 

– it’s famous for its geysers and 

mud pools, but you can also watch 

Māori performances and visit 

the New Zealand Māori Arts and 

Crafts Institute here.
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N E W Z E A L A N D    A u c k l a n d  &  b e y o n d

Bo Kaap

Bo Kaap

Bay of Islands

AUCKLAND 
& BEYOND
Kick off your NZ adventure with laid-back 
waterfront vibes in Auck land and coastal gems 
around the Bay of Islands and Coromandel. 

is known for Piercy Island at its 

northern tip, with the famous 

‘Hole in the Rock’ formation 

which certain ships can fit 

through, and its sheltered waters 

are home to wonderful wildlife 

– if you’re lucky, you could see 

dolphins and whales here. Thanks 

to the subtropical climate right at 

the top of New Zealand, it’s also 

a lovely place to spend a few days 

at the end of an itinerary, so you 

could easily buck the trend by 

starting on the South Island and 

finishing up here instead.

COROMANDEL

If you’re planning to include 

Central North Island (p84), stop 

off at the Coromandel Peninsula 

along the way. It has misty 

rainforest and golden beaches, 

and there’s no shortage of fun 

things to do. If you’re looking 

for clifftop walks and hidden 

hideaways, the Coromandel 

Coastal Walkway is your best 

bet; for a scenic rail journey up 

the mountain, head to Driving 

Creek Railway on the outskirts of 

Coromandel town. The peninsula 

also stretches down to the famous 

Bay of Plenty, the perfect place to 

tick off more stunning coastline.

kuoni.co.uk/
aucklandandbeyond

New Zealand’s landscapes are 

unbelievable, and the top half 

of the North Island gives you a 

taste of what’s in store during 

a journey through the country. 

Most travellers begin their trip 

in buzzing Auckland – although 

this isn’t essential by any 

means, starting here gives you 

easy access to the beautiful Bay 

of Islands and the rest of the 

spectacular eastern coastline. 

AUCKLAND & WAIHEKE 

ISLAND

This ever-expanding and 

multicultural Pacific Rim city 

is known for its sleek high-rise 

buildings and green-lawned 

squares. Climb the 328-metre-

high Sky Tower for panoramic 

city views, and check out the pair 

of yacht-dotted harbours and 

cool waterfront hangouts which 

have given the ‘City of Sails’ its 

name. We recommend staying at 

least two nights in Auckland, or 

three nights if you’re planning 

to visit nearby Waiheke Island as 

well – it’s a 35-minute ferry ride 

away, with pretty beaches and 

picturesque vineyards.

BAY OF ISLANDS

A 50-minute flight or scenic 

three-hour drive up the east coast 

from Auckland, you’ll find over 

140 grass-topped isles. The area 

Auckland
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A u c k l a n d  &  b e y o n d    N E W Z E A L A N D

Our must-do experiences 
around Auck land, Bay of Islands 
and Coromandel

JOURNEY FAR NORTH FOR

CAPE REINGA AND NINETY MILE BEACH

These spots on the Aupouri Peninsula can be 

done as tours from Bay of Islands. See the 

lighthouse at end-of-the-earth-esque Cape 

Reinga, and go bodyboarding at Ninety 

Mile Beach.

ENJOY A NATURAL BATH AT

HOT WATER BEACH, COROMANDEL

This sandy stretch on Mercury Bay is normally 

deserted, but the twist is it’s a geothermal hot 

spot – go two hours either side of low tide and 

you’ll be able to dig your own thermal spa.

HEAD DOWN TO THE WATERFRONT FOR

VIADUCT HARBOUR

This former commercial harbour on Auckland’s 

waterfront has been transformed into a 

glamorous bolthole. Stroll around upscale 

apartments and browse elegant bars and 

restaurants with views over the boats.

SPEND A DAY ON EXOTIC

WAIHEKE ISLAND

There’s a range of attractive beaches here 

– pop over the water from Auckland on an 

organised tour, or catch the ferry and use the 

hop-on hop-off bus to explore.

DISCOVER THE HISTORIC

WAITANGI TREATY GROUNDS

This treaty is widely regarded as the founding 

document of New Zealand, and was signed 

here in Bay of Islands between the British 

Crown and Māori Chiefs in 1840. Soak up 

the history at the Treaty House, Museum and 

Māori exhibits.

OUR FAVOURITE 
T HIN GS  TO  D O

WHERE TO STAY

Hotels in this part of the North Island are a blend of city-sleek, 

seaside and secluded retreats 

THE SEBEL AUCKLAND 

VIADUCT HARBOUR

BEST FOR: THE 

HARBOURSIDE BUZZ

A stylish all-suite hotel on Viaduct 

Harbour near restaurants, cafés 

and Auckland’s shopping district.

HOTEL GRAND WINDSOR

BEST FOR: A BOUTIQUE CITY 

HIDEAWAY

This refurbished Art Deco hotel in 

Auckland has styled its rooms and 

suites on the personal jewellery 

collection of Wallis Simpson, later 

the Duchess of Windsor.

THE BOATSHED, WAIHEKE

BEST FOR: A TRANQUIL 

ISLAND RETREAT

Lap up the views over Little Oneroa 

Beach on Waiheke Island at this 

boutique nautical property – it has 

a handful of suites and cottages.

PAIHIA BEACH RESORT & SPA

BEST FOR: ACCESS TO 

BAY OF ISLANDS

An award-winning hotel with 

all-ocean-view rooms, an outdoor 

pool and water activities including 

kayaking and boat trips.

GRAND MERCURE PUKA PARK

BEST FOR: BOUTIQUE LODGE 

VIBES

In 25 acres of native bushland on 

the Coromandel Peninsula, this 

hotel near Pauanui Beach has 

romantic Treehut Chalets.

See our full range of Auckland, 

Bay of Islands and Coromandel 

accommodation at:

kuoni.co.uk/
aucklandandbeyond/hotels

H O W T O S E E  AU C K L A N D,  B AY  O F 

I S L A N D S  A N D C O R O M A N D E L : 

See Auckland on each of our New Zealand 

itineraries, including the AAT Kings New Zealand 

Uncovered tour p106. Add a stop at Bay of 

Islands on our New Zealand Splendour Self-Drive 

p102. Our Best of New Zealand Self-Drive p104 

includes all three destinations.
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N E W Z E A L A N D    W i n e  r e g i o n s

It’s no secret that New Zealand 

turns out world-class wine, but 

it’s not all flagship Sauvignon 

Blancs. The North and South 

Islands both have a mix of 

heavyweight wineries and 

intimate family-run retreats, 

cocooned by mountains and 

brushed by the ocean breeze.

MARLBOROUGH

Beyond the zesty whites that 

have bolstered household names 

such as Cloudy Bay and Villa 

Maria, the top of the South Island 

has a solid repertoire of reds in 

areas like Nelson. It’s well worth 

exploring the region’s awe-

inspiring landscapes as part of a 

wine experience up here. We love 

the Marlborough Tour Company’s 

Marlborough Icons Tour – tuck 

into seafood paired with a glass of 

wine from the source on a cruise 

through Marlborough Sounds.

HAWKE’S BAY

The warm and dry climate in 

Hawke’s Bay means winegrowing 

is just as big a deal here as it is 

further south. The oldest and 

second largest wine region in New 

Zealand produces internationally 

acclaimed Chardonnays which 

are rich in flavour. For a dash of 

culture with your wine, book a 

Best of the Bay tour and browse 

the Art Deco bubble of Napier 

before roaming the sun-splashed 

vineyards.

MARTINBOROUGH

Around an hour’s drive north 

of Wellington you’ll find 

Martinborough, a gorgeous little 

town tucked away in the south of 

the rural Wairarapa region. It’s 

a big producer of aromatic Pinot 

Noirs and has over 20 boutique 

wineries, most of which are within 

cycling or walking distance of the 

quaint village square. If you’re 

staying in Wellington for a couple 

of nights then a Martinborough 

Wine Tour from the capital makes 

an excellent day trip.

CENTRAL OTAGO

Visit the world’s southernmost 

wine region for a dramatic 

backdrop of horizon-splitting 

mountain ranges. Pinot Noir is 

the main player here but there’s 

a decent range of white wines 

too, from fruity Pinot Grigios to 

flowery Rieslings. Central Otago 

is a popular spot for cyclists; we 

like drifting through the lines of 

vines on two wheels (read more 

on p97). You can arrange tours to 

Central Otago from Queenstown 

or Wanaka.

HOW TO SEE NEW ZEALAND’S WINE REGIONS: 

Visit Marlborough on the AAT Kings New Zealand Uncovered tour 

p106. Add a stop at Hawke’s Bay into our New Zealand Splendour 

Self-Drive p102 or Best of New Zealand Self-Drive p104.

NEW ZEALAND’S
DIVINE WINE
Taste your way around lesser-visited estates and some of 
the world’s most picturesque plots.

Marlborough wine region

Te Mata Peak, Hawke’s Bay
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W i n e  r e g i o n s    N E W Z E A L A N D

OUR FAVOURITE WINE REGION HOTELS

THE MARTINBOROUGH 

HOTEL, MARTINBOROUGH

This charming boutique 

hotel sits at the entrance of 

Martinborough Square, a 

leisurely walk from many of 

the village’s vineyards.

THE FARM AT CAPE 

KIDNAPPERS, HAWKE’S BAY

Set on a working farm in 

rolling clifftop hills, this 

luxurious lodge has a spa and 

wildlife sanctuary.

CHATEAU MARLBOROUGH, 

BLENHEIM

Choose from modern studios, 

suites and apartments at this 

sleek base, just a two-minute 

walk from the centre of 

Marlborough’s biggest town.

kuoni.co.uk/capekidnappers
kuoni.co.uk/
themartinborough

kuoni.co.uk/
chateaumarlborough
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these Luxury 
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self-drive  
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Wharekauhau Country Estate, Wairarapa

Solitaire Lodge, near Rotorua
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L u x u r y  L o d g e s  –  N o r t h  I s l a n d    N E W Z E A L A N D

LUXURY LODGES OF 
NEW ZEALAND

Look out over pristine green parcels where  
your nearest neighbours are grazing deer and  
sheep, or kick back by roaring f ires overlooking  
frozen-in-time lakes. Staying in a Luxury Lodge 
is the ultimate way to experience New Zealand’s 
awesome landscapes. We’ve handpicked a selection 
of the f inest rural retreats, each with their own 
unique style and enviable setting.

BOUTIQUE ISLAND BOLTHOLE

WHERE? The Boatshed, Waiheke

This tiny retreat sits above Oneroa 

Beach on Waiheke Island, only a 

10-minute stroll from the local 

village’s shops and cafés. It’s 

a luxurious nautical-themed 

getaway, with an airy harbour-

facing dining room and sprinklings 

of maritime memorabilia including 

compasses, telescopes and oars. 

The vibe here is high-class but 

homely; enjoy a glass of wine and 

nibbles on arrival, snuggle up by 

the fireplace and pair local fine 

wines with grub straight from the 

organic garden. Choose from just 

five suites and two bungalows 

which all have sea views – we 

love the romantic three-storey 

lighthouse tower.

JAW-DROPPING LAKE VIEWS

WHERE? Solitaire Lodge, near 

Rotorua

It’s all about the location at this 

home-away-from-home hotel. 

New Zealand’s second oldest 

lodge is a 20-minute drive 

from the thermal wonders of 

Rotorua, on a secluded peninsula 

overlooking picturesque Lake 

Tarawera. The views over the 

water are glorious – tuck into a 

light lunch on the deck and gaze 

out at imposing Mount Tarawera. 

There’s no gym or pool, but you 

won’t need either in this natural 

playground. Hike or cycle to 

the Whakarewarewa forest, go 

swimming in the lake and enjoy 

free use of the hotel’s fishing 

equipment, kayaks and motorised 

dinghies.

DELUXE COUNTRYSIDE 

LIVING

WHERE? Wharekauhau Country 

Estate, Wairarapa

You’ll find this world-leading 

lodge 40 minutes south of 

Martinborough or 90 minutes 

outside of Wellington, on a 3200-

acre working sheep farm by the 

coast. It has all the classy features 

that you’d expect from a Relais & 

Châteaux member, from elegant 

Edwardian interiors to croquet, 

but experiences here are rightly 

geared towards the dramatic 

surroundings. Lace up your hiking 

boots, sample sumptuous Pinot 

Noir in local wineries or go fishing 

straight from the beach. Recharge 

in a swish cottage suite, or the 

three-bedroom house where the 

Duke and Duchess of Cambridge 

stayed – either way, you’ll have 

amazing hilltop views over 

Palliser Bay.
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Upgrade your 
self-drive with 
a stay at one of 

these luxe lodges  
p102-105

Hapuku Lodge & Tree Houses, Kaikoura

Blanket Bay, near Queenstown
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LUXURY LODGES OF  
NEW ZEALAND 
CONTINUED

RUSTIC TREETOP LUXURY

WHERE? Hapuku Lodge & Tree 

Houses, Kaikoura

This soothingly secluded retreat 

sits on a 1500-acre deer farm, a 

quick drive from Kaikoura’s rugged 

coastline and the popular surf 

break of Mangamaunu Bay. It’s 

been built from repurposed local 

timber but has an unmistakeably 

upscale feel, from the rock-

studded outdoor pool to the 

mouth-watering menu which 

features local specialities like 

venison and crayfish. The best part 

is the collection of five luxurious 

Tree Houses peeping through the 

tops of a native manuka grove; 

their wide windows make the 

dramatic mountain and Pacific 

Ocean backdrops that little bit 

more vivid.

IMMERSIVE OUTDOOR 

ACTIVITIES

WHERE? Bay of Many Coves 

Resort, Queen Charlotte Sound

Right on the shores of Queen 

Charlotte Sound in Marlborough, 

this gem of a hotel has unspoilt 

views over the area’s forested hills 

and winding turquoise waterways. 

Arrive by a picturesque scenic 

speedboat ride from Picton, 

before taking advantage of the 

incredible setting. Follow hiking 

trails to hidden waterfalls; try 

your hand at paddleboarding; 

borrow the binoculars from your 

room to spot endemic birds like 

the kereru; and arrange to go 

swimming with wild dolphins. 

PRIVATE LAKEFRONT ESCAPE

WHERE? Blanket Bay,  

near Queenstown

Blanket Bay is in a blissfully 

remote spot set slightly back from 

the shores of Lake Wakatipu. 

It looks towards the peaks of 

Fiordland National Park in the 

distance, and every corner of 

its 12,000-acre grounds has 

breathtaking views – make the 

most of them with mountain 

biking and fly-fishing. The hotel’s 

immaculate stone façade blends 

exquisitely with the alpine 

landscape; we love the classic 

lodge interiors of 30-foot ceiling 

beams, wood floors, antique 

furniture and crackling fires. 

ON FIORDLAND’S DOORSTEP

WHERE? Fiordland Lodge,  

Te Anau

This hillside hideaway has just a 

dozen rooms overlooking rolling 

grasslands and snow-dusted 

mountains. Tree-trunk pillars and 

panoramic windows help bring 

the outside in even more, and 

the cosy lodge is an excellent 

base for exploring UNESCO-listed 

Fiordland National Park. Head 

out on guided walks, spot the 

rare Fiordland Crested Penguin 

and cruise through Milford and 

Doubtful Sounds. Daily-changing 

menus help you refuel for your 

next adventure, and all meals are 

served with views of sparkling 

Lake Te Anau.  

 

Add a stay at any of these 

New Zealand Luxury Lodges 

on either of our self-drive 

itineraries p102-105.
Bay of Many Coves Resort, Queen Charlotte Sound
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Bo Kaap

Bo Kaap

Champagne Pool, Wai-O-Tapu

Waitomo Glowworm Caves

CENTRAL NORTH 
ISLAND – A WILD 
PLAYGROUND
Head to the heart of the North Island for the Māori 
motherland and spectacular rural scenery.

trout fishing, hiking or mountain 

biking. Taupo is also a gateway to 

the Tongariro National Park, which 

is a special place for Māori people 

– it has a trio of volcanoes at its 

centre (Ruapehu, Ngauruhoe, and 

Tongariro) and the breathtaking 

scenery includes glistening 

streams, snowy peaks and rusty-

red Martian craters.

NAPIER & HAWKE’S BAY

Art Deco and wine might not be a 

pairing which immediately springs 

to mind, but this is why Hawke’s 

Bay is special. Napier is the 

main city here, and was rebuilt 

in the distinctive architectural 

style following an earthquake in 

1931. Hawke’s Bay is the second 

largest wine region in New 

Zealand, with a Mediterranean-

style climate ideal for producing 

rich Chardonnays. Aside from 

the rolling vineyards, you could 

also explore some lesser-known 

beaches around Waipatiki and the 

Mahia Peninsula.

kuoni.co.uk/centralnorthisland

Central North Island is one 

of the most diverse areas in 

all of New Zealand. There’s a 

remarkable range of landscapes 

to discover here, from boiling 

mud pools and luminous caves 

to effervescent lakes and epic 

peaks. World-famous wine 

labels and once-in-a-lifetime 

culture stops, whether they’re 

Māori or Middle Earth, are 

thrown in for good measure.

ROTORUA

This is one of New Zealand’s most 

loved tourist attractions and it’s 

a geothermal hot spot, so don’t 

be alarmed if you detect a hint 

of sulphur when you first arrive 

here. Navigating its volcanic 

valleys, billowing clouds of steam 

and multicoloured lakes will have 

you feeling like you’ve stepped 

foot onto an extra-terrestrial 

film set. The orange-hemmed 

Champagne Pool at Wai-O-Tapu is 

one of the main draws of Rotorua, 

so definitely pay this a visit. This 

is also the capital of Māori culture 

– prepare for captivating songs, 

village tours and zipping down 

Lake Rotorua in a carved canoe.

TAUPO & TONGARIRO

Taupo is a popular town on the 

shores of its namesake lake, 

the largest in New Zealand. This 

is the place to go for open-air 

adventure, including the famous 

Hobbiton
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C e n t r a l  N o r t h  I s l a n d    N E W Z E A L A N D

Our must-do experiences 
around Central North Island

GO UNDERGROUND TO THE

WAITOMO GLOWWORM CAVES

As if Waitomo’s underground labyrinth of 

waterways and sinkholes wasn’t enough, its 

caves have a ceiling tapestry of glowworms 

which you can admire from below on a guided 

boat trip or walking tour.

SEE ROTORUA’S GEYSERS AT

TE PUIA

Take a tour of this spot in Whakarewarewa 

Thermal Valley to enjoy a steambox lunch 

cooked inside one of the geysers. Pohutu (‘big 

splash’) Geyser is here – it spouts water up to 

30 metres into the air many times a day.

GET YOUR BOOTS ON TO TREK

THE TONGARIRO CROSSING

New Zealand’s finest one-day walk is a must-

do. Start early in the morning for 12 miles of 

alpine adventure, on a track past emerald lakes 

and over the multi-cratered Mount Tongariro.

EXPLORE THE BEST OF THE BAY

WITH AN EXPERT GUIDE

We love exploring Hawke’s Bay and can 

recommend the best tours here. Go vineyard-

hopping and wine tasting, and check out the 

striking Art Deco scene in Napier on a guided 

walk.

PAY A VISIT TO THE SHIRE ON

A TRIP AROUND HOBBITON

Book a private tour to experience the magic 

of Middle Earth, from the Hobbit Holes to the 

Green Dragon™ Inn. It’s hugely popular, so 

book well in advance.

OUR FAVOURITE 
T HIN GS  TO  D O

W H E R E  T O  S TAY:

Central North Island mixes boutique boltholes, grand country 

retreats and waterfront lodges

REGENT OF ROTORUA

BEST FOR: QUIRKY 

BOUTIQUE VIBES

This refurbished 1950s motel is 

in walking distance from Lake 

Rotorua and just three minutes’ 

drive from the mock-Tudor 

Rotorua Museum.

PEPPERS ON THE POINT, 

ROTORUA

BEST FOR: A SUPERB 

LAKEFRONT SETTING

A restored family mansion with 

views over Lake Rotorua towards 

sacred Mokoia Island.

MILLENNIUM HOTEL AND 

RESORT MANUELS TAUPO

BEST FOR: GREAT FOOD AND 

FACILITIES

This retreat on the shores of Lake 

Taupo has two award-winning 

restaurants, a lakefront bar, tennis 

court and pool.

CHATEAU TONGARIRO HOTEL

BEST FOR: DISCOVERING 

TONGARIRO’S MIGHTY PEAKS

This grand 1920s property sits 

at the foot of Mount Ruapehu in 

Tongariro National Park, a UNESCO 

World Heritage Site.

CROWN HOTEL NAPIER

BEST FOR: SERENE 

WATERFRONT LIVING

Set in the quaint seaside village 

of Ahuriri, this Napier hotel has 

a choice of contemporary or 

heritage suites.

See our full range of Central North 

Island accommodation at:

kuoni.co.uk/centralnorthisland/
hotels

H O W T O S E E  C E N T R A L  N O R T H I S L A N D :

Add a stop at Hawke’s Bay, Napier or Taupo 

into our New Zealand Splendour Self-Drive 

p102 or Best of New Zealand Self-Drive p104. 

Visit Rotorua on the AAT Kings New Zealand 

Uncovered tour p106. You can visit Waitomo 

or Hobbiton from Rotorua on all three of these 

itineraries.
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N E W Z E A L A N D    We l l i n g t o n

SEE WELLINGTON ON OUR:

New Zealand Splendour Self-Drive p102

Best of New Zealand Self-Drive p104

Wellington
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COSMOPOLITAN 
CAPITAL VIBES IN
WELLINGTON
Don’t be fooled by the world’s southernmost capital – the 
‘Windy City’ is anything but remote.

“Wellington is New Zealand’s 

city with the greatest wow 

factor. It’s a visual treat, from 

the sprawling waterfront to the 

hillside gabled cottages, but 

it’s also compact and walkable. 

Warm up with some café 

culture before seeing what’s 

on offer around town.”

Jennifer Freeman, New Zealand 

expert at Kuoni Dorking

FOOD & DRINK

Wellington racks up more 

restaurants, cafés and bars per 

capita than New York City, so 

cuisine here should be savoured. 

This is a city which runs on coffee 

and has a soft spot for craft beer; 

when you start to feel peckish, 

you’ll find everything from 

independent places tucked away 

up stairways and down laneways 

to seafood spots by the harbour. 

Visit Courtenay Place for fast food 

to fuel your sightseeing or sit-

down Asian and Italian dinners. 

The colourful Cuba Street was 

named after an early settler ship 

to New Zealand (rather than the 

Caribbean country) but still offers 

an eclectic mix of internationally 

inspired snacks.

THINGS TO DO

The city is packed with activities, 

so we recommend spending at 

least two to three nights here. 

The Te Papa Tongarewa National 

Museum offers free entry and 

has a new Te Taiao Nature space 

celebrating New Zealand’s awe-

inspiring environment. Hop on 

the cable car up to the Botanic 

Garden or hit the sand in the 

lively Oriental Bay area. Seek 

out rare species at the restored 

ecosanctuary of Zealandia, or 

if you’re a film buff then visit 

the Weta Workshop for hands-

on workshops and guided tours 

around the studio which helped 

bring to life The Lord of the Rings 

and The Hobbit trilogies as well as 

films like District 9 and King Kong.

GETTING THERE AND AWAY

Wellington is at the foot of the 

North Island, so most visitors use 

it as a gateway to the South Island 

by catching the ferry to Picton. 

If you’re travelling from one 

island to the other, Wellington is 

likely to be the midpoint of your 

itinerary. You could also start by 

flying into Wellington, or connect 

to other places from here by train; 

the journey to Auckland on the 

Northern Explorer (p92) is long 

but super scenic, while a flight 

takes about an hour. The small 

town of Martinborough, famous 

for its full-bodied Pinot Noir, is 

just over an hour’s drive away in 

the Wairarapa wine region.

Cable car in Wellington
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We l l i n g t o n    N E W Z E A L A N D

OUR FAVOURITE HOTELS IN WELLINGTON

INTERCONTINENTAL 

WELLINGTON

This contemporary hotel is 

centrally located, a quick stroll 

from restaurants and the cable 

car which whisks you up to 

Wellington Botanic Garden.

QT WELLINGTON

Opposite the Sunday market 

and Te Papa, this design-

led hotel has the bohemian 

Hippopotamus Bar and is a 

great base for exploring.

OHTEL, WELLINGTON

A new waterfront hotel with 

a quirky but classy B&B style, 

in a great spot in the thriving 

harbourside neighbourhood of 

Oriental Bay.

kuoni.co.uk/QTWellington
kuoni.co.uk/
intercontinentalwellington kuoni.co.uk/ohtelwellington
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N E W Z E A L A N D    N a t i o n a l  P a r k s

Visit Fiordland 
National Park on 

the AAT Kings 
New Zealand 

Uncovered tour 
p106

Visit Abel 
Tasman National 
Park on our Best 
of New Zealand 

Self-Drive 
p104

Lake Marian, Fiordland National Park

Te Puketea Bay, Abel Tasman National Park
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N a t i o n a l  P a r k s    N E W Z E A L A N D

FROM COAST  
TO PEAK: THE BEST 
NATIONAL PARKS

For a relatively small country, New Zealand packs 
in plenty of wondrous backdrops. National parks 
protect lofty Alpine peaks, clear-as-glass seas and 
cloud-misted f iords that seem to have been lif ted 
straight out of a story book. These are a handful of 
our favourites.

STILL WATERS RUN DEEP

WHERE? Fiordland National Park

You can’t beat this park’s high-

sided, deep-watered fiords. 

Milford Sound is the cover star. 

Boats travel along its almost 

10-mile length, stopping to feel 

the spray of waterfalls and spot 

playful fur seals. For a slice of 

solitude, head south to Doubtful 

Sound. It’s a bit less accessible but 

the silence and scenery are worth 

the extra effort. Stay at Fiordland 

Lodge p83 or visit Milford 

Sound on the AAT Kings New 

Zealand Uncovered tour p106.

SPLIT ROCKS AND COASTAL 

TRAMPING

WHERE? Abel Tasman National 

Park

Abel Tasman might be the 

smallest park in the country but 

it has some of the clearest seas, 

lushest fern-filled forests and 

tramping (hiking) trails around. 

For the best views, stick to the 

coastline, either following part of 

the multi-day Abel Tasman Coast 

Track or seeing the cyan sea and 

unique Split Apple Rock from a 

kayak. Stay at Arawoa Lodge or 

visit Abel Tasman during your 

stay in Nelson on our Best of 

New Zealand Self-Drive p104.

A TRIO OF VOLCANOES

WHERE? Tongariro National Park

New Zealand’s oldest park has 

steaming vents, jewel-coloured 

pools, a sulphurous tang to the 

air and frozen-in-time lava flows, 

plus thick forests wrapped around 

glittering lakes. Wherever you are 

inside or even outside its UNESCO-

listed limits, the three active 

volcanoes – Ngauruhoe, Tongariro 

and Taranaki – create drama. Stay 

at Chateau Tongariro or add a 

visit to the national park on our 

New Zealand Splendour Self-

Drive p102.

GLORIOUS GLACIER COUNTRY

WHERE? Westland Tai Poutini 

National Park

This park stretches from the 

ocean’s edge up to where 

permanent ice fields snake around 

towering peaks. There’s Lake 

Matheson, where Aoraki/Mount 

Cook is perfectly reflected in the 

still waters, and the icy Franz 

Josef and Fox glaciers which drop 

from 3000 metres in the Southern 

Alps to just a few hundred metres 

above sea level by temperate 

rainforest. Stay at Te Weheka 

Boutique Hotel or visit Franz 

Josef on our self-drives and 

escorted tour p102-107.

Visit Tongariro 
National Park on 
our New Zealand 
Splendour Self-

Drive p102
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N E W Z E A L A N D    C h r i s t c h u r c h  &  C a n t e r b u r y

Bo Kaap

Bo Kaap

Lake Tekapo

Kaikoura

CHRISTCHURCH & 
CANTERBURY: 
COASTAL HAVENS
Go punting in Christchurch, spot whales and 
dolphins in Kaikoura, and don’t rule out a detour to 
New Zealand’s highest mountain.

KAIKOURA

A scenic two-and-a-half-hour 

drive from Christchurch up the 

east coast takes you to Kaikoura. 

This little town has one of New 

Zealand’s best backdrops – a 

seemingly endless collection of 

enormous snow-dusted peaks 

shooting up from behind the 

shoreline, lapped by sparkling blue 

waters which fade into the Pacific 

Ocean. Most people come here to 

spot sperm whales on a bucket-

list boat trip around the bay, but 

there’s a whole load more marine 

life including fur seals, albatross 

and huge pods of dusky dolphins 

which drop by to say hi year-round.

LAKE TEKAPO & AORAKI/

MOUNT COOK

If you have time, continue into 

the heart of the South Island for a 

spectacular collision of waterside 

and mountain scenery. Stop off 

and admire the views at Lake 

Tekapo – this area is part of a 

UNESCO Dark Sky Reserve, so it’s 

a fabulous spot for stargazing. 

Less than an hour’s drive from 

here you’ll find Aoraki/Mount 

Cook. This was the training 

ground of Sir Edmund Hillary in 

preparation for his conquest of 

Mount Everest.

kuoni.co.uk/
christchurchandcanterbury

Canterbury is a sprawling 

chunk of New Zealand with 

immense mountains and 

unspoilt coast. The revitalised 

‘Garden City’ of Christchurch 

is a gateway to the rest of the 

region, and the shimmering 

waters of Kaikoura are world-

famous for whale watching.

CHRISTCHURCH & BANKS 

PENINSULA

Christchurch is the South Island’s 

largest city, tucked between 

the Pacific Ocean and Southern 

Alps. It suffered badly during 

the 2010 and 2011 earthquakes 

but is recovering strongly, with a 

reinvigorated city centre helping 

to put it back on the tourist map. 

Browse its top-notch galleries 

and kick back in the pretty green 

spaces – this is a sophisticated 

and distinctly English-feeling city, 

so when you’re not walking you 

can cycle, hop on the vintage tram 

or punt down the Avon River. Just 

south of Christchurch there’s the 

lesser-visited but breathtaking 

Banks Peninsula, with volcanic-

carved hills and coves which call 

out for an overnight stop or day 

trip. It’s home to the small town of 

Akaroa, famous for its charming 

harbour, white lighthouse and 

dolphin cruises (p94).

TranzAlpine Train
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C h r i s t c h u r c h  &  C a n t e r b u r y    N E W Z E A L A N D

Our must-do experiences 
around Christchurch and 
Canterbury

SEE NATURE UP CLOSE WITH

WHALE WATCHING IN KAIKOURA

Book onto one of the city’s regular sperm 

whale-spotting trips – they can be seen year-

round and close to the shore. Depending on 

the season, you may also see humpback, pilot, 

blue and southern right whales.

TAKE A WORLD-CLASS RAIL TRIP ON

THE TRANZALPINE TRAIN

This famous route cuts across the South 

Island between Christchurch and Greymouth, 

crossing through the Canterbury plains, 

Arthur’s Pass and Southern Alps along the way. 

It operates both ways or as a return trip.

HAVE YOUR CAMERA READY AT

LAKE TEKAPO

For an unmissable photo opportunity, stop off 

here to see the Church of the Good Shepherd – 

it’s made from gorgeous stone, perched on the 

shoreline and framed by mountains.

ENJOY A DAY TRIP TO

AKAROA AND BANKS PENINSULA

Discover the picturesque peninsula and 

eclectic Akaroa. A highlight here is The 

Giant’s House, a quirky building with terraced 

gardens, colourful sculptures and mosaics.

GET A TASTE OF THE SOUTH POLE AT

THE INTERNATIONAL ANTARCTIC 

CENTRE

This award-winning attraction in Christchurch 

provides simulated experiences and an insight 

into life in Antarctica. Meet penguins and 

huskies, ride the all-terrain Hägglund vehicle 

and learn about the first expeditions.

 

OUR FAVOURITE 
T HIN GS  TO  D O

WHERE TO STAY:

Christchurch and Canterbury has everything, from historic village 

houses to sparkly city hangouts

THE GEORGE, CHRISTCHURCH

BEST FOR: LEAFY RIVERSIDE 

RELAXATION

This Small Luxury Hotels of 

the World member is next to 

Hagley Park, a short stroll from 

Christchurch Art Gallery.

SUDIMA CHRISTCHURCH CIT Y

BEST FOR: ELEGANT 

CHRISTCHURCH VIBES

This cool new hotel is near various 

restaurants and just around the 

corner from the historic Victoria 

Clock.

HAPUKU LODGE & TREE 

HOUSES, KAIKOURA

BEST FOR: RUSTIC-CHIC STYLE

Stay in a luxury treehouse at 

this eco-friendly lodge – it’s on a 

1500-acre deer farm, surrounded 

by mountains and near the ocean.

THE LEMON TREE LODGE, 

KAIKOURA

BEST FOR: PACIFIC OCEAN 

VIEWS

Set against a Kaikoura Mountains 

backdrop, this tiny clifftop hotel 

has an ocean-view deck and just 

six rooms.

BEAUFORT HOUSE, AKAROA

BEST FOR: A RESTORED 

CHARACTER PROPERTY

Beaufort House dates back to 

1878 and is set in secluded 

gardens, close to Akaroa’s shops 

and restaurants.

See our full range of Christchurch 

and Canterbury accommodation at:

kuoni.co.uk/christchurch 
andcanterbury/hotels

H O W T O S E E  C H R I S T C H U R C H 

A N D C A N T E R B U RY:

The AAT Kings New Zealand Uncovered tour p106 

ends in Christchurch. Our Best of New Zealand 

Self-Drive p104 stops at Greymouth and the 

Aoraki/Mount Cook region. Add a stop at 

Kaikoura, Akaroa or Lake Tekapo on our New 

Zealand Splendour Self-Drive p102.
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N E W Z E A L A N D    G r e a t  j o u r n e y s

The Land of the Long White 

Cloud is packed full of larger-

than-life landscapes so you 

know any journey you make 

will be easy on the eye. If you 

don’t drive, or you want to just 

take in the view rather than the 

road for at least a part of your 

trip, it’s easy to see the best of 

New Zealand by rail or boat. 

NEW ZEALAND BY RAIL

Train travel is a worthy alternative 

to road tripping in New Zealand. 

The country’s rail network is a bit 

of a hidden gem with two main 

lines: one on the North Island 

linking Auckland and Wellington 

and the other following the north-

east coast of the South Island 

between Picton and Christchurch. 

The Northern Explorer shows off 

some of the best backdrops in 

the country; in just one journey 

you’ll follow deep river gorges, 

pass through rolling Hobbiton-

esque farmland and skim the 

base of slumbering volcanoes 

and snow-capped mountains. 

Stop offs along the way include 

Otorohanga, the gateway to 

Waitomo with its famous glowing 

cave dwellers (p94), and Tongariro 

National Park. The South Island’s 

Coastal Pacific Route whisks you 

through the sun-kissed vineyards 

of Marlborough and continues 

with the mountains on one side 

and the ocean on the other. The 

wildlife hangout of Kaikoura is a 

must-stop spot as you make your 

way down to Christchurch. And 

then there’s the real rail highlight 

– the TranzAlpine train which 

passes through shadows of cloud-

piercing giants as it climbs and 

descends the mountain passes of 

the Southern Alps.

BETWEEN NORTH & SOUTH

The Interislander does exactly 

what it says on the tin: it’s a 

ferry that heads back and forth 

between Wellington on the North 

Island and Picton on the South 

Island. But it’s so much more than 

a plain old boat trip. You won’t 

be able to tear yourself away 

from the open-air viewing deck 

as the ship crosses Cook Strait 

and weaves its way between the 

tree-cloaked isles that line Queen 

Charlotte Sound. If you’re lucky 

with the weather, the still waters 

will glisten and reflect the scenery 

around you, and there’s even 

a chance to spot some marine 

life on the way. The ferry links 

up perfectly with the Northern 

Explorer and Coastal Pacific rail 

journeys for a seamless journey 

from Auckland all the way down 

to Christchurch (or vice versa).

HOW TO ENJOY NEW ZEALAND’S GREAT JOURNEYS:

Add these journeys to our self-drives p102-105. The Interislander 

ferry and TranzAlpine Train are included on New Zealand 

Uncovered with AAT Kings p106.

Interislander Ferry
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BY SEA AND RAIL: 
NEW ZEALAND’S 
GREATEST JOURNEYS
Sit back and soak in the epic landscapes as you travel along 
historic rail routes and awe-inspiring waterways.
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G r e a t  j o u r n e y s    N E W Z E A L A N D

OUR FAVOURITE GREAT JOURNEYS OF NEW ZEALAND

INTERISLANDER FERRY

Swap the rails for the sea as 

you hop between the North and 

South Islands. For a peaceful 

adults-only retreat and 

included food and drink, we 

highly recommend upgrading to 

the Interislander Plus Lounge.

TRANZALPINE TRAIN 

This coast-to-coast trip across 

the snow-covered Southern 

Alps is one of the world’s 

most scenic. Alight in the 

terminus town of Greymouth, 

the jumping-off point for your 

west coast adventures.

COASTAL PACIFIC TRAIN

This seasonal waterfront-

hugging route between 

Picton and Christchurch is 

sensational. Pass wild beaches, 

towering cliffs and rocky 

outcrops where huge seal 

colonies rest.

kuoni.co.uk/tranzalpine kuoni.co.uk/interislander kuoni.co.uk/coastalpacifi c

Coastal Pacific Train
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N E W Z E A L A N D    W i l d l i f e

Stop at 
Kaikoura on 

the AAT Kings 
New Zealand 

Uncovered tour 
p106

Stop at the 
Otago Peninsula 

on our Best of 
New Zealand 

Self-Drive 
p104

Kaikoura

Little blue penguin, Otago Peninsula
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W i l d l i f e    N E W Z E A L A N D

ENCOUNTERS OF  
A WILD KIND

Discover sea-dwelling giants, f ingertip-sized larvae 
that create unforgettable light displays, waddling 
penguins and shy New Zealand symbols that 
forage in forests after dark. Our handpicked wild 
experiences take you across the country in search of 
its incredible fauna.

CREATURES OF THE BIG BLUE

WHERE? Kaikoura, Akaroa, Bay 

of Islands & Auckland

Thanks to mixing currents and 

under-the-wave topography, the 

Pacific Coast is a favourite hangout 

for marine life. Along the east 

coast, from Bay of Islands up near 

the tip of the North Island all the 

way down to Stewart Island, you 

can hop on a cruise to seek out 

these majestic creatures. The small 

South Island town of Kaikoura 

can’t be beaten for year-round 

sightings of sperm whales and 

dolphins, plus seasonal viewings of 

migratory whales like humpbacks. 

Add a whale- or dolphin-

watching trip to your New 

Zealand self-drive p102-105.

MAGICAL GLOWING CAVES

WHERE? Waitomo

The smallest creatures on this 

round-up of New Zealand wildlife 

could easily be missed while you’re 

in broad daylight. But head into 

the dark caves surrounding the 

town of Waitomo and hundreds of 

glowworms create a spectacular 

show, casting constellation-like 

patterns above subterranean 

rivers. Float deep underground on 

a boat trip and wait until all the 

lights go out to see it for yourself. 

Visit the Glowworm Caves 

on AAT Kings’ New Zealand 

Uncovered guided tour p106.

WORLD’S SMALLEST PENGUINS

WHERE? Otago Peninsula

Clumsy on land but graceful under 

the water, penguins top a lot of 

wildlife must-see lists. To see them 

in New Zealand, one of your best 

chances is down on the South 

Island’s Otago Peninsula. This is 

where little blue penguins breed 

and raise their young, and where 

fur seals and sea lions laze about 

on rocky outcrops. If you’re lucky, 

you might see the endemic and 

endangered yellow-eyed penguin. 

Go on an Otago Peninsula cruise 

on AAT Kings’ New Zealand 

Uncovered guided tour p106.

MEET NATIONAL ICONS

WHERE? Zealandia, Wellington

Whether they live here year-round 

or drop in on their way to warmer 

or cooler climates, the islands 

have their fair share of winged 

residents. Of course there’s the 

kiwi – the flightless and nocturnal 

native that gave New Zealanders 

their nickname, with its long beak 

and slightly hunched posture. It’s 

tricky to see them in the wild so an 

after-dark visit to the conservation 

project Zealandia, where there are 

around 140 little spotted kiwis 

living in a semi-wild state, is your 

best chance. Visit Zealandia from 

Wellington on our self-drives 

p102-105.

Add a stop at 
Waitomo on our 

New Zealand 
Splendour Self-

Drive p102
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N E W Z E A L A N D    O t a g o  &  S o u t h l a n d

Bo Kaap

Bo Kaap

Lake Wakatipu

Milford Sound

OTAGO’S OPEN 
WATERS & SOUNDS 
OF SOUTHLAND
From imposing alpine landscapes to rugged 
coastlines; welcome to New Zealand’s most action-
packed and awe-inspiring corner.

Milford Sound and Doubtful 

Sound. Milford Sound can be 

brooding or peaceful, with Mitre 

Peak rising majestically out of its 

waters – Rudyard Kipling labelled 

it the Eighth Wonder of the World. 

Doubtful Sound is wonderfully 

unspoilt and more remote – you 

can only see it by boat. According 

to Māori legend, the sounds 

were forged from rock by a giant 

stonemason, so you can thank him 

for the incredible views.

DUNEDIN & OTAGO PENINSULA

Back in Otago you’ll find the 

charming city of Dunedin. It’s 

known for its Scottish and Māori 

heritage, Victorian and Edwardian 

architecture and access to 

the grand Larnach Castle. We 

recommend staying here for 

one night before exploring the 

neighbouring Otago Peninsula. 

It’s all about untamed coastal 

experiences here, with clifftop 

walking trails and rare wildlife. 

If you’re travelling from Fiordland 

National Park to Otago then it’s 

worth stopping at Invercargill 

in Southland on the way – New 

Zealand’s southernmost city has 

attractive heritage buildings and is 

handy for hiking and birdwatching 

trips to Stewart Island.

kuoni.co.uk/otagoandsouthland

Everything about the bottom 

half of the South Island is 

epic. This is a place whose 

mesmerising Middle Earth 

settings have immortalised 

Peter Jackson’s The Lord of 

the Rings films, with stunning 

lakes, plains and fiords all 

on the doorstep of mighty 

mountain ranges. 

QUEENSTOWN & WANAKA

Otago’s two main tourist spots are 

both sheltered by the dramatic 

Southern Alps. Lively Queenstown 

is a gateway to Fiordland National 

Park but has plenty of its own 

breathtaking backdrops. It’s 

nestled on the shores of the 

picturesque Lake Wakatipu, where 

you can go on a leisurely horse 

ride or hop in a kayak. Drive 

an hour or so further north for 

Wanaka, a small town which sits 

by its namesake lake. Go searching 

for the perfect Pinot Noir, or soak 

up mountain views from one of 

the waterfront cafés.

FIORDLAND NATIONAL PARK

This chunk of Southland has some 

of the country’s most amazing 

scenery. Beyond the hundreds of 

miles of walking tracks through 

peaks and moss-streaked valleys, 

the area is most famous for its 

pair of glacier-carved fiords, 

Dunedin coast
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O t a g o  &  S o u t h l a n d    N E W Z E A L A N D

Our must-do experiences 
around Otago and Southland

CRUISE THROUGH THE MAJESTIC

FIORDLAND NATIONAL PARK

Seeing UNESCO-listed Fiordland on the water 

is unforgettable. Take a day or overnight cruise 

through Doubtful Sound or Milford Sound, 

departing from Queenstown or the lakeside 

town of Te Anau.

RELIVE THE TRILOGY ON A

THE LORD OF THE RINGS SAFARI

Jump in a Jeep for a tour around the 

spellbinding Wakatipu Basin – you’ll be able to 

lap up panoramic views over spots including 

The Remarkables, which were used to film the 

Misty Mountains.

DISCOVER NEW ZEALAND’S WILDLIFE ON

AN OTAGO PENINSULA WILDLIFE TOUR

This full-day tour lets you explore the 

peninsula on a boat cruise, visit a Royal 

Albatross nesting area and see fur seals, sea 

lions and yellow-eyed penguins up close.

ROAM THE WINERIES OF

QUEENSTOWN ON AN ELECTRIC BIKE

Glide around the picturesque vineyards of 

Central Otago on a full-day e-bike tour – it’s 

more relaxing than driving, and because it’s 

self-guided you can explore at your own pace.

GET BIRD’S-EYE VIEWS ON THE

SKYLINE GONDOLA TO BOB’S PEAK

Bob’s Peak is an iconic spot – ride up here on 

the Southern Hemisphere’s steepest cable car 

before savouring the views over Queenstown 

and The Remarkables from the restaurant at 

the top.

OUR FAVOURITE 
T HIN GS  TO  D O

WHERE TO STAY:

These are some of our favourite Otago and Southland hotels,  

from refurbished heritage buildings to lakefront escapes

QT QUEENSTOWN

BEST FOR: SPECTACULAR 

LAKE VIEWS

This designer retreat is on the 

shores of Lake Wakatipu, with easy 

access to Queenstown’s activities.

HOTEL ST MORITZ 

QUEENSTOWN, MGALLERY 

COLLECTION

BEST FOR: LUXURIOUS 

MOUNTAIN VIBES

A short stroll from Lake Wakatipu, 

with a warm and rustic style 

reflecting the Southern Alps 

surroundings.

EDGEWATER - LAKE WANAKA

BEST FOR: WATERFRONT AND 

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES

The only hotel directly on Lake 

Wanaka has tennis, mini golf, 

mountain biking and lake trails.

FIORDLAND LODGE, TE ANAU

BEST FOR: DISCOVERING 

FIORDLAND NATIONAL PARK

Take in views over Lake Te Anau 

through panoramic windows, and 

book a guided nature walk to see 

the Fiordland scenery up close.

DISTINCTION DUNEDIN HOTEL

BEST FOR: A CONVENIENT 

DUNEDIN BASE

A former 1930s post office, this 

central hotel has been elegantly 

renovated.

See our full range of Otago and 

Southland accommodation at:

kuoni.co.uk/
otagoandsouthland/hotels

H O W T O S E E  O TA G O A N D S O U T H L A N D :

Queenstown, Te Anau (the gateway to Fiordland 

National Park) and Dunedin are all included in 

our New Zealand Splendour Self-Drive p102 and 

Best of New Zealand Self-Drive p104.
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Stop off at Lake 
Pukaki on our 

Best of New 
Zealand Self-

Drive p104

Lake Pukaki
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T h e  b e s t  d r i v e s    N E W Z E A L A N D

TAKE TO THE ROAD:  
NEW ZEALAND’S 
BEST DRIVES

Life on the road in New Zealand is all about the 
unhurried pace and epic scenery. Mountains, f iords, 
seascapes and idyllic rural backdrops are skirted by 
meandering roads with superb views at almost every 
turn. These routes are a few of our favourites.

ICONIC ROCKS BY WILD SEAS

THE ROUTE: State Highway 6 

from Westport to Greymouth

Follow this Great Coast Road 

route from where it meets the 

ocean at Whitehorse Bay, past 

beaches scattered with driftwood 

and sea-sculpted rocks. Punakaiki 

has pancake-stack rocks and 

blowholes; layered pillars have 

been battered by the elements for 

millions of years, and on rough sea 

days water is forced through small 

gaps at high pressure, creating 

geyser-like eruptions. Stop in 

Paparoa National Park on our 

New Zealand Splendour or Best 

of New Zealand self-drives 

p102-105.

FIORDS AND WATERFALLS

THE ROUTE: State Highway 94 

from Te Anau to Milford Sound

The Milford Road passes high-

sided valleys, along raging rivers 

and even under a mountain. As 

you emerge from the Homer 

Tunnel after a period of rain, walls 

of waterfalls line the valley sides. 

It’s a challenging road and there’s 

limited parking at Milford Sound, 

so it’s worth letting a professional 

do the driving so you can sit back 

and take in the views. Follow the 

road to Milford Sound on AAT 

Kings’s New Zealand Uncovered 

guided tour p106.

BETWEEN THE VINES

THE ROUTE: State Highway 2 

from Napier to Martinborough

This road stretches from Auckland 

down to Wellington and diverts to 

the east coast. Most people take 

the quicker and more direct State 

Highway 1, but you’ll find quieter 

roads and hidden rural regions. We 

love the stretch between Napier 

and Martinborough (with a detour 

along Ponatahi Road) which starts 

and ends in two wine regions – 

Hawke’s Bay and Wairarapa. Add 

a stay in Napier or Hawke’s Bay 

to either of our New Zealand 

self-drives p102-105.

IN THE SHADOW OF GIANTS

THE ROUTE: State Highway 80 

from Pukaki to Aoraki/Mount 

Cook Village

Turn off the Tekapo-Twizel Road 

at the southern end of Lake 

Pukaki and take in the mountain 

views. Glimpses of the lake, open 

farmland and evergreen forests 

add to the experience. Stop 

to stretch your legs at Peter’s 

Lookout and walk down to the 

glacial-blue water’s edge. You’ll 

find yourself in an amphitheatre 

of Alpine peaks and by plenty of 

national park trails. Take a short 

detour on our New Zealand 

Splendour or Best of New 

Zealand self-drives p102-105.
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Visit 
Punakaiki 
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Kings New 

Zealand 
Uncovered 
tour p106
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Splendour Self-
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Punakaiki

The Milford Road
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We’ve inspired you to experience the wonders 
of New Zealand – so what’s next? The following 
pages showcase a handpicked selection of our 
suggested itineraries with recommended hotels 
and sightseeing included, as well as a coach tour 
with our partner, AAT Kings. They’re a starting 
point: take them as they are or go to town 
shaping your own adventure.

Where to start

Whether you’ve never set foot in New Zealand and you’re not 

sure where to head fi rst or you’re a seasoned visitor looking for 

your next great adventure, the features on pages 74 to 99 are 

there to inspire you. Once you’ve got something in mind and 

want to narrow down your ideas, take a look at the following 

itineraries and check out the ‘why you’ll love it’ section. We’ve 

also highlighted the best time to visit each destination – a helpful 

tool if you can only travel at a particular time of the year.

Make it your own

The duration, accommodation and unique experiences in most 

of these itineraries are based on our own experience as well as 

feedback from our customers. Each itinerary suggests diff erent 

ways you can change them; if you don’t see the holiday you 

have in mind, we can help you create it. In addition to these 

itineraries, we can arrange combinations with Australia, trips 

to the South Pacifi c, stopovers in cities further afi eld and 

round-the-world tickets – read more on p110.

INSPIRED? W H AT  NE X T

THE JOURNEY IS PART OF THE ADVENTURE

TRAINS, FERRIES & BUSES

The Northern Explorer, 

TranzAlpine and Coastal Pacifi c 

trains are easy to include in 

a self-drive itinerary, and the 

Interislander between the 

North and South Islands is one 

of the world’s most scenic ferry 

crossings. You can connect 

trains and ferries if you’re not 

driving; intercity coaches also 

link many popular destinations.

SELF-DRIVE

Hitting the road is a joy in New 

Zealand. You’ll drive on the left 

and the roads are quiet and in 

great condition. The ultimate 

road-trip freedom comes with 

hiring a motorhome – it’s easy 

to stop off  and the campsites 

are good quality. Our self-

drives include many of our 

favourite stops, but you can 

easily add extra ones.

In store  |  Selected John Lewis & Partners  |  In travel agents

BAY OF ISLANDS

This string of grass-carpeted islands 

has grand rock formations and waters 

home to dolphins and whales

MARLBOROUGH   

Cruise incredible flooded valleys 

and sip your way around the 

world-famous wineries
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SUGGESTED ITINERARIES & TOURS

New Zealand Splendour Self-Drive  102
Be inspired p84 & p88

Best of New Zealand Self-Drive 104
Be inspired p76 & p90

New Zealand Uncovered                  106 

with AAT Kings 
Be inspired p8, p86 & p96

A NOTE ON PRICE 

Call us for up-to-date 

prices for our suggested 

itineraries or any other 

trip you would like us to 

create for you. The cost of 

your holiday depends on 

the time of year you travel, 

how long you go for and 

your preferred airlines, 

hotels and experiences. 

Prices will rise during 

peak seasons, especially 

from January to February, 

including for motorhomes. 

When and wherever you 

choose to travel, you’ll have 

round-the-clock support via 

telephone from our local 

representatives.

QUEENSTOWN

A tourist favourite on the shores 

of Lake Wakatipu with superb 

Middle Earth scenery

ROTORUA

See sizzling mud pools,  

emerald and orange lakes and 

explosive geysers
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SUGGESTED ROUTE  16 NIGHTS FROM AUCKLAND 

DAY 1: AUCKLAND Hang by the 

stylish waterfront in this North 

Island hub. Stay 2 nights at The 

Sebel Auckland Viaduct Harbour.

DAY 2: COROMANDEL Hike 

coastal trails and take a detour 

to the beautiful Bay of Plenty. 

Stay 2 nights at Grand Mercure 

Puka Park.

DAY 5: ROTORUA See colourful 

crater lakes in this geothermal 

capital of Māori culture. Stay at 

Millennium Rotorua.

DAY 6: TONGARIRO Wander 

this sacred national park’s 

otherworldly terrain, home 

to three volcanoes. Stay at 

Chateau Tongariro Hotel.

DAY 7: WELLINGTON Kick back 

with a coffee by the harbour 

after a day of sightseeing 

around the capital. Stay at 

Rydges Wellington.

DAY 8: NELSON This sunny city 

has lesser-trodden vineyards 

and is a gateway to Abel Tasman 

National Park. Stay 2 nights at 

Rutherford Hotel Nelson.

DAY 10: GLACIER REGION 

Pass deep crevasses and blue 

ice grottos at the Franz Josef 

and Fox Glaciers. Stay at Scenic 

Hotel Franz Josef Glacier.

DAY 11: WANAKA Cycle along 

the lakefront and kayak on 

crystal-clear waters with views 

over the Southern Alps. Stay at 

Edgewater – Lake Wanaka.

DAY 12: QUEENSTOWN Go 

sightseeing through The Lord 

of the Rings locations. Stay 

2 nights at Millennium Hotel 

Queenstown.

DAY 14: TE ANAU Visit 

Milford Sound and/or Doubtful 

Sound from this gateway to 

Fiordland National Park. Stay 

at Distinction Te Anau Hotel & 

Villas.

DAY 15: DUNEDIN Learn about 

the city’s Scottish and Māori 

heritage, or visit the Otago 

Peninsula in search of rare 

wildlife. Stay at Distinction 

Dunedin Hotel.

DAY 16: CHRISTCHURCH Go 

punting and check out cool 

galleries in the regenerated 

‘Garden City’. Stay at 

Distinction Christchurch Hotel.

WHY YOU’LL LOVE THIS SELF-DRIVE

• See the fiery-tinged Champagne Pool at Wai-O-Tapu in Rotorua

•  Explore deserted beaches, secluded coves and lush forests in Abel 
Tasman National Park

• Admire spectacular sheets of frosty-blue ice in the Glacier Region

• Spend time in Queenstown and relive adventures from Middle Earth

WHEN TO GO

•  Weather in New Zealand can be unpredictable (especially on the 
South Island), but January to February is generally best for consistent 
periods of settled weather

•  Spring and autumn (October to November and April to May) tend to 
have pleasant weather and are less crowded than the summer months

•  July to August has shorter, cooler days and wet conditions, so prices 
will be significantly lower during this time

NEW ZEALAND SPLENDOUR 
SELF-DRIVE
See the main highlights of the North and South Islands on this classic New Zealand itinerary. 
Work your way down from super-sleek Auckland to the epic grandeur of the Southern Alps and 
Fiordland National Park; stop off  at steamy springs and glistening glaciers along the way.

Tongariro Crossing day hike
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N e w Z e a l a n d  S p l e n d o u r  S e l f - D r i v e    N E W Z E A L A N D

A NOTE ON PRICE 

If you’re travelling from January to 

February, book well in advance and 

expect to pay a premium, especially 

for motorhomes. Apart from ski 

resorts like Queenstown, prices are 

much lower from May to September.

See more of our New Zealand self-drives: kuoni.co.uk/new-zealand/self-drives

MAKE IT YOUR OWN

We’ve crafted this self-drive based on our own experiences and customers’ feedback. It’s fully fl exible, so talk to us and we 

can create your perfect trip.

WHERE TO STAY

We’ve included some of our 

most popular hotels but you 

can upgrade to quirky or ultra-

luxe options like the QT Hotels 

in Wellington and Queenstown, 

Regent of Rotorua or a Luxury 

Lodge (p80-83). Alternatively, 

you could do all or part of this 

itinerary in a motorhome (p6).

UNIQUE EXPERIENCES

This itinerary is full of 

amazing experiences. Hit 

geothermal Hot Water Beach 

in Coromandel, book a day 

trip into Abel Tasman National 

Park from Nelson, or embark 

on a cruise through one of 

the magnificent Sounds in 

Fiordland National Park.

HOW LONG

Short on time? End your 

itinerary in Queenstown 

before flying home from 

there. If you’ve got more time, 

stay longer in Tongariro and 

trek the Tongariro Crossing. 

There’s loads to do in Rotorua, 

Queenstown and Wellington, so 

we recommend spending extra 

nights there if you can.

ANOTHER STOP 

To fit more wine into your 

itinerary, stop at Hawke’s 

Bay and visit the Art Deco 

town of Napier. Take a detour 

to Kaikoura for the chance 

to spot whales. We love the 

Marlborough Sounds – stay at 

Bay of Many Coves (p82-83) to 

be right on the water’s edge.

COROMANDEL

Visit Hot Water Beach at low tide 

and dig your own natural hot tub

TE PUIA, ROTORUA

Watch Māori cultural 

performances and take a tour 

around the geysers and mud pools

SKYLINE GONDOLA

Ride up to Bob’s Peak for 

panoramic views over Queenstown 

and Lake Wakatipu

FRANZ JOSEF GLACIER

Discover pristine waterfalls and 

ancient temperate rainforest on a 

Franz Josef Glacier Valley Walk
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BEST OF NEW ZEALAND 
SELF-DRIVE
A motorhome-worthy trip of must-sees and lesser-visited gems. 
Explore the Bay of Islands – often overlooked by travellers who 
are short on time – and head to the heart of the Southern Alps.

SUGGESTED ROUTE  

21 NIGHTS FROM AUCKLAND 

DAY 1: AUCKLAND Go yacht-spotting 

at the sleek ‘City of Sails’. Stay at Grand 

Millennium Auckland.

DAY 2: BAY OF ISLANDS See marine 

life at this rocky haven. Stay 3 nights at 

Scenic Hotel Bay of Islands, Paihia.

DAY 5: COROMANDEL Go on rainforest 

walks and head up the mountain on the 

scenic Driving Creek Railway. Stay 2 

nights at Grand Mercure Puka Park.

DAY 7: ROTORUA Discover geysers and 

whizz down Lake Rotorua in a canoe. 

Stay 2 nights at Millennium Rotorua.

DAY 9: TONGARIRO Discover a trio of 

volcanoes and blue-green lakes. 

Stay at Chateau Tongariro Hotel.

DAY 10: WELLINGTON Savour the café 

culture and hidden food stops. Stay at 

Rydges Wellington.

DAY 11: NELSON Explore the wonderful 

Abel Tasman National Park. Stay 2 

nights at Rutherford Hotel Nelson.

DAY 13: GREYMOUTH Visit Shantytown 

for a recreated gold-rush experience. 

Stay at The Ashley Hotel Greymouth.

DAY 14: GLACIER REGION See striking 

icefalls at Fox and Franz Josef Glaciers. 

Stay at Scenic Hotel Franz Josef Glacier.

DAY 15: QUEENSTOWN Breathe in the 

fresh alpine air and lap up the Lake 

Wakatipu scenery. Stay 2 nights at 

Millennium Hotel Queenstown.

DAY 17: TE ANAU See Fiordland 

National Park’s epic landscapes. Stay at 

Distinction Te Anau Hotel & Villas.

DAY 18: DUNEDIN Head to nearby 

Larnach Castle, a great photo spot. Stay 

2 nights at Distinction Dunedin Hotel.

DAY 20: AORAKI/MOUNT COOK 

REGION Aoraki/Mount Cook National 

Park has permanent snow fields and the 

famous mighty mountain. Stay at The 

Hermitage Hotel, Aoraki Mount Cook.

DAY 21: CHRISTCHURCH Amble around 

parks and punt along the Avon River. 

Stay at Distinction Christchurch Hotel.

WHY YOU’LL LOVE THIS SELF-DRIVE

• Spot whales and roam rolling green hills in the Bay of Islands

• Head out on clifftop walks and find secluded coastal hideaways in Coromandel

• Meet rare wildlife like yellow-eyed penguins on the Otago Peninsula

• See the highest mountain in New Zealand: Aoraki/Mount Cook

WHEN TO GO

•  Weather in New Zealand can be unpredictable (especially on the South Island), but 
January to February is generally best for consistent periods of settled weather

•  Spring and autumn (October to November and April to May) tend to have pleasant 
weather and are less crowded than the summer months

•  July to August is more likely to have wet conditions, so prices will be lower during 
this time
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B e s t  o f  N e w Z e a l a n d  S e l f - D r i v e    N E W Z E A L A N D

A NOTE ON PRICE 

If you’re travelling from January to February, 

book well in advance and expect to pay a 

premium, especially for motorhomes. Apart 

from ski resorts like Queenstown, prices are 

much lower from May to September. Most 

attractions are open year-round.

See more of our New Zealand self-drives: kuoni.co.uk/new-zealand/self-drives

MAKE IT YOUR OWN

We’ve crafted this self-drive based on our own experiences and customers’ feedback. It’s fully fl exible, so talk to us and we 

can create your perfect trip.

WHERE TO STAY

We’ve included some of our 

most popular hotels but you 

can upgrade to quirky or ultra-

luxe options like the QT Hotels 

in Wellington and Queenstown, 

Regent of Rotorua or a Luxury 

Lodge (p80-83). Doing at 

least part of this itinerary in a 

motorhome is also a great idea 

– read more on p6.

UNIQUE EXPERIENCES

Visit the historic Waitangi 

Treaty Grounds in the Bay of 

Islands; wander around Te 

Puia’s misty geysers in Rotorua; 

take a detour to Lake Tekapo 

and see the Church of the Good 

Shepherd; and spot beautiful 

wildlife on the Otago Peninsula.

HOW LONG

This is a pretty packed itinerary, 

so if you have more time we 

recommend slowing the pace 

a little. Add an extra night in 

Tongariro to take on the world-

famous one-day Tongariro 

Crossing; spend more time 

soaking up Wellington’s cool 

vibes; or stay longer around 

picturesque Queenstown.

ANOTHER STOP 

There’s plenty more to see, 

if you have the time. Tour 

the gorgeous wine regions of 

Hawke’s Bay, Martinborough 

and Marlborough; schedule in a 

stop at Taupo for watersports; 

or take a detour to Kaikoura for 

year-round whale watching.

BAY OF ISLANDS

See intricate rocks, spot diverse 

marine life and enjoy some of New 

Zealand’s best weatherABEL TASMAN NATIONAL PARK

Tour the beaches and forests 

of Abel Tasman on a day trip

from Nelson

INTERISLANDER FERRY

A scenic journey between North 

and South – upgrade to the Plus 

Lounge for free food

OTAGO PENINSULA

Cruise around the peninsula and 

spot albatross, seals and penguins 

on this full-day tour
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SUGGESTED ROUTE  16 NIGHTS 

FROM AUCKLAND

DAY 1: AUCKLAND See the harbours 

at this high-rise waterfront city. Stay 2 

nights at Stamford Plaza Auckland.

DAY 3: TAURANGA Soak up the seaside 

scenery in the Bay of Plenty’s largest 

city. Stay at Trinity Wharf Tauranga.

DAY 4: ROTORUA Explore Te Puia 

Thermal Reserve before an evening of 

Māori food and culture. Stay 2 nights at 

Millennium Rotorua.

DAY 6: WELLINGTON Visit Te Papa 

Museum in this buzzing harbour 

city. Stay at James Cook Hotel Grand 

Chancellor.

DAY 7: BLENHEIM Take a city 

sightseeing tour before sampling fine 

Marlborough wines. Stay at Chateau 

Marlborough, Blenheim.

DAY 8: CHRISTCHURCH Wander around 

this regenerated artsy city. Stay at 

Distinction Christchurch Hotel.

DAY 9: TWIZEL Stop for afternoon tea 

at Lake Tekapo on the way to Twizel, a 

hub of water activities like kayaking. 

Stay at MacKenzie Country Hotel.

DAY 10: DUNEDIN See the preserved 

Victorian and Edwardian architecture. 

Stay at Scenic Hotel Southern Cross, 

Dunedin.

DAY 11: TE ANAU Admire shimmering 

Lake Te Anau and head into nearby 

Fiordland National Park. Stay at 

Distinction Te Anau Hotel & Villas.

DAY 12: QUEENSTOWN Get to know 

this beautiful waterfront town, known 

for its thrilling jet boating. Stay 2 nights 

at Millennium Hotel Queenstown.

DAY 14: FRANZ JOSEF Take in the  

views over the blue-speckled valley of 

snow and ice. Stay at Scenic Hotel Franz 

Josef Glacier.

DAY 15: PUNAKAIKI Visit the 

protruding Pancake Rocks made from 

limestone. Stay at Punakaiki Resort.

DAY 16: CHRISTCHURCH Arrive in 

Christchurch after a breathtaking 

trip on the TranzAlpine Train. Stay at 

Distinction Christchurch Hotel.

WHY YOU’LL LOVE THIS SELF-DRIVE

• Take a scenic journey between the North and South Islands on the Interislander ferry

• Discover one of the world’s most famous glaciers at Franz Josef

• Choose from a selection of ‘Included Choice’ experiences in Dunedin

• Take a cruise along Milford Sound in Fiordland National Park

WHEN TO GO

•  Weather can be unpredictable (especially on the South Island), but January to 
February is generally best for consistent periods of settled weather. There are 
departures year-round, although less frequently from April to September

•  This escorted coach tour lets you explore without the driving, so don’t be put off by 
potentially wetter conditions in July and August

• See our Australia and New Zealand Escorted Tours brochure for departure dates 
   and prices

NEW ZEALAND 
UNCOVERED WITH  
AAT KINGS
Take an unforgettable escorted coach tour around New Zealand. 
Selected meals, activities at must-visit spots, and journeys on 
the Interislander ferry and TranzAlpine Train are all included.

Waitomo Glowworm Caves
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N e w Z e a l a n d  U n c o v e r e d  w i t h  A AT  K i n g s    N E W Z E A L A N D

A NOTE ON PRICE 

Supplements apply during summer season 

(October to March). See p40 of our Australia 

and New Zealand Escorted Tours brochure 

for complete listings for AAT Kings tours, 

departure dates and prices.

MAKE IT YOUR OWN

This First Choice escorted coach tour with our partner, AAT Kings, stops at a great selection of key destinations. The itinerary 

is fi xed, but includes plenty of amazing experiences.

WHERE TO STAY

You’ll stay at good-quality 

hotels. There’s Millennium 

Rotorua next to its mysterious 

namesake lake; the historic 

city landmark of Scenic Hotel 

Southern Cross, Dunedin; 

and the laid-back Distinction 

Te Anau Hotel & Villas which 

overlooks one of New Zealand’s 

largest lakes.

UNIQUE EXPERIENCES

Most sightseeing is included. 

On Included Choice days 

in Rotorua, Dunedin and 

Queenstown you can choose 

from a selection of included 

sightseeing options. Highlight 

Dinners include Marlborough 

produce and wine, a gourmet 

barbecue at Lake Wakatipu and 

a Māori Hangi in Rotorua.

HOW LONG

You can extend this tour 

by adding time at the start 

and end. We recommend 

finishing with an extra night 

in Christchurch to see Akaroa 

and Banks Peninsula. See our 

Australia and New Zealand 

Escorted Tours brochure for

the full range of AAT Kings 

tours with different inclusions.

ANOTHER STOP 

Unlike our self-drives where 

you can add extra stops, this is 

a fixed itinerary. If you want an 

epic itinerary where you’re not 

driving yourself, combine your 

New Zealand trip with an AAT 

Kings coach tour in Australia. 

Or add an international 

stopover to cities such as 

Singapore or Los Angeles.

WAITOMO GLOWWORM CAVES

Glide under a luminescent blue-

green layer on this AAT Kings 

Included Choice excursion

TRANZALPINE TRAIN

Pass mountains and plains on 

this world-class journey between 

Greymouth and Christchurch

MARLBOROUGH WINE REGION

Tuck into the region’s local 

produce and world-famous wine 

on a three-course Highlight Dinner

MILFORD SOUND

Drink in the views over this ice-

carved wonder on a cruise through 

Fiordland National Park

Read more about our New Zealand tours with AAT Kings at: kuoni.co.uk/aatkings
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SOUTH PACIFIC & STOPOVERS

“This is paradise. It feels like you have all the time in the world.  
No worries or expectations; it’s just you and the lovely islanders, 
surrounded by dreamy, powdered beaches and ombré ocean blues. 
Nothing really comes close to the magic of Fiji.”

– Tamara Goodier, Fiji expert at Kuoni St Albans



Qantas have changed the game 

with their new London to 

Perth and upcoming London to 

Sydney non-stop routes, but 

adding a stopover into your trip 

gives you the opportunity to 

enhance your experience and 

see a completely different place 

on the way. Fly east via the 

Middle East or Asia, or west via 

the USA; or push the boat out 

with a round-the-world ticket. 

If you’ve got a stopover city in 

mind, that will help you choose 

your airline. 

ASIA

Singapore is our most popular 

stopover, and a brilliant city to 

explore for a few days. It has a 

sleek waterfront of 21st-Century 

skyscrapers and a rich colonial 

past, and has transformed itself 

into one of Asia’s greenest cities 

– we love the towering Supertree 

Grove in Gardens by the Bay. 

Qantas and Singapore Airlines 

both fly via here. Asia is full of 

other exciting places to stop in 

like Malaysia, Thailand, Japan and 

long-time favourite, Hong Kong.

MIDDLE EAST

The Gulf carriers (Emirates, Etihad 

Airways and Qatar Airways) fly 

via here – it’s a great option for 

a change of scenery on the long 

journey home. Emirates can take 

you to the glittering metropolis of 

Dubai; time it right with an Etihad 

flight to Abu Dhabi to catch the 

Grand Prix at Yas Marina Circuit, 

one of the world’s best Formula 

1 venues; or choose Qatar for an 

enticing mix of age-old souks and 

stained glass towers.

USA

Most travellers head via Los 

Angeles but you can also fly via 

San Francisco or various other 

US cities. If you’d like to discover 

more then consider combining 

your holiday to Australia or New 

Zealand with an American road 

trip. See our Discover USA & 

Canada brochure for inspiration.

TRAVEL IN STYLE

Upgrades to Premium Economy, 

Business and First Class are an 

indulgent way to start or finish 

your holiday. The spacious Qantas 

London Lounge at Heathrow 

Terminal 3 has an excellent gin 

bar, high-quality barista-made 

coffee and a full buffet. The Gulf 

carriers offer some of the most 

exclusive flight upgrades around, 

from Qatar Airways’s chauffeur 

service to Etihad Airways’s The 

Residence, the only three-room 

suite for two in the sky.

UPGRADE YOUR HOLIDAY:

Talk to us to find out the best options for your preferred 

destinations. You can add a stopover to any of our suggested 

itineraries for Australia p56-71 or New Zealand p102-107.

STOP OVER ON YOUR
JOURNEY DOWN UNDER
It ’s a long way to the other side of the world, so check out 
some of our favourite stopover spots.

Downtown Los Angeles
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OUR FAVOURITE STOPOVER DESTINATIONS

CALIFORNIA

Explore iconic cities, visit 

world-class vineyards or cruise 

along the breathtaking Pacific 

Coast Highway. California 

is the ultimate stopover 

destination.

SINGAPORE

Beyond the gardens and 

space-age skyline, this 

affluent city-state has amazing 

shopping and mouth-watering 

food ranging from buzzing 

street markets to Michelin star 

restaurants.

DUBAI

Drink tea in a desert tent, 

admire the skyline from your 

stand-up paddleboard and visit 

the world’s tallest building all 

in the same day.

kuoni.co.uk/singapore kuoni.co.uk/california kuoni.co.uk/dubai

Dubai
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S O U T H PA C I F I C

THE ULTIMATE 
SOUTH PACIFIC 
ISLAND ESCAPES

The South Pacif ic is breathtaking, with white sands 
and jungle-clad peaks that rise out of kaleidoscopic-
blue lagoons. In this exclusive part of the world, 
hotels up the luxury levels with overwater bungalows 
and private islands that have front-row views of 
paradise. These are our favourite wow-factor retreats.

BLUEST OF BLUE LAGOONS

WHERE? Pacific Resort Aitutaki, 

Cook Islands

Quieter than its larger neighbour, 

Rarotonga, fishhook-shaped 

Aitutaki is a super-romantic island. 

It’s nestled in a lagoon five times 

its size, and a stay at this intimate 

resort shows you the bewitching 

blue up close. Tear yourself away 

from the views to go diving and 

snorkelling in warm sapphire 

waters, or try kitesurfing at the 

nearby sandbars of Honeymoon 

Island and One Foot Island – 

they’re just a short boat ride away.

PEACEFUL ADULTS-ONLY 

LUXURY

WHERE? Likuliku Lagoon 

Resort, Fiji

Likuliku is on Malolo in the 

Mamanuca Islands, a volcanic 

archipelago off the coast of Fiji’s 

main island, Viti Levu. It means 

‘calm waters’ and this resort is 

about as calm as it gets. Visit 

sacred sites like the Yadra Cave 

and Vatu Tagi (‘weeping rock’), 

before sipping sundowners at 

the lagoon-view restaurant. Each 

luxurious bure (Fijian thatched 

cottage) has touches like hand-

carved window frames and woven 

coconut husks; the Overwater 

Bures are the only ones in Fiji. 

BOUTIQUE ISLAND 

HIDEAWAY

WHERE? Qamea Resort & Spa, Fiji

Two miles across the water from 

the larger island of Taveuni you’ll 

find Qamea – for a more secluded 

Fiji holiday, this is the place to 

go. Its namesake hotel is nice 

and private, nestled against an 

emerald valley backdrop with its 

own sheltered lagoon. There’s 

lots to do, from island walks to 

stand-up paddleboarding. Staying 

here gives you an authentic Fijian 

experience – watch the local kava 

drink being prepared and listen 

for the blowing of the conch 

which signals your Pacific Rim-

inspired dinner.

LAID-BACK ISLAND LIVING

WHERE? Outrigger Fiji Beach 

Resort

Most travellers who visit Fiji go 

to Viti Levu, and this sprawling 

retreat is in a fabulous spot 

on its famous Coral Coast. The 

flurry of thatched roofs nods to a 

traditional Fijian village, and the 

Bebe Spa sits on a lagoon-view 

plateau which the locals have 

named Heavenly Hill. The Vahavu 

pool and bistro area means ‘to 

relax’ – you can do exactly that 

with its pair of pools, sun deck 

and swim-up bar.

Caption
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Add a South 
Pacif ic stay to  
our suggested 

itineraries 
p56-71 and 

p102-107

Likuliku Lagoon Resort, Fiji
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S O U T H PA C I F I C

InterContinental Bora Bora Resort & Thalasso Spa

The Brando, Tetiaroa
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S O U T H PA C I F I C

GROUNDBREAKING 

TROPICAL SPA

WHERE? InterContinental Bora 

Bora Resort & Thalasso Spa

The Deep Ocean Spa is the 

first of its kind in the Southern 

Hemisphere and has glass-

bottomed rooms, where you can 

count colourful fish swimming 

beneath you during a bespoke 

Polynesian treatment. We love 

the Brando Suites – step through 

glass doors from your spacious 

open-plan living and dining area 

onto a private outdoor terrace 

with large plunge pool. If that’s 

not enough, head upstairs to your 

sheltered solarium and kick back 

on a sun lounger, with unspoilt 

views over the extinct Mount 

Otemanu.

MESMERISING MARINE LIFE

WHERE? Bora Bora Pearl Beach 

Resort & Spa

This member of The Leading 

Hotels of the World is the only 

resort on the idyllic islet of Motu 

Tevairoa – it looks extra special 

once the sun sets and lanterns 

flicker in the background. Stay 

here for access to To’A Nui, a 

unique coral nursery where you 

can snorkel in the company of 

4000 corals and 70 species of 

fish. Out of the 80 Polynesian-

style bungalows, the Lagoon 

Premium Overwater Suites are 

the ones to go for – they’re in an 

excellent spot nearer the end of 

the pontoon, with direct lagoon 

access from a private sun deck. 

ULTIMATE CASTAWAY 

ISLAND

WHERE? The Brando, Tetiaroa

This is one of the most exclusive 

hideaways on Earth. It’s perched 

on the edge of a crystal lagoon 

and can only be reached by 

private plane from Tahiti. While 

filming Mutiny on the Bounty 

here, Marlon Brando was so 

enchanted by the island that 

he later bought it as his own 

private pad. It’s now a boutique 

eco resort designed to preserve 

Polynesian culture and marine 

life, powered by sustainable 

resources like solar energy and 

coconut oil.

BUCKET-LIST CRUISES

If you want to tick off several 

not so easily accessible islands 

all in one go, we recommend a 

cruise. Paul Gauguin Cruises are 

experts in sailing around the 

South Pacific, with all-inclusive 

packages which include distinctly 

Polynesian entertainment and 

cuisine. This is an authentic and 

good-value way to explore some 

serious once-in-a-lifetime spots 

in style.

To find out more about any of 

these South Pacific hotels or 

Paul Gauguin Cruises, talk to us 

or visit kuoni.co.uk.

Add a South 
Pacif ic stay to 
our suggested 

itineraries 
p56-71 and 

p102-107
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